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1979 Annual Dedication

Perhaps the most modest and credit-dispelling person among the staff at

Kieve is Dick Kennedy. We know that this dedication will embarrass him, but

we couldn't allow the moment to pass. This past June, Dick provided all of us

at Kieve with a rare opportunity and for that, he deserves thanks.

We live in an age which has been called everything from an age of rampant
materialism to a time when mediocrity is a desirable goal. It is seldom that we
see those whom we know well adhere unshakably to personal values. Dick

gave us all that chance when, four days after major surgery, he stood at the

top of the hill at camp welcoming the boys who were arriving for the first

session. He was scarcely out of bed and very weak from his ordeal, but he

knew that he had to be the representative of the three words on the Kieve

Seal: "Courage, Loyalty, and Perseverance".

For his on-going example of fortitude and adherence to strength we
dedicate this annual to Dick with appreciation and affection.

JOHN R. PEDRICK
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Watersports
At the beginning of the summer, I had a nightmare about a group of Kieve

boys who were in a real "pickle". In a minute let me tell you about their

problem and the solution to it, but first of all let me go way back to the

beginning of the 14th century and tell you a little bit about one of the

greatest pieces of literatme in the history of the world.

The writer's name was Dante Alighieri, Dante for short, and he was the

first person to write lengthy prose and poetry in Italian rather than Latin or

Greek. Only the most highly educated clerics could read Latin and Greek, but

many people could read Italian, and Dante was anxious to get his message

across to as many people as possible, not just the few who were highly

educated.

Dante called his most important work The Divine Comedy; he called it a

"comedy" using the Greek meaning of the word. All those who read it in

medieval times knew that a comedy was not a story that was funny; rather it

was a story that ended with the characters getting their just deserts. In other

words, the "good guys" had a happy ending and the "bad guys" didn't.

The Divine Comedy describes the characteristics of "good guys" and "bad

guys" and it further describes what happens to each in graphic terms. The
"good guys" are those who allow themselves to be guided by (iod into making
the correct, unselfish decisions. But all hope is abandoned for those who are

judged to belong in Hell.

Dante sees Hell as an immense conical cavity where the woeful spirits find

their eternal lodging. There are in this abyss nine separate circles, each more
unpleasant than the last, and each reserved for a particular kind of sinner.

For example: Heresy is punished in the 6th circle. Violence in the 7th circle,

Deceit in the 8th circle, and Treachery in the 9th circle. Each sin is carefullv

categorized and each piuiishment is caiefulh described. The infernal

landscape is visualized with the utmost clarity, and the grim landscape echoes
with the reality of sound.

Paradise, where the "good guys" go for eternit\, is equally vividh described.

It is a most beautiful forest, musical with bird-song and traversed bv the

clearest and sweetest of streams. Through the forest there advances slowlv a

luminous symbolic pageant, its elements representing in various ways: Christ,

The Holy Spirit, the Prophets, the Sacred Writers, and the X'irtues.

Now, how does a long, I 4th centin y descriptive poem fit in with mv dream
this summer about a group of Kieve boys? Let me tell \()u nn dream and I

think you will agree that it describes a certain kind of Hell. And then let's see

if we can't magically change that Hell into Paradise.

In my dream a group of campers has jirst returned from a long, difficult

trip. They have had high head winds and wet weather, and some of their

food has been lost when a canoe overturned in the swollen rapids. I heir \an
ride back to camp has been made possible because of their anticipation of .i

huge roast beef dinner with all of "the fixings ' including Peter's blueberr\ pie

a-la-mode. They have just barelv enough energ\ to get washed up before
going into Pasquaney for theii sj)ecial feast. As the\ sav grace, several bo\s

gaze at their place settings and the\ are full of anger and despair because at

each place is a fork six feet long rather than a conventional lot k. I his is a
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cruel iioax; tlicv iiuist liave tound one of the circles of Hell because they are

starved, thev have delicious food in front of them; yet no boy is able to

appease his hiuiger because his fork is luuuanageable.

In the 14th centiuy notice that Dante was sure in his knowledge of Heaven
and Hell, g(X)d and bad. If you obeyed God's will you went to Paradise, but if

vou didn't olxn Ciod you went to one of the nine circles of the Inferno.

Kieve's answer is equally sure but perhaps harder to learn, particularly at

an early age. In order to receive the nourishment from the meal, which was
apparently denied to them because of the six foot forks, the campers had to

pair off and agree to co-operate. They had to sit across the table from one
another and systematically feed one another, each using his fork to get a bit

from his partner's plate into his partner's mouth. They had a common
problem to solve, and it could only be solved with the good will of every

member of the group. If one person were greedy or selfish or unwilling to

help his neighbor, nobody would be fed.

I devoutlv hope that the experiences that you have had at Kieve and the

people whom you've met here, have taught you at least the beginnings of the

importiince of being considerate of one another. If you meet problems at

home and at school and stop to consider the welfare of others before deciding

on a solution, then Kieve has been a success for you.

Let Us Pray

Dear Lord, thank you for bringing us together in this lovely place. Thank
you particularly for your guidance in helping each one of us to grow and
learn the difficult lessons that to be concerned about others is to find Paradise

and to be concerned only about ourselves is to be mired in Hell.

—Amen

—
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Campers^ 1979
FIRST SESSION

East Bunkerhill:

Kneeling:

Sta nding:

Foulke, A., Burgess, Kratovil, D., Turner, Lehrman,
J.

Garrett, Robinson, Hol^inn,
J., Stewart, Sanborn, M., Lang

Carter, Williams, J., Mfe?r, Schvvalbe

West Bunkerhill:

1st Row: Herbruck, Newbold, Woodruff, Tucker
2nd Row: Lee, Horan, Motley, Culman, Potter, Royal, Thomas, Brown
3rd Row: Rossmaster, Lehrman, L., Sandvik
Door: Robinson



South Glenayr:

1st Row: Cooper, Stenyjel, Bea^ien, Crowlev, Cioodrich

2nd Row: Vogel, Talbot, C, Sandvik, D., Hall, Sienkiewicz, Wike, D.,

Viiet

Door: Russell, Parsons

North Glenavr:

1st Row: Campbell, Thompson, Jackson, Malovanev, Woodward,
Buck

2nd Row: Ciuthrie, Mandle, Murphv, J., Warih, Hebb
3rd Row: Cioodman, Pierpan, Whiting"

Door: McCarthy
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South Bunkerhill:

1st Row: Dingle, Coolidge, Crowley, J., Preziosi, Schmidt
2nd Row: Shenton, Atwood, MacAvoy, Ludington, Sanborn, E.,

North Bunkerhill:

1st Row: Seamans, Stout, Levitsky, Heher, Alexander, G., Talbot, R.,

Agier, R., Conant, Gamble
2nd Row: Kratovil, E., Walsh, Cromwell, G., Parker, Kahrl, B.
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South Harris:

1st Row:
2nd Row

Door:

von Oppenheim, Dowd, Fouike, D., Bundy
Murphy, S., Papin, Sage, Wilke, T., Goldsmith, von der
Schulenburg, Agier, F., Holhuin, T.

Vastine, Wheeler ^

North Harris:

Kneeling:

1st Row:
2nd Row:
Door:

Shehadi, Moller

Eberle, BHss, Kahrl, F., Mitchell

lanch, Peters, Renneisen, Munroe
Buck, Schneider

Nelson
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Bank:

Kennedy, Pearey, Degueldie, Richardson, Cromwell, Neilson

SECOND SESSION

South Glenayr
1st Row: D.Vnet, Ek, San Rowan

Williams, J.

2nd Row: McArdle, Fownsend, O'Leary

Stratton, (iuthrie

Pappas, Hebb

Bradshaw, T., Wilkins, D.

Waite, R., Reillv, Fox,

Door:
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North Glenayi

1st Row: Robbins, Beier, Cooper, Crowley, D., Westheimer, Albert,

Glenn
2nd Row: Russell, Sanborn, M., Sheehan, Young, Schwalbe
3rd Row: Millhon, Stengel, Sibley

Door: Robinson

SOUTH BUNKERHILL

South Bunkerhill:

1st Row: Warren, Ivoellc, S):»eiss, Laphani, (a ibb, Warih
2nd Row: Shenton, Fulnier, MaloxancN, Taylor, Xastasi, C.., Williams,

R., /anga, (.oodrich, Rutan
Door: Vogel
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North Bunkerhill:

1st Row: Gamble, Crowley, J., Cullen, McKee, Seward, O'Grady
2nd Row: Kelley, Coolidge, Seamans
3rd Row: Roberts, Gal, San Roman, J.
4th Row: Ball, McClure
Door: Neilson, Voi^el

South Harris:

Keeling: Lackey, Bunker, Wall, S., Dohrmann, Goodyear, Scully,

Nastasi, J.

Standing: Mayer, D., Nichols, P., Sanborn, E., Parker, Mack, O'Grady,

P., Walsh
Door: Vastine, Wheeler
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East Old Burtkerhill:

1st Row: Gee, Chapin, Connelly, Gordan, T., Briggs, Howard, Lee, N.

2nd Row: Atwood, Jessup, Nichols, J.

3rd Row: Levitsky, Dowd
4th Row: McNulty, Kitson, Bevan
Door: McCarthy

West Old Bunkerhill:

1st Row: Waite, C, Pennington, Wilkins, C, Cashman, Foulke, D.,

Wilgis, Gordan, J.
2nd Row: Wallis, Lee, H., Ripley, Bradshaw, Newton, Giles

Door: Kennedy
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North Harris (long trippers):

1st Row: Menendez, Mayer, C, Bent, Banbury, Trafton
Door: Brown, Hagar



Chapel
The following talk in chapel represents the recurring theme of all our chapel

services this year. Many people in our community made important contributions

to our short periods of group worship on each Sunday, and thoughts and
feelings, both expressed and unexpressed, were born at Kieve and will flourish

throughout the winter.
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Archery
Much fun was had by all this summer at the Kieve Archery Range. Many

qualifications were indicative of the knowledge and development which took

place and so deserves recognition. Four gold arrows were earned over the

summer, (the highest qualification attainable), by our star archer — Max
Ludington. His skill serve as an inspiration. Max continually strived to attain

the near impossible qualification of Kieve Archer, but was unable to achieve

the title. Sorry Max, maybe next year!

Also worthy of note are those campers whose persistence and drive led

them not toward a great number of qualifications, but toward an increased

knowledge and better sportsmanship. I did appreciate your cooperation and
concern for safety on the range this summer.

My thanks go to Alex Russell, Shep Brown and Tim Shenton for all the

help they have given me over the course of the summer at the Archery
Range. It's been a pleasure!

GARY McCarthy
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Campcraft
This year's activity was modeled after the Junior Maine Guide program

which mixes fun with instruction to train young people in essential woodland
skills. To qualify in campcraft a boy must pass a test involving both oral

questions and practical demonstrations in trip planning, packing, canoeing,

establishing a site (shelter, fireplaces, etc.), fire building, cooking, wilderness

route finding, first aid, hiking, and knife safety.

This diversity of skills implies extensive preparation for testing, so that

qualification cannot be simply gained in one session.

Next year many of the boys who earned their Tenderfood Woodsman will

be ready to formally begin the Junior Maine Guide rating. It is planned that

several council members will be involved in this activity so that each afternoon

on a daily basis those boys who wish to enhance their wilderness living skills

may more frequently do so. This will involve special supervised individual

overnight camping exercises at sites on camp property with increasingly

challenging but fun training, including the ever-popular wet weather fire

building, map-and-compass exercises, and supervised basic axemanship.

MARC JANES
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Nature
We began and ended this summer with a chill and a few days of rain, but

filled the middle of it with sunny days and lots of excitement. We arrived to

find Barn Swallows and Robins nesting on Innisfree's porch, and Phoebes
under the eaves of the South Bathhouse. The boys found two Monarch
caterpillers, which successfully formed chrysalli, hatched, and flew away to

join their kind at the milkweed blossoms along the road. A Goldfinch visited

for several days, a Painted Turtle left us with two eggs, and a Northern Water
Snake left us its skin to complement the Garter Snake's that we found last

summer.

But our most special visitor arrived a week before the end of the first

session. She was small, no bigger than a kitten; she drank only milk, and
possessed her black mask and ever-inquisitive hands to the fullest degree.

Thistle the raccoon made instant friends with everyone (except Peter) at

camp, and it became wonderfully commonplace to see her rolling a ball of

clay between her hands on the floor of the Pottery shed, or frolicking about

the boys as they sat in a field for nature.

This summer I continued the program as I had started it last year. To
receive a qualification, each boy learned how to use the guide books for trees,

flowers, and animals. To finish their last qualification for Kieve Naturalist, the

boys, in addition to helping with the afternoon activity, had to help in the

nature room, cleaning cages, with assorted other upkeep jobs. The final

requirement was a night spent, alone, with only a blanket, on Westcott Point.

Special thanks to the four Kieve Naturalists of the summer, and I hope that

each boy also found the seed of an enthusiasm and lifelong interest in the

myriad worlds around him.

JENNY KAHRL

BOYS' HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS

CHIPMUNK

Bobby Burgess

Eliot Carter

John Woodward
Tarquin Preziosi

Doug Schmidt
Walter Levitsky

Francis Agier

Karim Ek
Willy O'Leary

Ross Dohrmann
Bobby Warth
Frank Goodyear
Tim Lackey
Paul Nichols

Steve Wall

Tom Bevan

Johnson Garrett

Jimmy Holquin
Trip Herbruck
Tommo Motley

Ches Newbold
Tom Rossmasler

Toms Royal

David San Roman
Willy Townsend
David Wilkins

Jamie Williams

Bobby Sheehan
Robby Young
Derek Cribb

Scott Fulmer
Ralph Williams

Edward Coolidge

Gregg Briggs

Rob Chapin

Jim Connolly

Jamie Dowd
Freddy Thomas
Robbie Tucker
Geof Stengel Tommy Gordon
John Buck Willy Howard

Scott Kitson

John Nichols

John Campbell
Gardie Jackson
Chris Pierpan

Tom Thompson
Peter Ripley
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PURPLE FINCH KINGBIRD

Trip Herbruck
Tom Thompson
David Foulke

Peter Sage

Nik von der Schulenberg

Chris von Oppenheim
Karim Ek
David Wilkins

Tommy Sibley

Geof Stengel

Denny Goodrich

Ricky Malovaney

Jerry Mack
Walter Levitsky

John Nichols

Ben Kahrl

Jamie Speiss

John Nichols

David Foulke

Charlie Wilkins

KIEVE NATURALIST

Ben Kahrl

John Parker

David Foulke

Charlie Wilkins
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Photography
The Kieve photography center was extremely enjoyable and educational for

the campers this year. Most of them started without any ideas of how to take,

develop or print pictures and left camp as experienced photographers and
some as ace "photo-jocks."

There was much enthusiasm in the photo center during the first session but

only two handfuls of qualifications. The Million Dollar Camp Kieve Photo
Contest was dominated by shutterbugs Jon Bundy, who entered somewhere
around eighty pictures and David Foulke, whose photos were always sharp

and well composed. Both of them made the darkroom their homes and
surprisingly kept their sanity. Bundy earned his 35mm Wide Angle, 50mm
Standard, 135 Telephoto, and 100-200mm Zoom, the highest qualification

this year.

The second session had many more qualifications, but less enthusiasm.

David Mayer was always trotting around the darkroom during the last half of

the session, but his negatives and prints just never seemed to come out right.

David Foulke repeated his first session performance in the MDCKPC. It is a

wonder that he does not have any pimples yet.

At last I would like to thank Brad for all the help that he has given in and

outside of the darkroom. Best of luck next year.

SIMON GEE
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Pottery
Pam Babin and I teamed up to carry on her well-established pottery

program. In both sessions the metamorphosis of fifty pound lumps of bagged
clay into a marvelous array of every sort of pot was amazing and rapid!

We nailed up the first decorative tiles on the walls and hung the first

chimes and mobiles from the rafters.

David Conant, Zippy Cooper and Darrell Crowley all earned their Kieve

Potter, in grand style. David amazed us all with his huge vase and patient,

careful work. Ben and Jenny Kahrl also had some fine things to say in clay.

And so many other wonderful creations appeared, the list is too long to

mention, but for a few. Charlie Shehadi sculpted a lovely seated woman.
Amos Scully and Ford Wilgis both turned out many fine pots, and Matt

Sanborn nearly sent us to the moon on his rocket ship.

Now that I've learned to keep up with all those last minute firings, I

consider myself a true member of the Kieve Pottery Team.

ROSIE BENSEN
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Printing
In its third active summer, the Kieve print shop was a very much used and

productive place. After Peter Fearey and Zippy Cooper received the summer's
first quaHfications, large masses began to pour into the shop, keeping the

presses filled. Business cards, stationery, shopping lists, and many other

printed articles began to roll off the presses. In the first session, Lee Lehrman
and Wolf Kratovil were the first new boys to receive a printing qualification.

In the second session, David Wilkins and Pat Glenn were the first new boys to

receive their Printer's Devil. Some of the outstanding first session printers

include: Wolf Kratovil, Gardie Jackson, Emil Kratovil, Peter Fearey, Chris

Goodman, and Harry Heher.

The second session boys had an ever greater enthusiasm for printing, with

John Parker and Eric Sanborn beginning the tedious job of a Kieve

newspaper. Eric and John worked on the newspaper toward their Kieve

Printers. Two other printing enthusiasts during the second session were David
McKee and Charlie Newton. David set up and printed a selection of a poem
written by William Wordsworth. Charlie was a great help when he took over

the shop when I was sick. Thank you — Kieve Printers.

Since there were many rainy days, the print shop found itself with a

much-dreaded paper shortage. The supplies held out, however, and the

summer ended well. Some outstanding second session printers include: David

Williams, Tim Lackey, David McKee, John Parker, Charlie Newton, Peter

Ripley, and Scott Fulmer.

Many thanks to senior campers Chris Peters, John Renneisen and Dan
Bliss, and to Jam^y Hebb, for being such helpful assistants.

SARAH BLISS
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Riflery
As always, RiOery was a very popular activity this summer. Many campers

came and worked hard to get an unusually large number of qualifications.

Others simply came to hear the sound of the rifles and to hold a gun and
smell the powder. They were surprised and pleased when they occasionally

hit their target. Tim Wike was definitely one of the former. He was the only

camper to get his Sharpshooter. Tommo Motley and Scott Woodruff egged
each other into getting their Pro Marksman, Marksman, and Marksman 1st

Class — something Rob Chapman did the second session. Mad Dog Jimmy
Holquin belongs in both categories and no one was more surprised than he

when he got his Pro Marksman. He also gets special thanks for adding life to

the Riflery Range. Amos Scully, John Buck, Sean Cullen, Bugs Stratton and
Toms Royal were all "Hershey Barred" for perfect Pinwheel Bullseyes.

Special thanks go to Senior Campers Jake, Tony, Billy, Alan and and Hal
who spent a lot of time helping us out. Our only casualties of the summer
turned out to be Nancy "47" Pedrick and Chris Fudge, who are now hopeless

Riflery addicts. Also thanks to the campers for their cooperation, good humor
and patience while on the range.

WILL SCHWALBE
COLE VASTINE



Ropes
This year's Ropes Program was planned on the idea of having the boys do

thins that they didn't think they could do by improving their balance and
athletic ability.

In the morning, the assigned groups usually did group activities for group
qualifications such as Jr. Commandos, Commandos or Assault Squad. These
activities along with the use of blindfolds in blind soccer and blind hikes

through camp helped the boys see their dependence on one another in order

to complete the task assigned to them.

In the afternoon, the boys, as individuals, worked on their qualifications.

The boys built up and practiced their skills on the ropes course through five

levels of qualifications: white, black, orange, silver and gold pitons. The boys'

own desire for qualifications helped them to overcome fear and failure and
become better at the skills required by the very demanding and dangerous

ropes course.

Thanks to Mark Guthrie for providing an extra hand in tightening ropes,

spotting and for supplying some rather disgusting humor which helped keep

one sane. Special thanks to Eric Sanborn for coming down to the ropes course

even after he had achieved his gold piton and helping out with the timing

and the book. Thanks to all the campers for their cooperation and
enthusiasm which made the ropes course much more fun, safe and
prosperous place than ever before.

ARTIE WALSH
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Sailing
Sailing at Kieve this summer was blessed with fine weather and seven fine

boats. The wind provided ample propulsion throughout both sessions. The
first boat to be capsized this summer was the Red Ray with Rick Malovany at

the helm. Little did Rick know that he would become one of the season's most

accomplished skippers.

Special mention should go to Charlie Atwood who was the only first session

boy to become a skipper.

The second session saw many more qualifications than during the first

session. There were many new second session boys who were accomplished
sailors to begin with.

The highest honor in sailing is the rank of Commodore. This year two
campers took their places among the most praised as the first Commodores in

two years — David Foulke and Derek Cribb.

Finally, I would like to give special thanks to Ned Lee for his work as

co-sailing master.

BILLY VOGEL

BOYS' HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS

CREW SKIPPER COMMODORE

Karim Ek Greg Beier

Chris O'Grady Darrell Crowley
Willy Fox Derek Cribb

Darrell Crowley Harry Lapham
Matt Sanborn Ricky Malovaney
Derek Cribb Tris Warren
Denny Goodrich Bobby Warth
Ricky Malovaney Brad McClure
Jamie Speiss Ralphie Vogel
Tris Warren Joe Nastasi

Bobby Warth David Foulke
Ralph Williams Henry Lee
Edward Coolidge

Chris Kelly

Brad McClure
Rad Roberts

Ralphie Vogel
Troy Bunker
Ross Dohrmann
Frank Goodyear
Eric Sanborn
Tom Bevan
Gregg Briggs

Jim ConnoUy
John Jessup

Jeff Cushman
David Foulke

James Gordon
Henry Lee
Chris Pennington
Chip Waite

Walter Levitsky

Derek Cribb

David Foulke
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Swimming
This year's swimming program started on a cool and windy day with the

island swim. It was the first full day of camp so every camper gave it a try.

Some boys had difficulty that day, because of wind, the waves and cool water.

But when the good weather warmed the water, more boys were successful in

making the island.

This year also saw a change in the swimming program as many campers
took swimming instruction during their activity. Such aquatic wonders as

Peter Culman, Mark Mahlen, Charlie Shehadi, Colin McNulty and Jamie
Williams made terrific progress. Many others received their Red Cross

Swimmer and Red Cross Intermediate in swimming. Others made significant

progress at the Beginner and Advanced Beginner level.

General swim occurred twice a day, but many saw fit to take a dip after

evening activity. Congratulations to everyone for a very successful year.

MARC VIRET

BOYS' HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS

SWIMMER INTERMEDIATE

Jamie Williams Denny Goodrich

John Crowley Don Taylor

Scott Fulmer Charlie Shehadi

John Parker Brian Wall

Mark Mahler John Buck
Charlie Shehadi Bob Burgeons

Denny Goodrich Adam Foulke

Chris Goodman Chris Goodman
Tom Bevan Justin Murphy
Brian Wall Sam Potter

Peter Culman Jamie Williams

Ram Goodrich Edward Coolidge

Matt Sandvik Charlie Atwood

Walter Levitsky Mark Dingle

Tony Fearey

Doug Schmidt
Eric Sanborn

Colin McNulty
Cleave Durey
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ADVANCED BEGINNER

William Townsend
Alexis Pappas

Christian Gal

Jose San Roman

ISI AND SWTM SECOND SESSION

FIRST SESSION
\C anm L"IVet ill II A_> IS.

Cass Baker Willy Fox

Eliot Carter VV 111 y L^KZa 1 y

Adam Foulke Alexis Pappas

Johnson Garrett

Jim Holcjuin xJl CllLlcHI IvC 11 1 y

Wolf Kratovil Pat Glenn

John Lehrman Bobby Sheehan
Matt Shanborn K.ai Westheimer
AJ V- 11 k_/ LI- W d I L A-ZCICI^ V^IILIL/

rsill 111 T~n f^r13111 1 Li 1 llCl OLULL r UllllCI

idiiiic vviiiiaiii^ Jamie Speiss

Erancis Agier Don Taylor

rictllK VjrUlLlS IllllU LtDlJUy VVdllll

rf^tf^v 1 iilrriQnrcLCi v^uiiiiciii R :i 1 r»Ki \A/illi^msiViiiLiii VV iiiifiiiia

Trip Herbruck Phillip Zanga
Chuck Horan P/-»rr£>i- RollKoger £>aii

1 1 1 1 1 ici 1

1

OV^dll V-'LAlltll

Tom Motley Chris O Grady
Ches Newbold Jose San Roman
Sam Potter Lindsey Seward
Trims Rriv:ilX V1113 XX^^yCXI Ralphie Vogel
IVT^tt ^^^nHviL"iVlClLL Oa.llV_l V 1^. -IxOoS l^Oll 1 llld 11 1

1

Freddy Thomas Frank_ Goodyear
l</^iiri\; 111 U #=» 1"ivuuuy 1 tiCKCi uaviu iviayci

ocoii woooruii raul V ) orauy
Robert Agier Tom Bevan
David Alexander Gregg Briggs

Walter Levitsky Rob Chapin

Jack Stout Jim Connolly

Bruce Hall Tommy Gordon
Darren Sandvik William Howard
Geof Stengel John Jessup

John Buck Scott Kitson

John Campbell Robbie Sibert

Gardie Jackson Brian Wall

Tom Thompson Magnus Bradshaw
Bobby Warth Jeff Cash man
Charlie Atwood Henry Lee
Mark Dingle Chris Pennington
Tarquin Preziosi Mark Makler
Doug Schmidt Hal Movius

Eric DeGueldre
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Tennis
Tennis this summer was a great success, not only because of the good

turnout of phiyers, but also because of the level of effort all the boys put into

improving their game.

The outstanding weather we had during the first session produced some
really enthusiastic, and therefore successful players. Outstanding first session

"racqueteers" included Mark Mitchell, Nick von der Schulenberg, the

Cromwell brothers and Serre Murphy.

As the second session arrived, Wheels and I were extremely optimistic as a

really good group of players once again graced the courts. Our twelve year

olds were the overall best age group of not only the session, but of the whole
summer. Some of our "Wimbledon" twelve year olds included John Crowley,
Paul O'Grady, Charlie Wilkins, Ross Dohrmann and Frank Goodyear. The
bad weather managed to get to Kieve just as our tennis tournament began.

Our four all-weather courts did hold up, however, and the tournament results

are as follows:

9-10 Singles:

11-12 Singles:

13 8c above Singles:

1. Ricky Malovaney
2. Matt Sanborn
1. Paul O'Grady
2. Magnus Bradshaw
1. Rob Sibert

2. Chris Richardson

The above boys are all to be commended for playing a fine series of

matches. ,

Geoff Stengel deserves recognition, I feel, as the most improved full

summer player. He eventually had many surprise upsets against "topline"

players. However, when thinking back on this year's tennis program, the

player whose play best exemplifies my perception of what Kieve tennis is all

about, is Chris Richardson. His superior style of play and charming courtside

manner really helped me through each day and I sincerely thank him.

In closing, I must thank Curt Lauber and in particular Jeff Wheeler for

their invaluable assistance.

JAMEY HEBB



Woodworking
Again we had a very successful summer in the wcx)dworking shop. I feel it

is very important for young boys to learn to use hand tools to construct

projects with which they are satisfied. To the younger boys the shop gave the

opportunity to work with easily-shaped softwood, and to learn the value of

patience when producing a project. For older boys, design and dimension

were stressed. By drawing what they wanted to build, they could plan and
replan, if necessary. After plans were made, then the boys would discuss with

me the dimensions and overhand for boxes and such. When dimensions were
agreed upon, then construction began.

The projects produced this summer consisted of animal wall hangings, peg
boards, knife racks, paper towel holders, stools, lamps, and shelf units. The
bigger projects designed and constructed were Mike Bent's gun rack. Ford
Wilgis podium, Chris Richardson's tape and record shelf, and Tommy Sibley's

bench.

I personally have always enjoyed working with wood, and the enthusiasm

that fills the shop is fun to be a part of. Special thanks to Mark Viret and Tim
Shenton, who kept the shop going while I was on trips, and the usual

tolerance award to Sarah Bliss and the printers, who put up with our noise

upstairs.

JOHN SEAMANS

QUALIFICATIONS

APPRENTICE 1st CLASS

David Albert Paul Nichols

Roger Ball Willy O'Leary

Tancred Bradshaw Alexis Pappas

Greg Briggs Brendan Reilly

Jeff Cashman Peter Ripley

Edward Collidge Tim Robbins

Derek Cribb Matt Sanborn

Sean Cullen David San Roman
Ross Dohrmann Jose San Roman
Karim Ek Amos Scully

David Foulke Bobby Sheehan

William Fox Geoff Stengel

Patrick Glenn Courtney Stratton

Frank Goodyear Don Taylor

William Howard William Town send

Chris Kelley Ralphie Vogel

Scott Kitson Rich Waite

Tim Lackey Steve Wall

Henry Lee Bobby Warth

Walter Levitsky Kai Westheimer

Chris McArdle David Wilkins

Brad McLure Jamie Williams

Robert Young
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ASSISTANT CARPENTER

David Albert

Jeff Cash man
David Foulke

Denny Goodrich
Frank Goodyear
Chris Kelley

Scott Kitson

Tim Lackey

Henry Lee

Jerry Mack
Chris McArdle
Greg Nastasi

Joe Nastasi

Paul Nichols

Willy O'Leary
Rad Roberts

Eric Sanborn
David Saa Roman
Amos Scully

Rich Waite
Kai Westheimer
Charlie Wilkins

David Wilkins

Jamie Williams

CARPENTERS

Mike Bent

Joe Nastasi

Charlie Shehadi
Tommy Sibley

Ford Wilgis
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Trip Notes
FIRST SESSION

June 29 - July 3

Senior Campers - Vinalhaven

with Sandy Buck and
John Schneider

The sun was just breaking through the

morning fog as the Governor Curtis pulled

out of Rockland bound for Vinalhaven.

Our guide, Jobby Jobinson, lead the way
to his family's home on Zeke's Point, on
the very north end of the island. Our
mission would be to construct a log cabin

of spruce on the Robinson's land. Our
immediate adversaries seemed to be

mosquitos and thick underbrush. Bill

Munroe figured an unknown way to quell

the continual hum of the mosquitos and
Tom Kahrl wailed on the tall grass and
small with a grass whip. Maine's answer to

the famous sequoia, "Grizzly Grant"
presented some difficulty for John and
Sandy. We picked up some fat

bloodblisters that plagued us for the

remainder of the trip.

Many hours of hard teamwork began
to pay off as large spruce trees were
felled, skinned and dragged off to the

site. Peters and Renneisen practiced

speed sprint drills while dragging logs

through the forest. Everyone was
beginning to get caught up in the

excitement of building something literally

from the ground up. Jake wanted to scale

trees as a lumberjack would. Steely Dan
could not be pried from his

self-proclaimed position as chief notch
maker. Tom Tanch kept busy with axe
and saw while singing some of
Aerosmith's "wicked excellent" tunes.

Our third day proved to be a true trial

of patience. Sandy hung a huge spruce
up right over the cabin. A whole morning
was spent trying to free the caught
branches. Even a block and tackle

couldn't fell the monster. The rain

continued to fall and we were getting a bit

cold — and tired of slapping mosquitos.

We stopped after a frustrating four hours
work, and went in to warm up by the fire,

get dry, and take the rest of the day off.

Tony was ecstatic that WBCN was having

an hour-long Grateful Dead concert. Late

in the afternoon a thunderous crash was

heard and felt on Zeke's Point. Upon
investigation we found that the giant

spruce had fallen by itself. Everybody's

spirits were lifted considerably and off we
went to the tents, ready to put in a full

day tomorrow.
Day four was indeed a full day. The big

tree was attacked first, smaller ones

followed; but no more falling mistakes.

Charlie Shehadi actually did scale a tree

— and a team of experts helped the tree

fall by pulling on the line that Charlie

attached to it. Just as things began to look

in control, Charlie Nelson decided to see

if his axe could cut through his foot.

Guess what? It did! Dr. O'Keefe of the

island medical center sewed Charlie

together — and life went on as usual. By
the end of the day the cabin was five feet

high — half way through the windows.
All of the work had been done by hand,

saw and axe. The chain saw failed us

before we had started, so we followed the

true pioneer ritual of cabin building.

A feast of all food that remained served

as a celebration meal. Mitch discovered

that bread soaked in fruit punch tasted

great. Everyone was in high gear,

laughing, cheering the northwest wind,

and priding one another on a job very

well done.

The return trip was leisurely; all

connections were met, and back we came
to Kieve, calloused and sappy hands,

strong arms and backs, and
knowledgeable in the art of log cabin

building.

SANDY BUCK

June 29 - July 4

South Harris - Moose River

with John Seamans, Shep Brown
and Brad Gamble

On Friday, June 29 South Harris woke
for an early breakfast, loaded onto the

van at 7:30 and were on the road north.

Destination: Jackman, Me. and the Moose
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River. After a quick stop for a screamboot
we arrived at Atleun Landing by noon;
after unloading truck, trailer and van we
say goodbye to Frank. We have lunch at

the landing, then a short paddle to our
first campsite around the corner,

accompanied by thunder and the threat

of rain, which turned out to be typical

weather for the trip. The canoes hit the

beach and up went the tents and tarp, as

the last tent fly was fastened down the

rain started and ceased ten minutes later.

The sun reappeared and the weather was
warm. Half the group played canoe
Capture the Flag while the rest played

frisbee between canoe and beach.

Before supper, boys challenge
counselor and Serre gQes for an
unscheduled swim. Match over, all

satisfied their appetites with burgers.

Burger King-style, cooked byJohn B. and
Ted, cocoa, stories and bed, with

thoughts of the portage ahead.

Saturday, the 30th; up at 7 AM; hot

cereal, bacon and Tang for breakfast and
departure for the portage at the end of

the lake by 10:30. The work begins.

Canoes and wannigans were lifted and all

were off down the trail, and all the

equipment was across by 3:00. It was a

hard, long, muddy portage, much sweat,

many bugs and sore shoulders. Nicki (the

Count) von der Schulenburg carried his

own canoe across; David and Serre paired

on a canoe as well as Frank and Tim on
theirs. Clouds closed around the sun, so

John S. and Nick loaded those wannigans
that were across, along with the tarp, and
paddled around to the campsite. Soon
after, the rest arrived and up went the

tents, and all entered the water for a

much needed swim. It rained off and on
throughout the afternoon. Before

supper, fishing was the main activity with

numerous chub being caught. John S.

reeled in the catch of the day— a ten inch

Rainbow Trout, which was quickly fried

up, and all enjoyed a few tasty bites.

Spaghetti for supper cooked by chefs

Dowd, Murphy and Papin. More cocoa

and early bed for a weary group.

Sunday, July 1st — After peach
pancakes, bacon and cocoa, we left the

Holeb campsite and the portage far

behind in more drizzling rain. Council

tested the sail on Holeb Pond and

reached the junction with the moose by
noon. Nick Papin sights first Moose (a

young bull) in a small estuary to the main
river. Arrived at Camel rips at 1 :30, lunch
on the bank and all shot safely except
Shep, who decided he had a better route.

He didn't. It rained on. Arrived at Holeb
Falls portage at 4:00. Portaged in the rain

with the tarp up to shelter the equipment
that was already across. Tents went up
and supper was started. Everyone was wet
but spirits were not dampened. A wet
sleeping bag is the campers version of a

water bed. Oh well, it will dry in the sun.

Compliments were paid to the chef of the

beef stew, peaches and . . . cocoa in the

dark, and all to bed.

Monday, July 2 — All rose at 5:30 to

reach Adeen Falls eight miles away by

lunch time. Departed Holeb Falls at 7:20

and shot Mosquito rips around the corner
at 7:30. All through safely with the

U-boat getting caught before it entered
the rapids. Canoe wars til we reached
Spencer's rips at 9:30. Three shot

cleanly, four hung almost end in disaster

. . . gunnels up and keep it straight . . .

finally all through safely. Then the

heavens open and the rain almost drives

us through the bottom of our canoes. On
the last half mile to Atteen falls all were
thoroughly soaked by the torrential

down-pour. We pulled over to the bank
to bail and the rain stopped. The first set

of Atteen falls almost caused a canoe
pileup with John S. hanging up in the

middle marking the way not to go. The
rest shot with litde trouble. We pulled

into the campsite on schedule and had
just finished setdng up the tents and tarp

when the heavens opened again. When
the rain finally subsided we had lunch of

tuna fish, mung and Nabs, while attempts

were made to dry clothes. After

successfully shooting another rapids, the

resident chef prepared another gourmet
dinner of chicken and rice, peaches and
cocoa,

Tuesday, July 3 — Peach pancakes,

bacon and cocoa and a 10:30 departure

from Atteen Falls. We see a female

moose, paddle past the landing and stop

for a bar break at the railroad trestle at

Wood Pond. It was windy and the waves

were very high, but determination and a

lot of very hard paddling brought all
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through the Jackman Bridge and

allowances were spent on
long-anticipated candy and junk food.

The eagle was assembled and lunch was
prepared and enjoyed. Since the wind

was at our backs for the rest of the trip,

there was to be no more paddling! After

lunch the Eagle's sail was set and we sailed

the entire rest of the river and down
Long Pond. At 5:15 the Eagle landed

under full sail at Long Pond beach. Tents

went up and clothes were hung on the

rock to dry in the wind. The Eagle's crew

posed for a photo and more football

followed. Games on the beach and rock

occupied the time until dinner was

prepared. Oh no! Mr. Bill fell off the

rock. Poor Mr. Bill! Tuna and noodles for

supper, and while it was eaten we all

enjoyed a spectacular sunset and
afterwards all gladly hit the sack early.

Wednesday, July 4— Our last morning
dawned bright and clean, but a little cool.

Cocoa, bacon and bars? for breakfast? No
more hot cereal. We police the campsite

and load the canoes. Bowman race finals

were held with Nick Frank and Serre tied

for first place, and the U-boat, manned
by the Baron and the Count was the first

camper canoe to reach the take out point.

Canoes were unloaded and all the gear

was carried up tlje road. Sandy Buck
arrived soon after the truck; the canoes

and wannigans were loaded and Sandy
departed for Kieve, while we waited for

Alex in the van. We left Jackman at 1 1 :30

and twenty minutes south a bear

bounded across the road in front of us,

and Jamie saw a deer also. A dramatic

end to a fantastic trip.

July 2-3

East Bunker Hill - Windy Island

with Mark Robinson, Simon Gee
and Artie Walsh

Windy Island turned out to be one of

the greatest trips I've taken. Canoeing
out was like the first day at driver's

education class with many nervous
drivers. All eight canoes were zig-zagging

back and forth slowly making their way to

Windy. A southern Zephyr made the trip

a bit long, but we all made it safely. Our
tents went up before a quick skinny dip

and canoe-flip with Artie's assistance.

Burge Burgess was the kingfish swimmer
for staying in the water the longest. "Mad
Dog" Holquin enjoyed the swim too.

The delight of the evening was our
food: hamburgers deluxe, mung and
Nabs, followed by the story of Jake
Garfield. Matt Sanborn had trouble

sleeping with thoughts of Jake, but after

staying up half the night finally managed
to doze off.

A beautiful bright Tuesday, July 3

brought Simon Gee's soup pancakes, P.B.

& J's and Tang. It was the first time many
had had peanut butter and jelly

sandwiches for breakfast.

Eliot Carter helped put all the canoes
into the crisp lake and then forged across

with Job. Johnsie directed his canoe
perfectly toward Sandy Cove, then up the

shore and into camp.
Everyone was helpful, enthusiastic, and

great campers. Thanks to all.

MARK ROBINSON

July 2-6

Damariscotta River Trip
South Bunker Hill

Rutan, McCarthy, Shenton

"Hey Carts, what ai e you doing for the

next five days?" The South Bunker
Hillers finally shove of! around noon
after a morning of finding a new
councillor (Carts) and trying to determine
the canoe pairings. Everyone seems to be
having difficulty handling the canoes and
it does take a while f or oui canoe muscles
to remember what paddling is like. We
have one change in canoe pairs in the

middle of the lake with Cleve doing an
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admirable job as a new sternman. We stop

for lunch about half-way to the end of the
lake and when everyone had a belly-full

we push off against the constant

head-wind. The portage is done in good
time with Eric acting as official

timekeeper. Camp is quickly set up
because of the ominous distant rumblings
of a thunderstorm. Colin and Max
prepare a hamburger feast for all and
Carts takes the role of chief bun toaster.

Mac organizes a game of capture the flag

which deteriorates rapidly. Everyone
heads off to bed with the knowledge that

they will be rising early the next morning.
The trusty alarm clock of Roots' failed

in it's duty and everyone was given a

chance to get some extra sleep. Breakfast

was made quickly, the canoes loaded, and
we shove off against the ever-present

head-wind. The day is a very pretty one,

but the wind slows the group down to a

crawl. Doug and Edward fall way behind
but are given a tow by a friendly

lobsterman. Then it is Charlie and Mac's

turn to become victims of the wind. The
paddling is not easy and the tide starts to

become our enemy instead of our friend.

Lunch time is upon us so we stop at Muck
Island. John hops eut of his canoe and
sinks up to his thighs in the black muck
that surrounds the island. Because of the

whitecaps and the adverse tide

conditions, the decision to turn back is

made. This is greeted on the whole with

glee for our muscles had about had it.

Mark, however, consoled himself by

blowing up rocks. Tarquin claimed that

he was not tired, but his sternman surely

is. As soon as we finish lunch we head for

the canoes only to see that one has quiedy

floated across the river. Tim rescues it

and off we go. Our friend the wind has

not taken our decision so graciously and
decides to shift back into our faces. But

we make it back to the campsite and set

up again and the never ending game of

capture the flag resumes. But the long

days' paddle takes some of the zing out of

the game. After the spaghetti dinner and
ghost stories by Tim, everyone hits the

hay.

Rest day means rest, and so we set no
alarm. Everyone prepares their own
pancakes with Colin supervising. A lazy

morning is spent around the campsite

and then we head off for a needed swim.

The rope swing proved a little difficult

for Cleve but no one hit the rocks. Colin

and Roots try a tandem swing that is only
moderately successful. But the soap is a

welcome commodity and everyone begins

to resemble human beings again. Lunch
is eaten before we return to the campsite.

The cross-Salt pond canoe rally is won by

Uncle Tim's canoe, even though there

were many cries of foul. As if we had not

done enough, we then walk to Round
Top for ice cream. With legs dred but

sweet tooths assauged we return for

dinner. Who said that an army doesn't

run on it's stomach? Roots and Tim tell

ghost stories and Max tries to but without

much success.

Another late rising for the boys, we just

seem to have the worst dme getting them
out of the tents. Breakfast consists of a

very special treat, chocolate farina, a big

hit among all campers. After camp is

disassembled we paddle across and do the

portage again, with Eric keeping running
time on his computerized wristwatch.

Mac has hot tuna for lunch. As we begin

the final segment of the journey we find

that our constant companion the wind
has again decided to make a simpJe

paddle into a lot of work. We finally get

the wind at our backs and cruise all the

way to windy island. Carts takes everyone

on a firewood hunt and enough wood is

gathered for the rest of the summer. The
Ghost Train and then bed.

The last morning. We have all sorts of

things going on. The landing is converted

into a ski slope and all try their hand at

dirt skiing. Then we are treated to the

sight of a hot-air balloon flying over the

lake. After all meals are eaten and
everything packed, we shove off and

make the short paddle home. The Kieve

waterfront is the end of the trip and the

beginning of being normal camp people

again.

ANONYMOUS

July 5-17

The Bank - Allagash River

with Henry Kennedy and
Jamie Neilson

Day 1 — The day dawned bright and
clear for the first day of The Bank's
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Allagash River Trip. A fried eggs and

bacon breakfast a la Pete Nelson, and

after a brief wait for the fearless leader,

we were off. It rained the whole way up
and spirits were low as we arrived at the

West Branch of the Penobscot River. But

the sun came out as we were putting in

and we had a pleasant and tuneful paddle

to our first campsite. The day would have

ended peacefully at that if not for Mac
Cromwell. Always a joker, Mac
embedded a one inch by one quarter inch

splinter in the back of his leg. Doctors

Neilson and Kennedy performed brilliant

surgery and then left to go look for wood
while the kiddies made woofers and
beans.

Day 2 — This day began as beauiilully

as the previous one had ended. The
group enjoyed a little reggae rhumba
with their Cream of Wheat and then

prepared to make the trip to

Chesuncook. Lunch in a muskeg bog and
Eric "Foreign Buddy" DeGueldre
decided he didn't like one of the can
openers — so he left it behind. A short

paddle to Gero Island during which Tony
and Needle found out what it is to paddle
in a cross wind. They arrived a few hours
later. A massive spaghetti dinner filled

everyone to capacity — and then some.
Pot walloper Jake "The Snake" Eberle

decided to gator in the noodles. On a

wood expedition the council saw what
they thought was Skylab but it turned out
to be a mere hallucination. Early bed for

the next day's portage.

Day 3 — A long morning paddle
brought us to Umbazookis Lake and the

MUD POND PORTAGE. After a quick

lunch we portaged the canoes. The
counselors were first across (of course)

and returned to the campsite to find a

visitor eating their Reese's Peanut Butter

Cups. Mr. Bear, as the visitor was aptly

named, proved to be quite the proverbial

pain in the posterior. The wily fellow had
to be reminded more than once to stay

away from our supplies. Later in the

evening he surprised HRK and Jamie as

they sought yet another log of quality

cedar. All went to bed in the spirit of

slight apprehension, but slept well.

Day 4 — This morning the camper tent

(minus Chuck) decided to sleep late. Oh
perfect. Most of the group stayed behind
and portaged while the power canoe of

Tony and Jamie nabbed the Mud Brook
campsite. A leisurely afternoon followed

and by nightfall all were more than ready
for a chicken and rice meal that couldn't

be beat. After dinner Jake took council

photos while others slept. More wood and
bed.

Day 5 — Once again we were blessed

with beautiful weather. The late-sleeping

campers — Chris, Tony, Eric and Mac —
went with HRK to resupply. For the rest

it was a long and lazy day in the sun.

Henry and the boys returned at dinner to

prove that good things come in large

resupplies. Accordingly, all slept well.

Day 6 — The day began with a race to

the Lock Dam with what Chris

Richardson thought were Mexicans.

Actually, they were Indians, but the race

turned out to be academic as our
competitors took time out to fish right

before the dam. A heavy paddle on Eagle

Lake brought us to Ziegler Campsite. We
arrived and sat down to wait for Chris

and Tony, who had decided to enjoy the

hot sun and vicious head winds. An hour
or so later they arrived — just in time for

lunch. Swimming and napping followed

and a very relaxed day ended with tales of

Arabian taxi drivers as told by Jake the

Snake.

Day 7 — Yet another beautiful day
dawned for the Bank Boys. However,
Chuckle's tunes made it all worthwhile
and by late morning we had decided to

stop for a swim. Jamie and Foreign

Buddy then motored ahead to take the

jaws at Churchill Dam. Afternoon
brought a flotilla of what looked at a

distance to be the Chinese Navv. It

turned out to be a coed camp, but thev

were not impressed with the collective
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Kieve nianliood, and left. A performance

by Pluto and the Hi-Fi's and then bed.

Day 8 — Oiu first fully overcast day was

the day we were to shoot Chase's Carry.

Upon our arrival we found ourselves in a

field of thirtv five canoes. With only one
minor slip, the Kieve boys shot the rapids

flawlessly and were the first four canoes

finished as well as being the only canoes

to shoot the rips fully loaded. They were

well rewarded; although the choice

Ledges campsite was occupied, the

smaller Pine sight was not, and all settled

in afternoon hammock naps.

Day 9 — The spirit of rest carried

through until today. The day was spent

reading and relaxing and at 4:30 pm the

group ate heartily on mac and cheese.

Then all the gear was packed for a sunset

paddle, Allagash style. A grim surprise

awaited the boys from Kieve — all the

campsites on Long Lake were taken, as

were the campsites at Long Lake Dam —
So . . . the ever-adaptable boys threw

their tiny tents into a raspberry patch for

the best sleep of the trip.

Day 10 — Up early and without

breakfast, all hit the river again. Round
Pond, the day's planned campsite, proved

to be absurdly close (arrived 9:30 am) and
after a very intensive meeting, the

counselors decided to hold the first

annual Counselor's Invitational Hearts

Tournament. Chris eventually locked

horns with the tournament committee

and was ' expelled for unsatisfactory

behavior. Early bed.

Day 11 — The day began early as the

group didn't want to get beaten again for

campsites at the popular Allagash Falls

Campsite. The paddle, however, proved

to be quite pleasant, complete with tunes

and lots of suntan oil. The Falls were

deserted, with the exception of a certain

siren in green shorts. A pleasant last night

on the river and late bed after some
mildly competitive hearts.

Day 12 — The last day of the trip —
and the first day of rain — began late. As
the last of the gear was portaged around
the falls, the heavens opened. So, with

periodic stops to bail, The Bank Boys

rolled down the last stretch of the

Allagash. Richardson and Fearey decided

to make sure everything got wet and
dumped their canoe in front of thirty

other canoeists from another group.
They managed to destroy the original

trip log, which is why today, August 8, I

am writing this one, Curt's hot breathe

warming my neck.

THE SILVER STREAK

July 4-6

West Bunker Hill - Loud's Island

with Marc Janes, Will Schwalbe
and Cole Vastine

With his leg still mending, Tom
Rossmassler is unable to join as Peter

Culman, Chuck Horan and Trip
Herbruck lead off packing. Uncle Dick

drops off the group after a fine ride in

the Snow Goose. Lee Lehrman and
Tommo .Motley help row equipment
ashore and all carry gear past picnicing

4th of July vacationers to the campsite.

We divide into three groups to share

duties in the wood gathering, fire tending
and cooking, and cleanup. Encampment
gives way to exploring with the reward of
a full bucket of clams. Marc mixes dough
for bread while Cole prepares steamers.

After a feast on burgers and steamers

(yes, with melted butter), even reluctant

swallowings by timid newcomers, some
nearby beer-drinking lobstermen
withdraw from their day at the beach but

throw lobsters our way, over a dozen!

Sam Potter, Toms Royal (who looks like a

pirate with five stitches over his eye!) and
Matt Sandvik dive for the lobsters. Will

and Cole boil up more water and the feast

goes on. Later, bonfire, Will's ghost

stories and watching fireworks preceed

bed. Rain at 2:00 AM, tent flies in place.

Bacon and griddle cakes. More
exploring. Scotts Woodruff walks around
the whole island! Has anyone seen signs

of a werewolf?! Nancy Kennedy visits.

Swimming and then naps after lunch. A
long hike (longer for the lost!) to the

Raspberry Patch for Nancy's brownies

and ice cream following early spaghetti

supper. Bread bakes in the Dutch oven

among the coals while we're away. Early

bed after Dick provides a boat ride back

to camp.
Late sleepers. A hurry-up breakfast,

then breaking camp ("leave no trace")

allow us to haul gear to our pickup point.
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Freddy Thomas and Robbie Tucker still

beware the wolf! The boat battery is fixed

at last (meanwhile, a sandwich buffet on
the beach under sunny skies), and a

breezy ride home to "tub" and lunch ends

a fine trip.

MARC JANES

July 4-7

North Bunker Hill - Katahdin

with Jeff Wheeler, Ned Lee

and Bill Vogel

As we set out on a beautiful fourth of

July everything appears in good shape.

Just before Bangor we pulled over to

devour some barbecued chicken, Pepsi

and apples. Onward to Baxter, then a

sudden "bang" and "flap, flap, flap." "Oh
no, it can't be. But it is ... a flat." I waved
wildly until finally a van with Ivan the

Terrible driving pulled over and gave us

some needed assistance.

It was four o'clock as we arrived at

Avalanche Field in Baxter State Park. We
started the fire and cooked up some
incredibly deluxe burgers. Dinner ended
with campers slowly slipping into their

tents in preparation for the long trip

tomorrow. But as darkness approached
Ben Kahrl handed out some sparklers

and Bill Vogel gave a quick fireworks

display ending our country's 203rd
birthday.

It was 8:35 as we took our first steps up
the Helen N. Taylor trail. The fast group
led by Bill was out of sight by the first

turn. Ned Lee and I brought up the rear

with the foodpack. Coming out of trees

we were hit by breezy, cool air. Upon
reaching Pamola Peak three and one-half

hours later, small snowflakes began to

fall. "Snow! No way. Sure!" Tiny little

flakes all around us. We could not

proceed over the Knife's Edge in these

conditions. We set off down to Chimney
Pond and shortly afterwards returned to

camp.
Once the fire was going and food

cooked, North Bunker Hill inhaled the

famous Italian dish, spaghetti. Everyone
is quite exhausted. Frisbee and computer
football are the night's activities before

lights out.

Our third day is a very easy going day

with a quick climb up and down South

Turner. David Alexander thinks Kieve

should make fat campers go on diets.

What do you think, Dick? Tuna
sandwiches are served for lunch, then we
are off to Abol Slide. The sliding was

great, especially by daredevils Ben,

Gordon, Harry and Birdman.
Returning to our camp the three

councillors went into a deep sleep. Dinner
turns into a huge feed-a-great-bush hash.

Francis Agier finds a valuable 1904
Indian Head penny. Frisbee toss is the

evening activity. Dave Conant gets his

nose relocated by a wild throw. Night all.

The drive back is long, but a stop at

Mac's helps. Thank you North Bunker
Hill, Bill and Ned for an enjoyable four

days.

JEFF WHEELER

July 6-9

South Glenayr - Vinal Haven
with Mark Robinson, Mark Guthrie

and Alex Russell

Our day started a bit earlier than usual

with fried eggs, toast and sausage at 6:45.

A. K. Buck was grumpy but helpful in

getting the eager campers into their van

ready for the drive to scenic Rockland,

Maine.

Zippy Cooper did most of the

navigation up to the ferry, and is certainly

going to be an awesome seaman if he ever

gets that dirty cast off his arm. Admiral
Jobinson pointed out Hurricane Island to

the campers who all vowed they were
going to do an Outward Bound class

some day.

The boys certainly are prepared for

anything after their ride out to Zeke's

Point, Vinal Haven. Twelve campers and
tents, packs, food, and water jugs were all

crammed into the back of the ailing red

truck. We hold on up hills, through ruts,

down more hills, and finally to our home
on this scenic island. As we arrived we
shook up a number of B-52's overhead
who let out 45,000 blood thirsty

mosquitos. The Raid held them off for

about fifteen minutes until the tents were
set up and filled with campers. The local

radio station was playing Mark
Sienkiewicz's favorite hit, "School's Out"
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by Junkfood Junkie.

A quick dip in the beautiful Fox Island

Thoroughfare tired out the whole gang
and led to a mid-afternoon nap. Zippy
was our chef for hamburgers deluxe and
is certainly a gourmet. Ram Goodrich
took an unexpected evening swim when a

greasy spatula slipped into the icy water.

July 7th brought many noisy campers
to release their energies through a

morning job. Peter Fearey led the way
with Darrell Crowley. Then we all went
for a swim off a huge rock. Our fire gave
us golden brown pancakes which we ate

with maple syrup. These campers have
never had it so good.

The quarry took our afternoon time

and most of the following afternoon was
spent in conquering Tiptoe Mountain.
What a view!

Our last day consisted of packing and
catching the Governor Curtis.

Many thanks to all of South Glenayr's

considerate campers.

JOBINSON

July 9-1 1

East Bunker Hill and
C.J. & Web Pedrick - Loud's Island

with John Pedrick and Bill Vogel

This trip might well be called "The
Flight of the Snow Goose." We all set out

for Loud's with high hopes of adventure,

salt air, and sun. We had bumper doses of

all three. The weather was sunny, the air

crisp, and the mooring line for our
lobster boat, "The Snow Goose" was
weak.

We off-loaded "The Snow Goose" near
the campsite and following lunch set up
the camp on a bluff looking out over the

islands off the coast. Following lunch we
took our hamburg dinner makings back
out to the boat and cruised up the coast of

the island to "The Raspberry Patch," the

Kennedy's hideaway on Loud's. There we
successfully moored the boat (on the

wrong mooring), rowed ashore and had a

delicious hamburg cookout. We then

hiked the long road back to the campsite

after an unpleasant meeting with a

neighbor on Loud's.

The next morning we returned to "The
Patch" to the alarming news that the

mooring line had snapped in the highest

tide of the summer. "The Snow Goose"
had drifted off and was found late the

previous night by the Coast Guard as she

foundered on the shoreline. PANIC.
Through the complexities of com-

municating with the mainland via Cecil

Prior, the baron of Loud's Island, an
unexpected visit from Dick, we learned of

the well-being and location of the boat.

Thanks to the miles of rowing done by
Billy Vogel, the loading of the boat went
smoothly on the 1 1th and we came in to

Round Pond right on schedule.

Following are some of the observations

about, and by, the good group on this

trip:

Cass Baker, whose pack kept falling

apart, liked the whole trip.

Bobby Burgess, who has a heck of a

time keeping his shoes on, was frightened

when "The Goose" took off without a

driver.

Helpful Eliot Carter, unhappily recalls

the unfriendly lady on Loud's.

Adam Foulke, never without his ban-

dana, loathed the sight of Webbie smash-

ing jellyfish.

Johnsie Garrett, "The Lone Canteen,"

hated latrine duty.

Jimmy Holquin, who said, "What a

bomber" when things went wrong,

learned to trust anchor lines.

Always smiling, DeWolf Kratovil thinks

neighbors should always be friendly.

Ian Lang, who was the tent engineer,

worried while the rowboat was ferrying

supplies from the shore to the boat.

In his dirty shirt, John Lehrman liked

everything.

Always avoiding work, therefore get-

ting more than his share, Matt Sanborn

enjoyed cruising around on "The Snow
Goose."

With his twisted ankle, Ben Stewart —
the trip birthday boy — didn't like all of

the hiking that needed to be done.

Bill Turner, who wanted to be the fire

builder and trip leader, liked the ham-
burger cookout.

Jamie "How did my clothes get there?"

Williams developed a disdain for pot-

walloping.

Webbie liked the beach and finding all

of the crabs, and C.J. uncomfortably

recalls all of the hiking.

Enough reminiscing. It was certainly a
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memorable trip and a great group of guys

tvith whom to do it.

Special thanks to Cecil Prior, the Coast

Guard, and Dick, for their help in the

recovery of the boat.

JOHN R. PEDRICK

July 9-11

North Glenayr - Camden Hills

with Gary McCarthy, Simon Gee
and Jamey Hebb

The cabin of North Glenayr and as-

sociated councillors took their leave of

Kieve just prior to lunch on July 9th. We
preceeded to Camden Hills State Park

and arrived in good time. The day was

warm and sunny, as was the weather for

the durationof our trip. Our first move
was to set up camp. We had made
reservations for the two most modern
and convenient sites, one of which was
deemed counselor property. After camp
was in order, we headed straight for the

Lincolnville Beach to cool down and
relax. This process was aided by ice cream
cones purchased at the neighboring sea-

food restaurant. The kids then became
engrossed in the acquisition of hundreds
of mussels, which we cooked up for

dinner that night. The next day we awoke
at around 7:00 to a breakfast of bacon

and cereal. Next came our hike up Bald

Rock Mountain — a two mile trip to the

top. We lost the trail at one point so we
bushwhacked it to the top, up some
rather rough terrain. The view from the

top was awesome — THE Atlantic Ocean
with the Isle of Isleboro just off the coast

and the local ferry in between them. We

had lunch at the top and then descended
the mountain and hiked back to our van.

We then headed to the Lincolnville beach
again to cool off before our journey into

Camden. While in Camden we looked at

both the quaint stores and the houses, as

well as its well known harbor. When we
arrived back at camp it was time for

dinner — spaghetti. Afterwards we
played memory games for candy bars and
told ghost stories around the camp fire.

We slept well that night until a raccoon

raided one of our wannigans and got

away with two loaves of bread. The last

day of our trip began with pancakes.

Finally we had to break camp and head
for home — all of us a bit wiser and a lot

more soiled.

GARY McCarthy

July 10-13

South Bunker Hill - Mt. Katahdin
with Marc Janes, Shep Brown

and Will Schwalbe

Enroute Baxter State Park, five hours

under sweltering sun. One stop for

wind-plucked sleeping bag overboard,

two stops for cool sodas. Songs: "Love
them litde mousies . .

." Swim at Abol
Slide. Doug S. rips the bottom out of his

suit. Tarquin looks for trout. Max is

studying the bellyflop technique de-

monstrated by Shep. Another bumpy
ride in the van brings us back to camp.
Groups set to work gathering wood,
cooking, and cleaning up. Charlie A. and

John C. run the saw mill. Colin M. helps

everywhere, easily earning the award for

the most helpful! No Hershey Bars yet!

Ghost stories by Will S. Mosquitos, noises

. . . bears???

Egss and bacon plus the usual "mung!"
Then we lay out lunch supplies and fill

canteens. Each carries a share. Some
form pairs and share hauling duties. We
talk and learn about unselfishness. Up we
go, to Chimney Pond. Frequent rest

stops. Cleave D. turns from complaints to

courageous gumption! Mac \I. climbs

with the leaders. At Chimnev Pond,
water! Hershey Bars! Then up, passing a

moose and her call, to the saddle where
we lunch above the timberline. Oranges,
cheese, raisins, nuts, meat, crackers.
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chocolate and mung. Dark clouds gather

and close in, wind building. Reluctantly

we must accept the decision not to

attempt the Knife Edge in bad weather.

Descent. Ed C. hauls a pack halfway down
unassisted. Eric S. learns to climb down!
A long retreat. Roaring Brook ... at last.

Spaghetti; a lesson in baking plus knife

tests by Marc J. More ghost stories. More
bears?! Mark D. builds his own fire. Last

day, late sleepers. Long pancake break-

fast. Afternoon at Abol Pond beach.

Thunder but no rain. "Home" to rice and
chicken casserole with peas and cheese
plus spices. Last night, starry sky. Break
camp next day and home we go to Kieve

with Big Macs enroute, back to "tub" and
"real food!"

MARC JANES

July 10-13

South Harris - White Mountains
with John Seamans and Cole Vastine

On July 10, after breakfast. South
Harris again set off from Kieve with John
S., but instead of heading to the Moose
River, we were on our way to the White
Mountains. Ham ancl Cheese with Cokes
on the road and we arrived at Hastings

Campground at 1:30. We picked an open
campsite and unloaded packs and set up
tents. We then piled back into the van and
drove back down the road to a great

swimming hole. The water was surpris-

ingly warm, and everyone enjoyed

swimming in the rapids and pools. After

enough swimming all boarded the van

back to the campsite. The afternoon was

spent playing games and then David and
Serre prepared the burgers and Frank
was chef. Peaches for dessert and then

touch football in the dwindling light.

Back to the pool for a cooling swim and to

bed with thoughts of our climb to come.

July 11 — Up at 7:00 and after hot

cereal and bacon we departed for Dolly

Copp where we were to begin our ascent

of Mt. Madison, 5368 ft. above sea level.

We started up the Great Golf Wilderness

trail and for the first two or three miles

the terrain was not steep and we made
good time. Then the climbing began and
all discovered muscles they never knew
they had. After climbing up roots and
over rocks we cleared the tree line and

the view of the summits of Madison,
Adams, Jefferson and Washington all in a

line was spectacular. The balance of our
ascent to the top was over a boulder field

through which one followed three foot

pilons of piled rock. As we approached
the summit the fog rolled up over us and
all experienced the eerie feeling of being
in the clouds. Cheese crackers, Hershey
bars and GORP at the summit, and after a

hour's rest we descended to Star Lake
and Madison Hut for a water fill up. We
descended the parapet trail which was
well-named and very exciting, and the

seats of many pants were thinned from
sliding down rock slaps. We reached the

bottom at 5:00 and a tired bunch pulled
into the campsite for a spaghetti dinner, a

short swim and bed.

July 12 — We all rose at 8:30 and due
to unanimous vote the night before,

enjoyed a leisurely morning at the site.

The pancake cook of Moose 1 took the

day off and everyone had to cook their

own "you guessed it" peach pancakes.

Breakfast almost turned into lunch with

the entire cooking operation and clean up
lasting until 1:00. With breaklunch over
an excursion to Emerald Pool was under-
taken. After a short trek through the

woods we reached the place of the cold

green waters. First in was Frank, and last

in, as usual, was Jamie. Visions of

Acapulco without the waves. In a lunge to

swat a horsefly, John S. dropped his

glasses off the cliff into the pool seconds

after John B. suggested the possibility.

Deep divers Serre and Frank braved the

cold water and dove in the deepest part in

search of the spectacles. Frank dove first

and reported he thought he saw them;
Serre dove second and in seconds broke
the surface with my specs in hand.
Recovery completed — all out for tuna
and Nabs. When a panakin check was
made, two were missing, back to work
divers. This time Nick and Frank did the

swimming and all were located. Back to

Hastings for an afternoon round on the

home gridiron with Cole's team winning.

This time a swim before dinner of beef

and noodles, peaches for dessert and bed.

Last day — Up at 8:00, cereal and
bacon and Tang for breakfast. Dishes

washed, tents down, and we were on the

road home. No canoes this time to
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unload; from pines to mountains, we saw

it all. Thanks for twb great trips fellas,

hope the winter is going well.

JOHN SEAMANS

July 12-13

West Bunker Hill - Windy Island

with Mark Viret and Ned Lee

After working all morning in prepara-

tion for a white glove inspection, the West
Bunker Hill gang is anxious to depart.

The backpacks, wannigans and tents are

all ready to be packed. Most anxious of all

is Tom Rossmasler, who, in his cast for

two weeks, has had limited excitement.

Though he wants to go in a canoe, for

safety reasons he will go in the motorboat
with John Pedrick and Peter Culman.
Trip Herbruck wants to man the stern

seat with a two-foot long paddle. The
voyage out is pleasant and short despite

Ches Newbold's paddling in circles.

Chuck's canoe, with Freddy, "Scoots,"

and Matt Sandvik is getting too close to

the shoreline of a neighboring island so I

must warn them of "Slippermen" who
stalk the. shores in search of human
flesh. Peter and Tom are on the shore at

Windy showing us where to beach our
canoes.

The canoes are unpacked, tents

pitched and camp set. Most of the boys

swamp a canoe and swim around until

dinner, which consists of burgers and
fixin's. After dinner a little skinny dip-

ping, a lot of jokes and stories and bed.

Even out here we are awakened by the

carrilon. However, Ned, Rossy and I

choose to remain in our sleeping bags for

a while. With a dozen cooks to mix the

pancakes, breakfast is soon ready to be

cooked. It is leisurely, but is cut short as

Tom must get back to camp to make a

doctor's appointment.

The trip is almost over. Robertson
Tucker has been a great help all morning
and is now relaxing as we canoe in.

Everyone seems to be paddling a much
straighter course on the way back and so

our return trip is very brief.

MARC VIRET

July 1 1-15

Senior Campers - St. Croix River

with Sandy Buck and John Schneider

We arrived at the put-in place in

Vanceboro, Maine; right across the river

was New Brimswick, Canada. The water

looked high, the sun was slowly breaking

through the clouds, and off we were to

Little Falls, ten miles away. Along those

ten miles we screamed down some of the

finest and most fun white water in

northeastern Maine. "Animal man" Tom
Tanch did a fair amount of fishing along

the way, of course he caught nothing —
the fish were afraid of being bitten. It

took a while for Charles Gailly de

Taurines to remember how to correctly

negotiate some of the rapids, but once he
remembered he kept his canoe from
horseshoeing around any rocks. Tom and
Tony kept spirits high by creatively

dreaming up new verses to "I wish all the

ladies . .
."

A couple of hours later we arrived at

Litde Falls; a short set of class two and
three rapids. We were to camp at the falls,

so we set up camp and took turns running
and re-running the class three set. Dan
and Bill were by far the most adept at

shooting the falls, as they smoothly glided

down, missing rocks that provided huge
problems for even the most experienced

of counselors! Charlie Shehadi played

Paul Bunyon and found a nice spruce log

that would serve to cook our dinner.

After a vicious burger feast we were off to

the tents expecting rain in the morning.

We were lucky with the rain this

morning and it looked as if it would hold

for a while. Ahead lay some more white

water and another ten miles of paddling.

The fishermen anxiously cast their lines

into the river and successfully pulled

multi fish out of the St. Croix River.

About half way down to Loon Bay we
passed an intimate camping group of

about twenty six from the Maine Wilder-

ness Trips organization. Macho Mitch
was sure that he could find a nice voting

lady to impress with his canoeing pro-

wess. For the rest of the morning we
paddled easily through the rapids and
enjoyed the beautiful sun once it poked
through. We arrived at Loon Bay in time

for lunch, but the planned campsite was
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already taken by some local folk. For the

rest of the day we browned ourselves in

canoes, on the rock, and at the rapids.

Gomer and John led an expedition over

to Canada to pick up some cedar, so

much cedar in fact that it was scary. Just

as the Italian stallion was serving up the

spaghetti dinner the heavens opened up
on us. The downpour was brief, however,
so some sat by the fire well into the

evening. Judging from the way the rest of

the day was spent, one would have
thought that we had been paddling thirty

miles a day for the last two weeks.

Everyone slept late. We swam, read,

sunned, and fed ourselves. Essentially, no
one earned their keep today.

Not a cloud in the sky and off we were
on our last day of paddling, headed for

Grand Falls dam. We were fortunate to

be able to shoot through Dog Falls rather

than have to drag them. Most of today's

paddle was on flatwater after Canoose
and Dog Falls. At the dam we found a

hydro-electric plant with a flume flowing

down into the lower part of the St. Croix.

We had a tough time pulling Tim away
from the flume in time for dinner. Roots
and Harvey showed up just as we were
watching the crazy Canadians dive off the

dam. We discovered that we could get a

shower under the leaking dam, so we
were onto it.

The sun set, leaving some ominously
dark clouds for us on the horizon. We fell

asleep to the monotonous drone of count-

less mosquitos and Schneider's very own
version of "I wish all the ladies . .

."

SANDY BUCK

July 13-16

North Bunker Hill - Damariscotta River

with Jeff Wheeler and Artie Walsh

First Day — What time are we going to

leave Wheels? As soon as Frank brings us

some canoes to leave in, turkey! Finally

our group slowly moves off the beach and
down the lake we paddle. When are we
going to eat? Which island is it? Lunch
and a skinny dip are combined on
Spectacle Island. We are bombarded at

the Mills, then some lugging over the

portage. Where is our campsite? Deluxe
burgers are prepared for the first meal
and they are consumed in haste.

Second Day — Everyone begins to move
at about 7 o'clock as breakfast is put on
the grill. What a day! 90° and no clouds.

Sure we will go through the rapids at

Damariscotta at full rip. Dave, Gordon,
Ricky, Robert and Jack what are you guys

doing on that side of the rapids? Look out

Jack there is a big . . . Oh well, a little

water won't hurt. High tide begins to

change and the wind shifts into our faces.

Lunch is served at Perkins Point. How
many miles have we gone? What time is

it? Does anyone have any Solarcaine?

That's Fort Island isn't it Wheels?
Third Day — We will leave as soon as

high tide begins to turn in our favor.

There is no way I'm going to spend eight

hours on the river like yesterday. The
weather is not as compromising as the two

days before. The wind is blowing right

down the middle of the river, but we have

the tide behind us. Lunch is at Mary
Island. Walter would you please get rid of
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those crabs? Where are Emil and Harry?

Four hours later, candy and cokes are

purchased at Damariscotta for some
quick energy. For our dinner we will have

delicious bush hash. The clouds begin the

setde in and the rain falls slowly.

Fourth Day — Easy day on the portage

and back to Spectacle for lunch. The
weather makes an attempt to break as we
glide through the calm waters back to

camp a day early.

Thanks to North Bunker Hill for a

good four days.

WHEELS

July 16 - 18

South Glenayr - Camden Hills

with Marc Viret, Mark Guthrie

and Alex Russell

After an uneventful drive we are at the

campsite. Everything is unloaded and the

tents are pitched. It seems the kids have

taken to impersonating luggage — they

are all sitting on top of the carry-all on

top of the van. I end their fun and spread

the word that awards are being given for

helpful campers on trips. Now everyone

is busy. Peter Fearey, Chaz, Darren
Sandvik and Zippy are cutting a post for

our rain tarp. The tarp is almost up as

Mark and Angus engineer the construc-

tion.

Bruce Hall, Chip Talbot, David Wilke

and Geoff Stengel are collecting firewood

so that we can cook our dinner. Peter,

Zippy and I are making the spaghetti

sauce; it is primo delicious! After dinner

Pete gives a tour of the shore, a nice little

rocky shoreline that the kids love to climb

about. It is beautiful and quiet.

Nightfall finds the kids restless and
raccoons visit our camp tonight so Mark,
Alex and I go to war scarring them away
and putting everything in the van. About
2 AM the rain starts to fall and awakens
me; however, the rhythmic pitter patter

on the tent sings me to sleep again

(despite my foot).

It is morning and Billy Begein, Chaz,

Zippy, Darren and Pete are up early only

to bring us the bad news that our rain

tarp fell, soaking Alex's and Mark's back

packs. Fortunately all the wannigans are

in the van, thanks to the raccoons last

night. While most of us sleep out the rain,

some have gone to the shore to watch the

ocean. Now the rain has stopped and
camp is prepared for breakfast. The
dishes are rewashed before breakfast and
everyone receives a thorough lesson on

the importance of clean dishes.

While the dishes are being redone

everyone else visits the shore. It provides

more than its share of thrilling climbing.

The kids have come up with such names
as "Mt. Everest," "The Death Trap,"

"Black Moon," "Dark Alley," and "The
Devil's Hole."

The rain and clouds of last night have

slowly broken up into sunshine. It is

noon, the dishes are. done, and we are

joining those on the rocks. Chipper is a

bit reluctant to try some of the climbs, but

the boys urge him on. Radar didn't sleep

well last night and is catching up with

some sleep in the van.

It is noon and the kids are off with

Mark and Alex to hike a couple of trails,

but I must Slay in camp because of my
foot.

We start dinner earlier tonight —
hamburgers and fixings. Afterwards we
return to the shore to clean and climb.

Our second and final night in camp
seems far more tranquil. Camp is in order

and Mark Sienkiewicz, Geoff Stengel,

Darrell Crowley, Dave Wike and Billy

Begien are having a big card game. The
nig'ht is a restful one for most, but Zippy

gets sick . . . probably something he ate.

While the boys sleep the counselors are

proceeding to clean out the wannigans —
midnight snack time. However, a surprise

visit by a skunk sends us quickly back to

the tents. The raccoons are also back and
they have pulled over the pot of cold

"hot" chocolate and are feasting.

Morning has brought an interesting

meal: crumpled pancakes and flaming

bacon. Sounds unappetizing but the chef

receives many compliments. The break-

fast is rushed, however, so that we can

check out in time and everyone pitches in

to close up camp. Of course, something
had to happen. The carry-all has been
jarred loose and has fallen off. We must
leave it here to be picked up, so we
squeeze into the van with our packs and
head home.
To brighten up our spirits we are
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stopping at Casey's for some pizza. The
food is a smashing success and I conclude
the trip by giving a tour of my house,

which is on the way home. The tour

comes complete with ghost story.

MARC VIRET

July 16-19

North Glenayr - Vinalhaven
with Gary McCarthy, Bill Vogel

and Brad Gamble

Our trip began direcdy after breakfast

when we brought our canoes to the top of

the hill. Excitedly we packed the trucks

with the laden wannigans and backpacks.

We departed from Rockport on the 4:30

ferry ride out to Vinalhaven. The
weather was rather nasty — a heavy fog

obstructed our view of the Vinalhaven
region. We arrived almost an hour and a

half later, aided by the persistent fog

horn of the ferry.

Once there, we piled into the red truck

and with the navigational assistance of
Billy Vogel and Brad Gamble started our

trek towards the other end of the island

— to Calderwood Neck where Mark
Robinson's parents own a nice seaside

retreat. We got lost a lot and found
ourselves on many obscure, potholed
roads. With a fair amount of directional

assistance we finally found our destina-

tion. Camp was set, wood gathered,

dinner cooked — burgers with fried

mushrooms. We were early to bed, a most
exhausting day.

We had forgotten but one thing — the

waterproof flies to the tents. It turned out

to be a most costly mistake as it poured
just after 5:00 A.M. the next morning.

Luckily we had the keys to Mark's house,

so we yanked our packs and selves into

the house to escape the elements. Break-

fast was pancakes, and continued until

late in the morning when it cleared up
and turned into a most beaudful day.

That afternoon we went into town and
then to the Boom Quarry for a swim. The
quarry is an incredible place to swim and
was enjoyed by all. The water is up to fifty

feet deep with the cliffs surrounding it.

We met a man named Brad Terry and his

twenty one campers from the island

camp. They invited us over to their camp
for a spaghetti dinner at 7:00. We grate-

fully accepted. We went back to our
campsite, changed our clothes, then went
to the island camp — about seven miles

away, situated between Tiptoe Mountain
and Brown's Lighthouse.

The evening spent at this camp was a

most interesting and memorable one for

all.

After dinner we went for a ride on
Brad's forty three foot lobster boat on an
evening cruise around the White Islands.

John Woodward, Chris Goodman and
Gardie Jackson fell asleep on the cruise,

which lasted for at least a full hour. Back
on solid ground we said goodbye to our
new friends and headed back to camp.
The next day we went back to the

Boom Quarry — another beautiful day!

This time we brought our lunch and
mung with us so that our stay would not

be interrupted by hunger pains. The time

there was most relaxing. We went back to

camp in the early afternoon. We all went
clam and mussel digging for a few hours

and collected a sizeable batch with the aid

of a local clam digger who was digging

along the beach in front of our camp.

They were incredibly tasty. The bugs

were numerous that night so we went to

bed early again.

The next and last day of our trip was

slightly dreary. We awoke, then had
breakfast and broke camp. On the way
back to the ferry we made a quick stop at

the Boom Quarry to bathe. Afterwards

we hopped on the ferry and were on our
way back to Kieve.

GARY McCarthy

SECOND SESSION

July 25-28

Senior Campers - Vinalhaven

with Sandy Buck and John Schneider

The senior campers awoke still a little

weary from the trip to camp — yet

anxious to head to Vinalhaven to finish

the log cabin. Mark was still suffering

from jet lag as he had arrived from
Pordand, Oregon not too long before.

We were joined by Dan, who wanted to

stay on and see the cabin into its final

stages.

Although our group was smaller in
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numbers this session, we had the chain

saw working, which made up for the

shortness of manpower. We wasted no
time getting down to work. Sandy
promptly bound the chain saw in a falhng

tree, but in minutes the tree was down
and hmbed. John, Charhe and Dan were

the old hands at cabin building, and they

were willing teachers for the new mem-
bers of our construction crew.

Throughout our stay on the island we
persevered all types of miserable weather.

Fog shrouded the island all day and night

for three days. Occasionally the sun

would poke through and drizzly sky

brighten our spirits considerably.

The quarry was our usual end of the

day reward. Eric kept amused watching

Chris' antics as he scared away most of

our skinny-dipping visitors.

After a good deal of hard work, our

cabin finally stood completed — ready to

be roofed. We all shared a tremendous
feeling of accomplishment. To celebrate,

we held the traditional scream feed at

dinner. Hal seemed at once amused and
in awe ofhow much food could be packed
away by members of the group. Alan got

into the spirit of celebration, and went

out to the cabin to bid it farewell that

night.

The cabin was a fun, sometimes frus-

trating, and often rewarding project.

Thanks to the Robinsons for allowing us

to build on and from their land. We all

hope the cabin will be used in years to

come.
SANDY BUCK

July 26-27

South Glenayr - Windy Island

with Marc Viret and Simon Gee

This Windy Island trip has been both

memorable and valuable in its lessons and
experiences. Through a thick fog we
made our way to Windy by canoe. When
we arrived the kids followed my instruc-

tions well and quickly the canoes were
unpacked and the camp was taking

shape. Now came the first of several

misfortunes. Simon broke a double ender
while setting up a tent and we found that

no axe or rain tarp had been packed, so

Simon and David San Roman went back

to camp to retrieve those items.

While we awaited their return. Rick

Waite, Jamie Williams, Tancred Brad-
shaw and I set up our tent, in record time

I might add. Meanwhile David Wilkins,

Karim Ek, Court Stratton and Chris

McArdle set up the tent that Simon and
they were sleeping in. Since the third tent

could not be set up until Simon's return,

several of the boys collected firewood and
birch bark for the fire.

When Simon and David returned, the

third tent was set up and we all went
swimming. While everyone was still

swimming, I started making the hambur-
gers. When the kids got out of the water

Karim and Rich finished forming the

burgers while I set up the fire — only to

find we had no matches. This was very

strange considering both Simon and I

had seen them in the wannigan before we
left. Not being the best at rubbing sticks

together, Simon went back with Jamie
and Alexis to get matches. Meanwhile we
tried to find some flint and Willy Fox
tried his hand at rubbing sticks together

as the Indians used to do. As we saw
Simon on his way back, I decided to pass

out the Hershey bars, however, they were
gone too! Simon swore they were there

before we had left. These strange disap-

pearances would later be linked to Jake
Garfield. Anyway, we had persevered

and now we were eating some good
hamburgers. Everyone had plenty to eat

and mung to drink. When dinner was
over the kids again went swimming, but

this time combined business with pleasure
— they washed dishes as they swam.

After the dishes were clean and the

already threatening sky had darkened
more, we had hot chocolate and Simon
told the legend ofJake Garfield. He told

of the grave and how Jake hates anyone
to violate his dogs' resting grounds. We
now realized that we had done this when
we entered the camp and that Jake had
made things hard for us bv taking the

matches and chocolates. So with lightning

occasionally brightening the night skv. we
built a shrine about the grave in order to

appease Jake and show respect tor his

dead dog.

In the morning we awoke from a night

of rain, wind and strange noises to a

breakfast of hot cereal and bacon. Fhe
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dishes were again cleaned with a swim
and after camp was set in readiness for

departure, we canoed around the island

and explored it by land also.

After the island was sufficiently

explored, the kids pulled together to pack
the canoes and we made the trip back to

camp in good fashion, glad that Jake did

not take one of us, glad we had eaten well

despite the delay, glad the rain only fell at

night, and most appreciative that the sun

was finally coming out and we were in for

another beautiful Kieve day.

MARC VIRET

July 26-29

South Harris - White Mountains
with Cole Vastine and Jamey Hebb

On a cloudy Thursday morning South
Harris piled into the van at 9:30 and
started for the White Mountains region.

After an uneventful drive, we pulled into

Hastings campground at 12:30. After

lunch was eaten the camp was set up and
we headed down the road for a swim in

the Wild River. Back at the campsite, Paul

Nichols, David Mayer and Steve Wall did

some spearfishing -in the nearby stream

for a fish that seemed to get bigger and
bigger each time they told us about it.

The late afternoon skies turned very dark
and while hamburgers were being cooked
a la Sanborn, the rain began. Up went the

emergency tarp and dinner was eaten in a

downpour. After everything was cleaned

up we headed for our tents (the van, for

those whose sleeping bags got wet in the

rain) and got a good night's sleep in

anticipation of the next day's climb.

Frank Goodyear and John Parker were
up to some dirty dealing in blackjack

before all drifted off to sleep.

Friday dawned cloudy and gray. We
had a quick breakfast and headed off to

Pinkham Notch to see if we could climb

Mt. Washington in spite of the weather.

We decided to climb as far as weather

allowed and started up Tuckerman's
Ravine Trail. At one point the group
almost turned back because of rain but

the boys wanted to continue. The rain

stopped and the sun broke through a

couple of times. We made the steep

ascertt of the headwall and finally got to

the top. There was no view because of the

clouds and we ate a quick climbing lunch

and started down by way of Nelson Crag
Trail. Troy thought he would never make
it. Ross did an excellent job carrying the

packs and Paul O'Grady had a unique
style ofjumping down the mountain. We
did, however, have to make a stop for

David to explore the woods. After a quick

swim and a late spaghetti dinner,

everyone hit the sack for a much needed
sleep after a long hard day.

Saturday was our rest day and after a

long pancake breakfast we drove to the

Emerald pool for a swim. Amos showed
us some of his famous can openers in the

pool,After lunch we headed back to the

van and piade a lot of stops for raspber-

ries and blueberries. That night after

dinner Jamey told some first-rate ghost

stories and we went to bed. Jamey and I

got a surprise when Joe Nastasi "spazed

out" in the middle of the night in his tent

screaming for his flashlight.

Sunday we awoke early, had a fast

breakfast and got on our way hoping to

find gas, which was scarce in that area.

Ross left a present for the Rangers

hanging on a tree. We got gas and headed
back to camp, stopping for lunch at

McDonalds. Jerry Mack entertained us all

with his singing from the back seat. By
the end of the trip we got Tim's name
right finally. We arrived back at camp
during rest period after a very successful

trip for all.

COLE VASTINE

July 27-30

North Bunker Hill - Sheepscott River

A'ith Jamie Neilson, Artie Walsh
and Ned Lee

Day 1 — A deceptively bright morning

greeted us as we put in at the mouth of

the Pemaquid River. A hurried putting-in

made for a large number of missing

supplies. A quick phone call appeared to

remedy that and afforded Edward a peep

at the bathing beauties on Pemaquid
Beach. In the middle of the harbor, a

large fog bank impeded progress and
navigation with Ned and Mr. Chris stop-

ping to aid some pilgrims who had

flipped their canoes. The thickening fog
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found the group paddling valiantly to

keep land in sight. We finally did reach

the safety of shore, however the consen-

sus was that we were lost — and therefore

unable to pick up supplies in E. Booth-

bay. While Artie and the kids explored

the island, Jamie and Ned held a council

meeting to decide the next course of

action. A friendly inhabitant of the island

finally clued us in — quite a surprise to

find we were not at all where we thought.

At dinner Brad found a novel way to

cut wood and in the process sliced his

hand. Ghost stories with Artie and bed
after a very long day.

Day 2 — The second day of our trip

looked better, but not much. As we set off

spirits were up and we reached camp by

lunch. A game of Aquaatack featured

Sean and Mick in a showdown. A burger
dinner with Jose chomping away. Ghost
stories a la Jamie and a rainy bed.

Day 3 — Fog in the early morning and
then a late start. A long paddle to

Damariscotta where Chris and Roger
finally got their junk food fix (gun and
soda, respectively). After lunch Rad kept
up well in the stern and we made camp by

2:00. Swimming at the Mills with Jose
starring on the swing. Dinner, marshmal-
lows (David had eighteen) and bed.

Day 4 — Christian and Mr. Chris had
slept outside and had the bites to prove it.

Underway early for the portage, which
went quickly. Crowley fought off the blob

of Damariscotta Mills and before you
know it — we were in camp.

JAMIE NEILSON

July 27 - August 1

East Bunker Hill - Moose River

with Gary McCarthy and Mark Guthrie

We left Kieve at 10:00 AM after we had
brought up the canoes and finished

packing the wannigans. HRK instructed

me in the art of bread making just prior

to our departure. Joh n Seamans did a dry
run of the trip with me on a rather crude
map to show the points of interest on the

river, such as rapids and falls.

The drive up was a long one — about
four hours — to a place just south of

Jackman called Attean Landing. We un-
packed the trucks, loaded the canoes and

were soon on our way. Our paddle on this

first day was a very short one— perhaps a

half a mile — to a very neat beachside

campsite. We set up camp quickly, then

the kids commenced to capsize canoes

and to fish. Robbie Chapin, Brian Wall

and John Jessup all caught some Chubb,
but as they were rather small they were
thrown back in. That night Colin

McNulty taught me how to make bread

and it came out quite well.

The next day we awoke at seven a.m. to

a very hazy day; however, the mist

burned off by the time we had broken
camp and shoved off. We paddled the

length of the Attean Pond to the portage

trail some four or five miles away. The
trail is about one and a half miles in

length and the terrain quite uneven and
muddy. Several grumbles and exclama-

tions had been sounded by the time we
had completed the portage at 2:30 P.M.

With all our gear on the other end of the

trail we constructed lunch — tunafish on
my most delicious homemade bread.

We repacked our canoes and by 3:00

pushed off into Holeb Pond which was

calm as could be. We paddled to the end
of the pond — some three miles — to a

campsite near the mouth of the Moose
River. That night after a spaghetti dinner

we all climbed into our tents due to the

number of bugs. More than a few cam-
pers were concerned over the story of

John Patterson and his dog mosquito! All

the campers begged me to declare the

story a falsehood, but I can't do that

because it's really true!?

The next morning unveiled a beautiful

day and breakfast of oatmeal and Tang.
Again we packed our canoes and this time

shoved off for the mouth of the Moose
River. Once on the river we found there

to be little water and thus we were
frequently forced to push our canoes
over beaver dams, fallen trees and the

like. We picked the Camel rips as our
luncheon spot. Throught the water was
not high enough to shoot them, much fun
was had there swimming and gliding

down the rips after lunch. That after-

noon Chris Pennington sighted the first

and only moose of the trip, which was
drinking from the river. A few miles after

this we arrived at the Mosquito rips which
we had to portage around — about a
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quarter mile trip over rough terrain. Our
campsite was right at the bottom of the

rips and was the nicest of the trip. We set

up camp then swam in the falls, fished in

deep pools and canoed. Dinner that night

was beef stew — a real treat. After dinner

John Nichols, Colin McNulty and I went
for a swim right under the falls — an
awesome niche.

The following morning was spent cook-

ing bacon and pancakes. Then we found
ourselves paddling down the Moose once
again. We ate lunch at the Spencer rips

and swam for a while before continuing

on. That night was spent at Attean Falls.

We awoke at 6:00 AM on the 31st of

August to a breakfast of hot cereal and a

simple portage around the rest of the

falls. A short distance down the river we
found ourselves back in the Attean Pond
with a stiff wind atour backs. Jamie Dowd
and Rob Chapin were quick to construct a

sail for their canoe. A half an hour later

we passed (the Attean Landing) and
passed into the Big Wood Pond. Again
the wind was at our backs and others were
quick to copy Jamie's sailing technique.

The wind and waves picked up from
slight to heavy and we rode the surf down

the length of the lake. Then we were onto
the Moose again, heading toward the

town ofJackman, where we stopped for a

candy break.

Back in our canoes, we traveled down
the last five miles of the Moose. David
Foulke and I powered down the last

stretch of the river. Meanwhile, Rob
Sibert and Tommy Gordon fell a litde

behind the rest of the pack and believed

themselves hopelessly lost.

We finally made our way to Long Pond
and paddled to our last campsite. Just

after setting up camp Frank Strausburg, a

friend of Kieve, who lives on the other

side of the lake came across to invite us to

dinner. We had already started a

spaghetti dinner, so we declined his

invitation, but accepted a breakfast invita-

tion for the next morning.
The next day it was raining so we

quickly broke camp and paddled to

Frank's house. We put his dock in in

record time. Then we showered and took

saunas. Breakfast came next, then we
started back to Kieve. A great trip and a

good job by all.

GARY McCarthy
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July 29 - August 12

North Harris - Long Voyage
with John Trafton, Frank Rutan

and Shep Brown

Day 1 — The trip began auspiciously.

We put in well above our intended

departure point and were faced with

water conditions that trippers wouldn't

normally face until they were well sea-

soned in their canoes. The first four miles

of travel were a combination of shooting

heavy rips and small waterfalls, and a few

short portages around particularly' for-

midable falls. It was late afternoon by the

time we reached calm waters on the West
Branch; we were now also without our

kitchen utensils, save for one small spoon.

The canoe carrying the kitchen wanni-

gan swamped badly as we came through

some heavy rips. Charlie Newton had

been jolted somewhat and lost his ba-

lance, practically falling out of his canoe.

The top of the k-wannigan slid off,

dumping all knives, forks, and spoons
into the river.

The boys handled themselves admira-

bly in their canoes during the first day
out. Tony Banbury paired with Mike
Bent; Mark Menendez was bowman for

Chris Mayer; Chris Giles sterned with

David Wallis; Chris Hagar was Shep's

bowman; Charlie Newton and I were
together. We claimed the canoeing award
for the day! One particularly exciting

thing happened when, after coming
down through one set of rips, Chris Giles

and David Wallis almost got swept over a

small waterfall. They had to turn quickly

after the set to get into an eddy and
weren't able to maneuver the canoe at

first. By sheer guts and determination,

they pulled their canoe up into the eddy
and safety.

We camped at a very buggy Lobster

Stream that night. Peanut butter

sandwiches made up the evening repast.

It was just too buggy for anyone to bother

with a fire and a cooked meal. No one
cared to do anything but get into their

tents.

Day 2 — We woke up early after a night

of no-see-ums and other wonderful in-

sects. It was decided that we would
paddle to Ragamuff Stream, our origi-

nally planned campsite for the first night,

and have a big brunch. After an hour's

paddle, we arrived at the beautiful

campsite to munch out. We had a delicious

brunch of scrambled eggs, hamburgers,
and mung. More than enough for

everyone. Chris M. and Tony tried their

hands at the great fishing John promised.

No luck. We left some time after noon to

Chesanook Lake. We drifted down some
easy rapids with no one brushing a rock.

A few moose dotted the shore, and were
spotted by Charlie. We arrived at the

Boomtown Campsite, and camped next

to a group of New York boyscouts. After

a wonderful dinner of rice casserole a la

John, Chris M. became the first casualty

by cutting his finger, almost badly

enough to think of flying him out. The
yip leader decided not to, and this

proved to be the right decision. Evening
fishing was followed by early bed.

Day 3 — We woke up fairly early; the

skies were pardy cloudy and there was a

strong south wind blowing. After a break-

fast of hot cereal we paddled out into

Chesuncook Lake and strated up the

thoroughfare into Caucomgomoc
Stream. By now the wind was really

blowing. Luckily it was going our way! We
spotted a bald eagle soaring high over the

lake, osprey were also in evidence. We
paddled into Plack Pond where we met
seven canoes of girls from Wilton, Conn.
Unfortunately they were going the other

way.

We reached the narrows at Caucom-
gomoc Stream and began "frogging" it

up. This can be tough work and the guys

really pulled through nicely. Mark and
Chris Mayer found that frogging did a

good job of washing their clothes.

We finally got to the dam on Caucom-
gomoc Lake and had lunch. Chris, Tonv,

Mark and others tried their luck at

fishing, but the water was again too low

and too warm.
The wind began to shift against us and

we were forced to paddle into some
moderately heavy waves on our way to

our campsite . . . which, in the five years

since I had last been there, had turned

into a backyard campground for Seven

Islands I^ind Company, one of the tim-

berlands operations in the north woods of

Maine.

Because people were cold and tired we
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decided to camp there for at least one
night. A line was put up' and sleeping

bags and damp clothes were set out to

dry. After a dinner of hash, the boys were
pretty content to get some sleep.

Day 4 — Today was our first rest day.

We slept late and took advantage of the

lazy day. We ate well and took an
important tub. Fortunately, David
brought a tennis ball, so our stickball

talents would not fade. Taco and Chris

M. tried to convince us that inferior teams
were better than the Red Sox. The ranger
was nice enough to bring in some plastic

spoons, and John made a very practical

spatula out of a tin can top, wire, and a

wooden handle. A ^delicious dinner
cooked by tent one offered some heavy
competition for tent two to outdo later

on.

Day 5 — We arose quite early in order
that we might avoid high winds on the

lake. We paddled a leisurely four miles

back towards the dam nearby. We could

hear the logging operations off in the

distance. We arrived at our campsite and
pitched our tents. After a lunch of tuna
sandwiches we got packed for the start of

our portage across to Allagash Lake. One
trip today, two tomorrow. Shep and I

each carried our own canoes, Mike and
Chris Mayer hoisted theirs onto their

shoulders and started across, as did Tony
and Mark, and Chris Giles and David.

Chris Hagar and Charlie lugged across

extra paddles and the life preservers

which people didn't need for padding
their shoulders. After making our way to

the campsite on beautiful Lake Allagash,

we walked back to Round Pond and
everyone had a much-needed bath.

Day 6 — We woke up early, each one of

us with aching shoulders. We had a filling

pancake breakfast, and started thinking

of the long day ahead of us. We first

portaged the wannigans over, then our
personal gear. The only way one can get

onto Allagash Lake is by carrying or by
frogging eight miles up Allagash Stream.

No motor boats or sea planes are allowed,

so the lake is exceptionally serene and
beautiful. That night the boys from tent

two provided their rendition of wood-
lands beef stew.

Day 7 — Today we climbed Allagash

Mountain. We broke camp and paddled

the short distance over to the fire war-

den's camp at the base of the mountain.
The climb is short but very steep, and
after a fair bit of huffing and puffing all

agreed that it was worth the effort. We
enjoyed climbing up into the firetower

and talking to Elmer Bowden, an old

downeaster who has been in the forest

service over thirty years. We picked a few

of the blueberries that we found on top,

but waited to gather the mass we wanted
for blueberry pancakes the next morning.
The outlet campsite on Allagash Lake is a

five mile paddle from the base of the

mountain. The Allagash Wilderness
Waterway campsites are quite luxurious,

replete with outhouses, hand-hewn picnic

tables and ridge poles for tarps.

The wind was really blowing on this

warm and sunny day and it provided a

good chance for Chris Giles and Chris
Mayer along with Charlie Newton to dry

out their seemingly terminally wet

clothes. Then a huge spaghetti dinner.

Day 8 — We seemed to eat blueberry

pancakes forever. Luckily we had an easy

paddle that day, only back to Carrytrail

Campsite, for everyone was pretty loaded
down by the time breakfast was over.

There was plenty of time for fishing that

day, but our fisherman's luck was not

very good. We were treated to an espe-

cially beautiful sunset tonight, but many
of the guys chose to go to bed early in

anticipation of an early arousal. The
double portage back to Round Pond was

in the offing. Rather than carrying the

gear over in three trips we were going to

attempt in two.

Day 9 — We arose early in order to get

the portage over with quickly. After

another breakfast of Ralston, we packed

up and headed out on the seemingly

endless trail. On the first trip over the

canoes and wannigans went; on the

second the k wannigan and personal

gear. Finally it was over and we rested,

talking to another group about how to do
the portage. Then we took an easy paddle

back to Caucomgomoc Dam to wait for

Frank Rutan. We waited, but no Frank.

After a delicious and filling dinner of

cocoa, we waited some more, to no avail.

Some scouts gave us raspberry muffins so

we did not go to bed with empty
stomachs, but where was Frank?
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Day 10 — We woke up to an absolutely

beautiful day for paddling, but still no
Frank. John had gotten up very early and
caught a twenty-one inch land-locked

salmon — a delicacy for breakfast, along

with cocoa. In the morning we just lazed

and waited for Frank. Of course Chris M.
tried his hand at fishing. Then a seaplane

landed on the lake. It must be Frank . . .

but no. Then another one landed an hour

later. It can't be Frank . . . but it is! We are

saved! Apparently roads had washed out,

so he couldn't get to the dam and had to

fly in. So we all said goodbye to John,

whom we would see on watersports

weekend. Now Frank was boss. The first

thing we did was to thoroughly munch on

the fried chicken he brought. Finally we
were full again. Then we set off down
Caucomgomoc Stream. We got down to

Horseshoe rips, which we had to line

down. Chris Hagar chose his own way
down: with no canoe, backwards, clutch-

ing Shep's paddle. This was very scary, as

we thought his arm was broken, but

fortunately it was only bruised. After the

rips it was great fun rock-dodging in the

rapids. After lunch, we had quite a long

paddle to Chesuncook Lake, and Frank
had to paddle Chris H. the whole way.

We had a hard time finding a free

campsite, but finally arrived quite late at

one and had a delicious hamburger
dinner. Then we all went to bed, listening

to the Red Sox on Frank's radio.

Day 11 — We woke up. The clouds

looked ominous. It would surely be

dangerous to paddle in such bad weather.

Frank decided on a rest day. Then it

cleared up. Oh perfect! What a lazy rest

day it was. Mike and Tony attempt to

build a bench, without much success. All

we did was eat and sleep — a great day.

After dinner the Red Sox again enter-

tained us. Take your hat off, Taco.

Day 12 — We awoke about 7:30 and
there was already a strong wind. Our
destination this day was Cuxabexis

Stream, only a two mile paddle. We got to

the mouth of the stream and it looked a

little dry. The wind was picking up so we
stayed and had lunch on the porch of a

house at the mouth of the stream. At
about 2:30, we decided to start paddling,

even though the wind had not died down.
In fact, it had increased, and we were

paddling broadside to it. The waves were

huge, and memories of Flagstaff crossed

our minds. It took about an hour and a

half to paddle about two miles. Luckily,

we found a campsite, and Charlie had to

frog up to it. We had a macaroni and
cheese dinner, in preparation for an early

bedtime, as we were planning to leave at

the crack of dawn the next morning in

order to beat the wind.

Day 13 — We crawled out of bed at

4:30. The only light was from the stars.

Frank's fire started right up and we were

soon warmed by cocoa. We packed our

canoes and had just started to paddle
when the sun peeked over the horizon. A
beautiful sight. The wind was non-

existant, and the lake was very quiet as we
paddled in the early morning hours. We
stopped once and had bowman races.

Chris M. was the winner by far as the four

other canoes collided. We passed our

originally planned campsite and decided

to go all the way to Rippigenous Dam, our
take-out point. It would be a long paddle,

but it was still early. We paddled until the

dam was in sight, and paddled to it with

hopes of a nice campsite. We arrive and
find there is no campsite, so Frank
decided to camp in a place that resembled

a rocky quarry — very uncomfortable for

everyone except Shep, with his air mat-

tress. Since this is not a campsite, fires

cannot be built. We ate sandwiches for

dinner and waited for our ride home.
Day 14 — This was a day of waiting, as

the ride was supposed to come today and
we would all spend the night and leave

tomorrow. But since the campsite was so

bad, we decided to leave once the ride

gets here. So, at 7:00 in the evening, John
Seamans arrived, truck and trailer, to

take us home. We packed up immediatelv
and left, eating dinner at a sub shop. We
arrived back at camp at 1 1:30. We left the

gear to be unpacked the next day and it

was a late bedtime to end a very exciting

trip. Thanks to Mark, Mike, Tony, Chris
H., Chris M., Chris Ci., Charlie and David
for a reallv great trip.

SHFP BROWN
and JOHN I RAF I ON
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July 30 - August 2

North Glenayr - Vinalhaven
with Mark Robinson and Will Schwalbe

Day 1: Up at 6:30 for egg-a-muffin

breakfast . . . off in van for ferry . . . "No,

Zippy, I'm not turning. I'm pulling over

because the van just ran out of gas . .

."

Darrell "Exxon" Crowley runs for gas

and we're off again. Land spotted by Tim
Robbins after an hour on the ferry.

What? Back at Rockland? (Unknown to

us the ferry had 360'd due to a broken
rudder. Finally set out again, arriving two

hours late . . . half hour bounce to

Robinson's house . . . chowed down on
Albert-Cooper burgers . . . early group
collapse!

Day 2: Up early to disaster pancakes

replaced by bacon after quick swim in

sub-zero waters. "Don't worry, Matt. A
little old lady from across the lake is

bringing steak and eggs . . . Massive war

game. Stengel and Young are told to run
ahead of the truck but are nawhere to be

found. Having given up on them, five

miles down the road we are amazed to

find Robert Young . . . Two miles later we
finally overtake Geoff "Marathon Man"
Stengel. Outrageously good time at the

Foulk's with delicious cookies (15 people

wishing they could be David Foulke and
have such great grandparents). Short dip

at the quarry, then blueberry picking —
except for Pat, Tommy, Darrell and
Geoff who went for a mandatory clothed

swim . . . Macaroni a la Kai.

Day 3: Horrible weather in honour of

Sibley's birthday prompts early return.

Mark's parents arrive ("You mean coun-

selors have parents too?") Drew and Greg
spend morning helping Mrs. Robinson

. . . Sorry to leave the house, but glad to

leave the weather. We bounced back to

the ferry. "Bobby, don't touch that pie."

Then home.
MARC ROBINSON

August 1-6

West Bunker Hill - Moose River

with Henry Kennedy, Alex Russell

and Brad Gamble

With everything loaded and ready for

the trek to Jackman, the West Bunker

Hill crew was off on their first trip of the

session. Got the perishables, HRK?
Thanks, Roebuck. Hey will somebody
please throw Jeff the roll of toilet paper?
Much to our delight, we finally escape

the mechanic world and pushed off down
Attean Lake to our first campsite, a mile

away. Many cheeseburgers later the night

crept over the pond, promising a long

heavy slumber to follow.

Due to Cart's reports of a dried up
river bed, formerly known as the Moose,
the decision was made to develop a new
trip — The Attean Adventure. Our big

challenge for the day was to move a

couple of hundred yards to a finer

campsite at the foot of Sally Mountain.
Thanks to Brad's forethought and inven-

tiveness, the afternoon was spent sailing

from one end of the pond to the other.

What happened to Birdman and James? I

guess they would rather swim.

The third day's burning rays sucked us

out of our cozy canvas cover and into a

pool of paradise; best day of the summer,
no doubt, and a perfect one for a scale up
the mountain. Ford led the way up to our

spectacular view, while Birdman "Motor-

cross" Levitsky flew down on the descent,

no doubt both under the influence of the

promised macaroni and cheese lunch.

A quite afternoon of canoe-flipping led

by Magnus and Brad after our daily sail, a

fabulous Allagash Hash put together by

Ford and Jeff, and this tired bunch
jumped eagerly into our sleeping bags.

Day 4 brought to us our big paddling

day — a grueling twelve miles of Allagash

stroke topped off by a record time sail

down Long (and shallow) Pond. With

Camp Kennebec next door, we had to set

at the other end of the beach, but the next
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day's promise of sauna and chicken at

Frank Strasburger's made our accommo-
dations a lot easier to bear.

Our final full day in the wilderness was

yet another beautiful day. Frank came for

an early visit to see just how democratic

the staff was feeling and quickly returned

home to his pot of lobsters with three

drooling friends. Left alone for a few

hours, C.I.T. Chas. Wilkins kept a lid on
things by refereeing the rock fight and
wannigan raiding. Thanks, Chas. And
more thanks from us all to Frank for

providing us with forty pieces of fabul-

ous, fresh barbecued chicken, a sauna,

and the best sunset of the year. Such a

fine host!

A prolonged goodbye, some greatly

anticipated Big Macs, and we were home.
West Bunker Hill may not have come
back muscular hulks from a hundred
miles of portaging and paddling, but it

sure would be a chore to try to wipe off

their smiles.

HRK

August 3-6

South Harris - Belgrade Lakes

with Jeff Wheeler and Simon Gee

1st day— "Wheels, exactly where are we
going?" "To tell you the truth South

Harris, I really don't know. East Point is

our put in point, but after that who
knows?" Lunch time comes and turkey

and peanut butter are the day's delicious

lunch. Off we go heading for the Serpen-

tine, a short marshy area between East

and North Ponds. Where are Ross, Paul

O, and Frank? Wheels you won't believe

what happened to us! First, a waterskier

came by and sprayed our canoe, then his

brother came by and dumped a bucket of

water on Paul O. Sure guys? Smithfield

and a portage? Nobody told us about this.

Litde Pond is our destination and there is

a great beach there.

2nd day — We rise early and begin our
adventure to Great Meadows Stream.

Does anybody know where it is? There is

the opening, no problems yet. Portage?

Just a quick lifting of canoes. Why is this

stream getting smaller? How many more
miles Wheels? Eve never done this trip

before — who knows? Two and a half

hours later we paddle out into Great

Pond. Pretty easy huh guys? Yeh, except

for the herd of cattle in the middle of the

stream. Lunch is served at Snake Point

and then down to Otter Island for our

second campsite. David Mayer goes wild

catching bass. Some mokes after dinner

and a few not-very-serious ghost stories

i.e. "Roman."
3rd day — What a beautiful day with the

lake as calm as can be. Breakfast and load

up for we are destined for Wings Mill.

Don't even ask how many miles, o.k.,

Paul? We pick up some cokes, ice and a

paper at Belgrade Lakes, then proceed

down Long Pond. Just past Castle Hill

lunch is served. This day could be a little

bit longer than I had expected, especially

with the wind in our faces. Finally, we are

entering Belgrade Stream and it is a short

paddle to Wings Mills. Another portage?

Oh well! David Mayer cuts his toe, feels

dizzy and can't paddle. Sure! Off to the

railroad tracks where supposedly there is

a campsite. There it is ... a bit small, huh
guys? Swimming and fishing are the

evening activities. It has been a long day

so early to bed . . . until 12:00 A.M. and
again at 6:00 A.M. when the train flies

through.

4th day — Another awesome day.

Which for some means too much sun . . .

and pain. A short paddle brought us into

Belgrade to get some junk food, but

where is the store? A nice short hike

down the road with no results. Back to

our canoes and we begin our last leg up
Messalonski Lake. The wind at our port

bow at gale force made things much more
exciting. The only way to get to our
destination was hugging the shore all the

way. A brief stop for lunch then on to

Oakland. Overall, an exciting trip consid-

ering it is the first time Kieve had done
the lakes.

Thank you South Harris for an enjoy-

able four days.

JEFF WHEELER

August 4-6

North Bunker Hill - Mt. Katahdin
with Marc Janes and Cole Vastine

Check lists are checked. Packs are

tightly secured. "Care packages" are care-

fully stowed on board the van. Finally all
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equipment is hoisted atop the van, too,

and we are off to the northwoods under
sunny skies. Stopping in Waterville to

shop for canteens (later to be given to

Mom as refrigerator bottles!), plus food
supplement and sodas for lunch. Picnic in

the shade. Chris O'Grady identifies a

cedar tree. Brad McClure shares Granola

bars. Reading material ranges from Mad
magazine to The Call of the Wild and other

good library books, (thanks folks . . . keep
'em comin'!)

We arrive at Baxter State Park and
bump along to Avalanche Field campsite.

Tents go up (who ever thought leaving

that tent fly loose would cause problems?)

Off to Abol Slide! Bumps, bruises, re-

minders, skeptics turn believers about

safety! Good training. Back to campsite.

Out comes the saw . . . ugh, rusty . . .

won't cut. Out comes the axe. Marc Janes
limbs bucks and splits while Cole Vastine

kindles, fans (with a metal food dish!) and
tends fire. Burgers deluxe with potatoes

(They did pack shortening. Marc). Marc
reads "The Cremation of Sam McGee"
and "The Shooting of Dan McGrew" by

firelight. Early bed — long day tomor-

row.

Up, bright-eyed if not yet bushy-tailed!

Cheese omelette, grapefruit juice, hot

chocolate. Clean-up. Store gear. Load
lunch supplies onto packs. Final checks

(did you secure that tent fly?) Off we go.

Beautiful hiking up past Basin Pond to

Chimney Pond. Chris Kelley carries a

herculean packload. All share hauling

tasks. Terrific cheer and cooperation.

Sunshine. Rest stops. Snack at Chimney
Pond, then we start up Dudley Trail to

climb Pamola Peak. Steep in places.

Groans. Jokes. Sighs. Finally we make it,

4902 feet! Lunch: cheese, nuts, raisins,

crackers, meat treat, oranges, chocolate

. . . spare the water, spare it boys ... Ed
Coolidge "ropes in" for the Knife Edge,

Roger Ball and Sean Cullen lead with

Cole. Up, down, jagged edges. No slips.

Hand over hand. At last, the summit,
5267 feet, with gorgeous views.

Clouds gathering. -It's about 3:00

o'clock. About six miles to go. Descent

down to Saddle Trail, down an old rock

slide. Be watchful, be thoughful, be a

mountain goat! Who's that yodeling? The
advance group reaches shelter at Chim-

ney Pond just before the cloudburst.

Thunder echoes all around South Basin.

Cole's group arrives drenched, that is to

say sopping! (but cheerful). We wait it out
— will it pass? Do we hike wet or dry? It's

5:30 now. In ten minutes we go, regard-
less. Fortunately the clouds break up, but

John Crowley and Ed grow cold and
hiking is tough. At last we reach the van,

John finishing strong.

Oh no! that tent fly collected water and
drained into the tent! Wet bags, soggy
spirits. Darkness. But . . . flashlights go
on. Wet weather fire skills provide a

blaze. Hot spaghetti. Yummy. Christian

Gal, Rad Roberts, and Jose San Roman
have seconds. All help clean up. It's 9:30.

Four sleep in the van with dry clothes and
blankets. John has a night of sickness.

We awake to sunshine. Granola, and
peaches with apple juice. John is still sick

with David McKee now fading. What
germ is this? Decision to head home.
Lindsay Seward hauls more water for

sterilizing all dishes again. Ralphie Vogel
helps pack and load. Clothes lines are last

to come down. Whose wet socks are these.

Nobody's, of course.

Home, via McDonalds, to find others

sick too. But "the bug" affects few and
soon all are well to enjoy the final ten days

at Kieve. North Bunker Hill, you are a

loveable group! Cheers!

MARC JANES

August 5-7

South Glenayr - Loud's Island

with Curt Lauber and Tim Shenton

We leave in a heat wave after Sunday
chicken ... up the hill with Schroeder at

the wheel. The kids are all chatter, but

Tim Shenton and I sit quietly, thinking

ahead — they comment about care and
chickens passed. At Round Pond each

takes his own gear, Tim and I lug

wannigans and water. Dick anchors off

the north point and Artie Walsh takes the

kids first and then the gear— in all, seven

rowboat trips. We take our packs to the

campsite, and when we come back for the

tents and food, "The Snow Goose" has

disappeared into the haze which soon

becomes fog.

We perform the ritual of transforming
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yards of canvas and heaps of poles at our
feet into shapes of shelter and then the

boys wander off, most to a spit of land

right off the campground that becomes
an island at high tide. For the duration of

our stay, this slab of rock and sand

becomes the creative plaything for these

nine year old imaginations. Here naps are

taken, dams are built, sea treasures are

discovered and the ocean is watched. We
all compliment Tim on his hamburgers,
clean up, and listen to one scary story.

Fog is now in the woods and everyone

goes off to bed. Just before he goes to

sleep Courtney swears he feels a hand
grab his foot from outside the tent.

We arise very early — 6:00 am — for

pancakes and a beautiful clear morning.
We begin our trek around and across

Loud's and it's tough going along the

rocky Maine coast until we had inland.

We work our way to and through Loud-
ville and finally reach the Raspberry

Patch, where we lunch on tuna fish and
mung from well-water. The walk back

through the middle of this unspoiled

island is beautiful and the boys, using

raspberries and blueberries as fuel, pre-

tend they're motorcycles as they ex-

change the lead in a road race.

After dinner — spaghetti mush —
more play on our island toy and then we
notice a full moon and curse our luck.

The island werewolf will certainly be out

tonight. Terror rules the next hour or

two as the werewolf is spotted twice in the

woods and chased away with the axe. The
boys are relieved and disappointed at the

same time to find out the werewolf was an
imposter. Still, tents and flies are zipped

up tight and no one ventures out except

David, who is fearless.

In the morning we pack and carry our
gear, inspect camp, and wait on the beach
for pick up. After a half hour we break
out uneaten peaches and excavate the wet

sand. Then John Schneider, John Ped-

rick, Ann, Kirsten, and Reed Lauber
appear from Round Pond and we are on
our way.

CURT LAUBER

August 7-10

South Bunker Hill - White Mountains
with John Seamans and Bill Vogel

We awoke on the 7th to a brisk cool

morning. Lapham and Taylor eagerly

help to load the top of the van. We get

under way at ten. Campers were enter-

tained by Vogel with trivia questions

ranging from baseball to rock 'n roll.

Bobby Warth excels in trivia — especially

the music area. Lunch is served in the

van, more trivia. Philip Zanga entertains

with songs. We arrive at Hastings and
pitch tents at 4:00. We drive the van to a

mountain stream where Scott Fulmer and
Tris Warren show off aquatic abilities.

We go back to camp for dinner, and the

burgers and peaches are eagerly de-

voured. There is no problem with sleep-

ing tonight as everyone is exhausted from
the five hour drive.

The next morning breakfast is delayed

by rain. We are finally on the base of Glen
Boulder Trail at 10:30. Don Taylor plays

Gunga Din as he takes the pack with

water in it up Chimney. Suddenly trail

signs mysteriously change from orange to

yellow . . . The trail levels off and even
starts to descend. The map makes no
sense of it all. Our sense tells us to

backtrack so we have lunch on a bridge to

think about it.

Two miles of backtracking later we find

that all fifteen of us had passed a sign that

said, "Ski trail left. Glen Boulder right."

Suddenly it begins to pour, but by the

time we have returned to camp at 4:00 it

has stopped.

After spaghetti dinner, an early bed in

preparation for the assault on Glen
Boulder.

We are on the mountain at 9:30 — a

beautiful climbing day. We motor up to

The Boulder for G.O.R.P. Slide Peak for

lunch! Tris Warren is right on Bill

Vogel's heels and Ricky Malovaney is

close behind. The wind l:)ecomes a factor

as we cross from Slide Peak to the rim of

Tuckerman's. Jamie Speiss and Ricky

Koelle get blown around.
We arrive at the summit at 3:00 and it is

very cold, so we decide to take the van
down. John Seaman's goes down to get

the van while the campers visit the

summit museum with Vogel.
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John returns with the van but can only

take seven down at a time for fear of

brake failure. Finally we are all in camp
and John cooks up macaroni and cheese.

Billy Vogel loses in backgammon to Greg
Nastasi and Bobby Warth. Exhausted

from the exertion of the climb and
exposure to extremely low wind chill

factor, the campers found their sleeping

bags welcome comfort.

We make an early start on the morning
of the tenth. John Seamans attempts to

cook fruit cocktail pancakes in the rain.

No way. We pack it in and roll out of

Hastings. On the road at 10:50, we arrive

at MacDonalds at 2:00. Derek' Cribb and
Denny Goodrich fly out of the van

craving treasure from the golden arches.

We arrive back at camp at 4:00 — record

time.

We unload the van in pouring rain, yet

we are glad to be back in camp. To top off

the trip for the troops, Seamans and
Vogel cook up the remains of the fruit

cocktail batter. What a feast! A great trip,

too bad Mother Nature wouldn't cooper-

ate.

JOHN SEAMANS
and Bin. VOGEL

August 8-10

Senior Campers - Acadia National Park

with Sandy Buck, John Schneider

and Jamie Neilson

After breakfast everyone got in the

back of the Director's truck — six people!

We rode to Rockland and Jamie picked

up his car and led the way with Sandy.

Schroeder drove the truck. When we stop

for gas Sandy and Jamie go on ahead and
campers spend the rest of the day with

the truck in Acadia Park Headquarters.

But where are Sandy and Jamie? Finally

all congregate at Somes Sound Campsite

and feed on awesome burgs a la Sandy.

For the evening activity it was either

Kartland or a movie. Off to town we go.

After arriving we decided to poke around
for a while. Soon all became tired so we
headed back to the campsite for a good
night's sleep.

Waking up to a semi-sunny day, it

looked like we were sailors for the day.

After a hearty breakfast, Jamie, Alan and
Chris headed over to the Neilson's house
in Jamie's motorboat. At the Neilson's,

Chris and Alan got to try their hands at

making sandwiches for our sailing adven-

ture on the Neilson's 35 foot "Pilot."

"Onward Men" came the cry and we were
off with crewman Makler trimming the

sail. After sailing for a while we decided

that the jib needed to go up, so First Mate
Roebuck said that he would like to

complete that task along with deck hand
John "Salty" Schneider at his side. They
hoisted the jib with a lot of trouble

because one of the lines was fouled.

Anyway, they got it up, and toward the

horizon we sailed. Hal "Casper" Movius
brought up the idea of lunch, so we ate a

delicious bunch of loaded sandwiches.

Then we broke out the chips, grapes, etc.

which Mrs. Neilson kindly packed along

with Evelyn. After sailing quite a bit more
Captain Neilson told us about glacier

rock. A short time later Charlie and
Casper were very soggy due to large

swells during tanning time. Then we
headed back to port after a very reward-

ing sail. When we finally got in, the local

girls seemed to be staring at John "the

wrestler" Renneisen. After getting our

belongings ashore, we moved them to the

motor boat, which we rode back to the

campsite. After a good scrubbing — one
or two behind the ears — in the showers,

we headed back to the Neilson's house for

a very special dinner. After some dips

and chips, we consumed eighteen

lobsters, thanks to Mrs. Neilson, then

moved towards the ice cream and
blueberry roll. When our tummies were
bloated we all headed into town for a

movie. After a good scare by the produc-

ers of "Amityville Horror" our worn out
bodies made it back to camp and into

sleeping bags.

Upon waking up we found that the

weather was nasty, so we cooked up some
animal pancakes, loaded the truck and
headed for camp.

All of us can't thank the Neilsons

enough for the hospitiility and generosity

and the fourth dimension they added to

our trip. Many thanks and a Kieve cheer.

CHRIS RICHARDSON
and ALAN IRETON
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August 8-11

East Bunker Hill - Mt. Katahdin

with Mark Robinson and Ned Lee

When one thinks of moose, mountains

and macaroni and cheese, they are obvi-

ously thinking of East Bunker Hill's trip

to Mt. Katahdin. Our gang departed the

Kieve region about 10 AM after heading

north toward Waterville. A stop on Route

95 brought Coke and PB and J's to hold

us until we reached beautiful Baxter State

Park in the heart of Maine. The crisp air

gave the mountains a majestic look as we
viewed our climb upon entering the park.

After a long six mile drive on the park's

bumpy dirt road, we hit Avalanche Field's

campsite. These were ideal camping con-

ditions including ice cold mountain water

only five steps away.

The trip got off to an excellent start

meal-wise with one of the best spaghetti

dinners ever tasted. Afterwards,
everyone crawled into the sack in prep-

aration for a long day's climb the follow-

ing day. Jamie Dowd, Scott Kitson, Rob-

bie Sibert and Colin McNulty chose to go

for the outdoor experience and slept in

the leanto. Somehow they managed to

stay warm in the early morning with the

temperature dipping into the forties.

The day arrived as a classic Maine one
with not a cloud in the sky. After a quick

cold cereal breakfast we set off at 7 AM in

hopes of reaching the summit at high

noon. It was figured out that we had a ten

mile round trip. The first 3.3 miles were

relatively easy, with the highlight being

the meeting with a moose. After that we
had a very steep 1.7 mile climb up
Cathedral Trail, which led us to the

summit. There were a few tense mo-
ments, but "Inch man", Jim Connolly and
the rest made it with incredible ease. It

was worth all the effort as we witnessed

one of the most fantastic views in the

country. We could see Mt. Washington to

the west and Mt. Cadillac some 200 miles

to the southwest. After about an hour of
R&R and lunch we headed back down to

earth. Once back, we consumed some
fifteen pounds of hamburger and then

hit the sack early.

The second full day dawned cloudy

and the threat of rain was prevalent.

Mark and Ned went off in the rain to

check out the possibilities of Abol Slide

and encountered some minor difficulties

as the van got a flat and there wasn't a

spare to be found. Mark came back and
got the invaluable help of Colin McNulty
and Ned took the rest of the crew off to

climb South Turner Mountain. It was one
of the fastest climbs up South Turner I've

ever seen with John Jessup, Brian Wall

and Willy Howard leading the way. Once
at the top, the main occupation was that

of lighting their cedar-filled pipes. In the

process, the consumption occurred,

much to the displeasure of the trip

leaders. Luckily, some spare matches

were scrounged up back at camp. The
day ended in a downpour as Mark and
Colin returned some four hours later

with the van. Dinner was started late due
to the rain, but it was well worth the wait

as we had an excellent mac. and cheese

meal.

So another great Mt. Katahdin trip

came to a close as we pulled out of

gorgeous Baxter State Park, only after

jump-starting the van. Perhaps it didn't

want to leave. In three hours we were
back to the real world with a pit stop at

MacDonalds and then on to good old

Kieve.

NED LEE

August 11-13

West Bunker Hill - White Mountains
with Henry Kennedy and Cole Vastine

With the morning winding endlessly

on, our crew of potential mountain men
became increasingly itchy; when will that

van be ready for departure? The lunch

bell rang and we were finally off.

An easy trip under threatening skies

brought us to Hastings Campground only

to find it packed to the gills. Now what,

Cole? I don't know HRK, I'm just the

chauffeur, you're the trip leader. Cuess
we'd better try Wild River . . . f ull. Or call

the New Hampshire Park Service . . . all

sights in the area Full. Oh perfect! Let's

go home boys. Wait a minute, HRK.
Birdman has a house not too far from
here. Hoorah for the Levitskvs! One
more country club trip coming right up.

A late arrival, then a quick job on the

woofers. Some ping pong, then the bovs
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staked out a spot on the floor while

Bii dman took the bridal suite and HRK
and Cole the bunkroom.
How does Mt. Shaw sound to you, or

Green Mountain? Guess we'd better listen

to the forecast: "Nor'easta a comin'."

Hmmm, How do battleship, poker, and
James Bond sound to you guys? Much
better, thanks.

Once again the convenience of modern
technology saves the day as we all over-

slept. A quick breakfast, quicker trip to

EMS, some Scottish food, and it's home-
ward bound. A real tough one, boys!

HRK

August 12-14

North Glenayr - Camden Hills

with Tim Shenton, Pam Babin

and Will Schwalbe

Camden Hills, with North Glenayr, was

supposed to be a three day, two night

journey to Mt. Megunticook, but turned

out to be a day trip to a transportation

museum in south Thomaston. Let me
Explain.

The day that we were supposed to

leave, it rained; so the trip was cancelled,

but the idea of a day trip to climb the

mountain was still there. Sure enough,
the next day, under very ominous skies

we left for Camden Hills. Twenty miles

from camp, rain started. We decided to

continue in the hope that it would clear.

We got to Camden — no sign of the sun;

we eat lunch in a shelter. Matt Sanborn
asks, "Where's the mountain?" "See tfiat

big fog bank, well somewhere in there is

the mountain." We decided to bag climb-

ing the mountain and go to the transpor-

tation museum.
Once inside, the kids were amazed.

Bobby SJieehan: "Did you know that is

one of the only real Spitfires in the

world?" Greg is full of facts. Darrell wants

to motor the Stanley Steamer down the

highway. Kai and David like the red

triplane. When we finally leave, the sun

has come out and we decided to go back

to camp and return just in time for

Indian circle. An interesting and diffe-

rent trip.

TIM SHENTON
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THE LOG

TUESDAY, JUNE 26

The day dawned sunny and warm
Marc Janes flew from Pordand to Bostoi

to meet the boys flying in there an(

Henry Kennedy was in Philadelphia t<

ride up on the bus with the boys from th«

City of Brotherly Love, Princeton, New
York, Darien, and Hartford.

In camp, the final preparations were
made at the waterfront and in the bunk-
houses for the onslaught.

Only eleven campers arrived by private

car this year and after they were all safely

in, there was the decided feeling of the

calm before the storm. Then it happened
. . . the bus with Marc and the Boston-

Cambridge-North Shore gang arrived,

followed ten minutes later by the

Philadelphia bus. What a great and happy
time of confusion as the boys, both old

campers and new, poured off and headed
over the hill toward their respective

bunkhouses amidst backpacks, trunks,

fishing poles and comic books!

Dinner followed almost immediately.

Mark Sienkiewicz lost two teeth on a roll

and with twenty-three tables going, it was
a happy jumble of hungry people.

The special nature of this day was
increased many fold by the fact that Dick

was released from Pen Bay Hospital this

morning to come back to camp where he
really belongs. He arrived back here

minus his gall bladder, but looking rela-

tively fit and obviously happy to be here.

It was fitting that he should be in his place

at the head table in the dining room to

ask the blessing at the first meal of the

camp season.

Following dinner there was a brief

meeting of the campers and council at

which the council sang the Kieve song for

the first time. The boys then headed back

to their cabins for another meeting, and,

as this is being written shordy after ten,

there is complete silence in the bunk-

houses — I can't believe it!

Kieve '79 is under way!

JOHN PEDRICK

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 27

The first full day of camp begins earlier

than usual. Many of the boys arise with

great expectations for the day. Breakfast

is its usual noisy affair with the boys

wolfing down lots of Peter Nelson's eggs

and sausage. After the meal, everyone
goes off to their duties — the main one
being the cleaning of the bunkhouses for

a quarter-bouncing inspection. The ca-

bins are surprisingly clean; even Old
Bunker Hill seems to be shaping up. At
Indian Circle the new boys are divided

into two groups, one heading to the

waterfront to attempt Swim Island, the

other going on a tour of the camp to

familiarize themselves with their new
surroundings. Many boys attempt the

swim and a few are thwarted by the

blustery winds and cool waters. The first

general swim is a bit confusing for the

new boys who have to ingest all the rules

regarding the waterfront. Lunch is a

welcome sight for all with hungry
stomachs. Even though rest period is

supposed to be a quiet affair, many boys

spend the time in line at the store

stocking up on necessities. Afternoon
activides are assigned and camp is finally

getting into full swing. General swim is

optional because of the cool weather, but

many boys brave the water anvway. After

a short free time evervone fills his bellv

with spaghetti at dinner. The evening
activity is a scavenger hunt and the camp
is divided into fifteen teams. After an
hour of hunting and searching, the bovs

from North Glenavr #1 are declared the
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winners and treated to ice cream. The
flag is then lowered and the first full day
of Kieve 79 is over.

ROOTS

THURSDAY, JUNE 28

Dateline— Sunny and clear in the Lake
Damariscotta region. Temperature is ex-

pected to reach the low 80's. Many new
campers are up early in eager anticipa-

tion of new accomplishments. Pedro has

given us all a delightful breakfast to send
us on our way toward the morning
activities. Bobby Burgess, Cass Baker,

John Lehrman and Scott Woodruff com-
plete their island swim first thing. The
rigorous repelling ropes see a number of
guys obtaining a white piton: Matt San-

born, Scotts Woodruff, Tom Rossmasler,

Sam Potter, Trip Herbruck, Toms Royal,

Lee Lehrman, Darren Sandvik, Geoff
Stengel, Ram Goodrich, Tom Thompson,
Justin Murphy, Max Ludington, and
Gordie Jackson. Lots of hamming for the

staff picture, then a grand movie —
"Long Ships."

JOB

FRIDAY, JUNE 29

As the sun rose over the blue waters of

the lake another exceptional day began. I

am up with North and South Harris, who
are leaving for Vinalhaven and Moose
River respectively. Everyone is in great

spirits as they pack up and begin their

first trips of the session.

Blue sky is abundant as we all stand

together at morning flag. Morning duties

are finished and off to the assigned

activities. I could not ask for an easier day
to run.

The qualifications for the day are quite

numerous. Tom Thompson started ev-

erything off by easily doing his island

swim. The rest as follows: Riflery —
Tommo Motley, promarksman; Geoff
Stengel, pinwheel bullseye. Archery —
Matt Sandvik, Zippy Cooper and Lee
Lehrman, White arrows; Geoff Stengel,

Toms Royal and Scott Woodruff, Black

Arrows. Ropes — Ben Stewart, Wolf
Kratovil, Ian Lang, Eliot Carter, Adam

Foulke, Chris Pierpan, Robbie Guthrie,

White Pitons. Just a great afternoon all

around.
In order to slow the boys down some

the evening activity became Capture the

Flag. It was "The Women" (Jenny and
Sara) versus "The Men" (Bill and Alex).

The women showed superior tactics

throughout the evening and won easily.

The evening wound down as we
gathered for flag. Great day boys. Good
Night.

WHEELS

SATURDAY, JUNE 30

Long before we awake Jane Nelson is

giving birth to Joseph George Nelson, 8

lbs., 6 oz. Frank Rutan dons the chefs
hat, picks up the spatula and prepares
breakfast with Emily, Amy, Debby, Sue
and Cathy, who combine ideas and talents

to prepare an anniversary cake for Turi
and Marc Janes and birthday cakes for

Edward Coolidge and Tarquin Preziosi.

Duties and morning activities begin

routinely. Mark Robinson returns from
Vinalhaven to report progress by the

senior campers in their project of log

cabin construction. Tommy Rossmassler

inspires fellow soccer players, but misfor-

tune befalls him when a 'contact injury

results in a broken leg. Several counselors

visit Tom later in the day, finding him in

great spirits.

Bill Vogel and Ned Lee repair moor-
ings on the rafts. The directors meet to

review emergency medical procedures.

Fordy Stevens delivers a new camp pic-

kup truck. Boys find a turde, a bat, and a

milk snake to bring to Jenny Kahrl at the

nature shack.

Max Ludington earns his Black Piton,

Eric De Geuldre his white, black and blue

rackets and Mark Sienkiewicz his appren-

tice first class (woodshop).

Inter-cabin competition in canoeing,

lacrosse, knot tying, compass-use, frisbee

golf, the ropes course and whistling bring

decisive victory to the younger campers
of West Bunker Hill.

The carillon sounds at nine o'clock, the

loons call, and far away in Pordand, Jane
Nelson and her new little son rest quiedy.

MARC JANES
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SUNDAY, JULY 1

Our first Sunday at Kieve 1979 was a

fine one even though it was announced
by the pitter patter of rain. Lots of good
stuff happened: Peter, the new father

returned, Charhe Parsons had his tenth

birthday, and we had visits from two old

friends — Fordy Stevens and Alan Ire-

ton.

Pancakes flew through the air and
David Alexander managed to eat eight of

them. After duties and a fine inspection

won by Old Bunker Hill, we had a lovely

chapel service with many participants,

chiefly Frank Rutan, Will Schwalbe, and
Marc Janes. The sweetest voice in the

choir was Ben Stewart's and the loudest

belonged to Doug Schmidt. Then to

lunch where the traditional barbecued
chicken was rained out but deftly re-

placed by oven-cooked. There is a

frantic rush to prepare skits, while the

counselors masterfully prepare that

gourmet delight: franks. Indescribably

bizarre and wonderful skits followed

dinner, with memorable performances by

Bobby Burgess, John Buck, and Peter

Culman. However, the real star of the

evening was Tom Rossmassler, whose
amazing ability to bounce back from his

injury inspired us all as we trudged back
to our bunks through the mud.

DICK KENNEDY
and WILL SCHWALBE

MONDAY, JULY 2

It is misty and drippy. The carillon

sends the day's first lyrical avalanche over
the hill and down to the cabins. Even
though late breakfast is scheduled, no
one stirs inside his cabin. Peter Culman's
is the first smiling face up to the flagpole

and finally the remnant (four-cabins are

out on trips) gathers. The flag is motion-
less at the top of the pole.

By the. time duties are over and we
gather again to announce morning ac-

tivities, the sun is beginning to burn
through. During activities Peter Fearey

and Zippy Cooper achieve Journeyman
Status as printers, and Emil Kratovil

becomes a Devil (printer, in this case). As
well, Toms Royal distinguishes himself as

a Pro Marksman at the riflery range.

During the second activity period Frank
Rutan and the boys from South Bunker
Hill push off from the beach, turn

westward, and round Westcott Point in

their canoes as they leave for four days on
the Damariscotta River.

The full sun joins us for lunch and
afternoon activities. David Alexander and
Ram Goodrich gain White Racquet, John
Campbell sharpens his backhand to reach

the Black Racquet stage, and Justin

Murphy's serve is sufficient to earn him
his Blue Racquet. At archery, John
Lehrman receives his White Arrow, while

in the pottery room Darrell Crowley,

David Conant and Harry Heher become
Journeyman. An optional swim separates

the real dolphins from the bathers as only

Mac Cromwell, Tony Fearey, John Buck,

John Campbell, Gordon Cromwell, Peter

Lehrman, Sam Potter and Freddy
Thomas get wet.

The evening activity, Hare and
Hounds, finds South Glenayr #1 to be

the most resourceful and persistent hun-

ters, but all involved get a week's allot-

ment of mosquito bites. Clouds close in

on flag lowering ceremonv and the da\
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ends as it began — in overcast light,

dripping trees and glistening rocks. The
carillon chimes its pair of hymns which
mingle with the beat of Rock inside the

cabins. The boys stalk mosquitos and
prepare for bed.

CURT LAUBER

TUESDAY, JULY 3

Altitude Lou's forecast of clouds and
scattered showers proved to be predicta-

bly faulty as we awoke to the not-so-silent

whisper of the wind through the pines.

The pleasant breeze was just enough to

blow us comfortably through the morn-
ing with the Agier brothers, John Buck,
and Gardie Jackson swatdng their way to

White Racquets in tennis, and Ben Kahrl

getting his Journeyman in ceramics. We
did have a few unexpected crises, how-
ever, with Commodore Vogel and crew
deep-sixing the red ray and Toms Royal

flying head-first into a piano.

After lunch and rest period, the boys

really came alive in the never-ending

climb up Qualification Mountain. Lee
Lehrman and DeWolf Kratovil got their

Printer's Detil while Harry Heher and
Chris Goodman become Master Printers;

Peter Fearey, Billy Begien, Charlie Par-

sons, Geoff Stengel, Darren Sandvik,

Darrell Crowley, Ram Goodrich, and
David Wike all got their Tenderfoot at

campcraft; Peter Culman, Ben Kahrl and
David Conant climbed their way to a

White Piton while Ben, David and Tom
Thompson made their Black at the ropes

course; Robertson Tucker became a

Chipmunk at nature; John Buck achieved

Marksman status while Scott Woodruff
got his Pro Marksman at riflery; and last

but not least, Jimmy "Mad Dog" Holquin

got his trunk at Briggs.

The evening was highlighted by a

fabulous Shepherd's Pie cooked by Papa
Pierre which readied us all for the first

"Jock Night" of the season. Some ultimate

frisbee, lacrosse and bombardment fol-

lowed by a quick dip in the lake capped a

super day at the end of West Neck Road.
There are a few improvements to be
made by this O.D., however . . . Night

Now!
HRK

WEDNESDAY, JULY 4

A beautiful Fourth of July is upon us,

with crisp clean air and whispy clouds.

Skylab has not hit the Red Farmhouse as

yet, but we are prepared. West Bunker
Hill spends the whole morning preparing

to visit Dick on Loud's Island. North
Bunker Hill leaves for Katahdin right

after breakfast. Chris "Comer" Peters

receives a Hershey bar at lunch for

snagging the first pinwheel bullseye of

the summer; Tony Moller also receives

his Marksman 1st Class as did Billy

"Bang" Monroe. Down in the printer's

shop, Gardie Jackson worked hard and
received his Printer's Devil. The land-

sports field was extremely active. John
Woodward and John Buck shot their

White Afrows in the morning, while John
Lehrman put his arrows in for the Black

Arrow qualification. In the afternoon

John Buck came back and shot a Black

and Blue for the day. Viretti took a crowd
down to the Harriet House field for

ultimate frisbee while other campers had
free choice. After dinner Coach Curt led

all the camp in a townball game which

ended in a Kieve tie.

The waterfront was the scene of many
fireworks to celebrate the 203rd year of

the U.S. of A. Job and Roe helped Billy

Munroe and Jake Eberle illuminate the

Kieve sky. Prayer and song ended the

celebration — a job well done by all —
Thanks.

JOBINSON
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THURSDAY, JULY 5

Today West Bunker Hill, South

Bunker Hill, North Bunker Hill and The
Bank are out on trips so the daily routine

is very relaxed. Morning activities do not

bring many new qualifications. However,
in woodworking, Luke Mandel attempted
to saw his leg off but was only able to

inflict a small wound. While in the

infirmary, Luke found Tom Rossmassler

doing very well adapting to his leg cast

and anticipating rejoining camp life.

Morning swim is opdonal today as the

weather is windy and the water chilly.

However, this did not keep Chip Talbot,

Bruce Hall and Darrell Crowley from

braving the elements . . . yea South
Glenayr!

A wide variety of activities is open to

the campers in the afternoon, and there

are many qualifications. It's a big day for

East Bunker Hill. Johnson Garrett re-

ceives his White Arrow in archery; De-
Wolf Kratovil gets his Compositor in

printing; Cass Baker, Eliot Carter, and
Bobby Burgess all are getting their Ap-
prentice in pottery; and Matt Sandvik
receives his White Racquet in tennis

today. To top this all off, in a wild game
of Capture the Camper, Eliot Carter and
John Lehrman, both of E.B.H., win by

making it from Westcott Point to the

Harriet House and back again while

being caught only once each.

In other action today, Emil Kratovil

gets his Journeyman in printing, Charlie
Parsons his White Racquet in tennis, and
John Campbell his White Arrow in ar-

chery. Bobby Warth, Frank Goldsmith
and Peter Sage all receive both their

White and Black Pitons on the ropes
course. Finally, Nicky von der Schulen-
burg gets his Marksman at riflery.

All is quiet after evening flag. Ricky
Malovaney lost his tooth tonight; how-
ever, he refused a five dollar offer from
his tooth fairy — it seems he does not

believe in money.
MARC VIRET

FRIDAY, JULY 6

The day dawned cloudy and cool with

the temperature in the 5()'s. Mark Robin-
son departed before breakfast with the

contingent from South Glenayr on route

to the Rockland Ferry out to Vinalhaven.

During breakfast and duties the weather
shaped up and the sun shone on the hill.

Morning activities brought qualifica-

tions from the archery field where Tom
Thompson, Bob Warth, and Justin Mur-
phy received their White Arrows and
Chris Goodman his Black Arrow. Down
at ropes the monkeys who got their White
Pitons were: John Bundy, Jamie Dowd,
David Foulke, Serre Murphy, Tim Wike,
Nicky von der Schulenburg and Chris

von Oppenheim. Wind on the lake war-

ranted an optional swim.

At lunch West Bunker Hill returned

from a successful Loud's Island trip.

During rest period Frank Rutan and
South Bunker Hill completed their

Damariscotta River trip by paddling from
Windy to the waterfront.

The afternoon activity period pro-

duced many more qualifications than the

morning. The archer of the afternoon
was Sam Potter, getting his White Arrow.
On the riflery range Gardie Jackson,

Peter Sage and Ben Stewart shot their Pro
Marksman while Matt Sanborn shot his

Marksman. Up in the arts center, Eliot

Carter and Johnson Garrett became
Printer's Devils; Trip Herbruck, Freddy
Thomas and Tom Thompson achieved

Chipmunk status; while in pottery. Bill

Turner received his Apprentice, and
Bobby Burgess and Ricky Malovaney
became Journeyman. The afternoon

brought perfect climbing and surveying

weather with Charlie Atwood, John
Campbell and Peter Culman getting their

Black Pitons, while Scott Woodruff
climbed to his Orange Piton.

In the evening flushes and full houses
were dealt as all tried their luck at the

Kieve Casino. The cards were played, the

dice fell and bouncers bounced those who
needed bouncing. South Harris had the

most winnings as a cabin, with the other

gamblers close behind. Finally the tables

were closed and all went to flag and bed.

JOHN SEAMANS

SA I URDAY, JULY 7

A chilK night brought sun and a lovelv

breeze for what might be the last un-
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niugi^ day for a while. The campers kept"

busy, both morning and afternoon with a

variety of activities. In nature, John
Woodward, John Buck, Chris Pierpan,

Gardie Jackson and John Campbell all

received their Chipmunks. Luke Mandle
inked his way to a Master Printer, while

David Poulke, Peter Culman, James Wil-

liams and John Woodward f ollowed suit

by obtaining their Printer's Devils. Down
in the sun on the tennis courts, Johnson
Garrett and Matt Sandvik won their

White Racquets, while Jimmy Holquin
shot for his Pro Marksman and Tom
Motley received his Marksman. In the

morning, West Bunker Hill as a group
received their Junior Commandos, and in

the afternoon Cleave Durey got his White
Piton. John Lehrman, Eric Sanborn and
John Renneisen won both White and
Black Pitons, and Eliot Carter and Chris

von Oppenheim achieved their Black

Pitons.

Dinner was happy, loud and unevent-

ful, and the evening activity, a hand-me-
down from the O.D.'s cousin, was a

special tag game called King's Base.

JENNY KAHRL

SUNDAY, JULY 8

The day dawned bright and hot with

gentle west winds. All were astonished at

breakfast when David Foulke snared a

pancake flipped halfway across the din-

ing room by Wheels. Inspection was
excellent, particularly considering how
many trips had recently returned —
North and South Bunker Hill were the

winners.

Marc Janes ran a simple, moving, and
effective chapel service, ably assisted by
Jamie Hebb, Frank Rutan and Jenny
Kahrl. Marc's sermon was easy to under-
stand and he used a parable from the

natural forest to suggest how important it

is for each of us to learn how to cooperate
within a group and lose our individual

selfishness. The choir was lusty; outstand-

ing voices belonged to John Parker and
Adam Foulke.

A delicious Peter Nelson-cooked bar-

becue chicken lunch was enjoyed by all,

including Scott Woodruffs mom and
friends of Billy Turner from Grosse
Point.

Ifs 2:30 already? Indian Circle: Do we
have ropes? No. Do we have tennis? Yes.

Do we have photo? Yes. What Simon?
Oh, sorry. No we don't. But you said . . .

Can I go canoeing? I don't know. What?
Whew! Thafs done. What's the evening
activity? It's a secret. This afternoon in

the woodworking shop Frank Goldsmith
and Mac MacAvoy build their way to

assistant carpenter and in the print shop
Cas Baker gets his Printer's Devil. Down
on fc>eautiful Lake Damariscotta Paul

Whiting gets his crew in sailing.

4:15 ... general swim. What's the

evening activity? Ifs a secret. Roll call is

cool. Yes, everyone must go in the water

. . . with your buddy Cleave! No, Shep
your raft may not come in. 5 o'clock

chimes and everyone in. What's the

evening activity? Ifs a secret. Thanks to

Colin and John P. for setting the tables.

Thanks to all the council for their help in

the kitchen. Dinner of dogs and water-

mellon. Whafs the evening activity? It's a

secret. 7 PM and there's a large crowd
gathering outside Kieve Downs and the

council is manning the betting windows.
How many ones do I get? What does

"show" mean? What does this sheet

mean? NO! Don't show that to the kids.

What are these numbers? After a few

minutes and some help from John Sea-

mans we are ready to go. Com on in kids,

get your money, and place your bets for

the first race. It's A Night at the Races.

Despite a disputed result in the Fifth

Race, all six races went well, gave the kids

a lot of fun, and made a mess of

Innisfree. Thanks to the council running

the windows. Flag inside Innisfree high-
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lighted by a rousing Kieve song and

cheer; then off to bed under a peaceful,

almost-full moon.
DICK KENNEDY

and ARTIE WALSH

MONDAY, JULY 9

A heavy morning haze foretold that

today would be a scorcher, and it cer-

tainly turned out to be one. Everybody
seemed psyched up to tear through the

activities; North Glenayr and East

Bunker Hill departed for Camden and
Loud's respectively, leaving fewer boys in

camp and more room to take advantage

of the facilities.

At archery, David Alexander, Jack

Stout, Rick Talbot and Robert Agier

received their White Arrows. Monsieur
Agier showed us Americans how to use a

bow by almost splitting an arrow in the

bullseye. Scary! Meanwhile Francis Agier

got his Chipmunk in nature. Go you
birthday boys (Now we have two teenaged

Frenchmen in camp; watch out chix!)

Colin McNulty, Doug Schmidt and Eric

Sanborn all qualified for their Swimmers
at the waterfront. At the ropes course,

Colin, Doug, Tarquin Preziosi and Mac
MacAvoy received White Pitons, Edward
Coolidge and Eric Sanborn achieved

Orange Piton status.

After a needed and well-earned rest

period the tempo did not let up any. Jack
Stout received Pro Marksman, Nick
Papin Marksman 1st Class and Max
Ludington his Marksman in riflery. Serre

Murphy, Nick von der Schulenburg and
Pete Sage roped Black Pitons, Count von

Oppenheim and John Renneisen got

Orange Pitons. Chuck Horan earned
Crew status in sailing, and back at archery

Ben Kahrl got a White Arrow and Lee
Lehrman shot a Blue Arrow qualification.

Whew! A busy day. As if before-dinner

activities weren't enough, Jock night

struck camp once again. In lacrosse

everyone ran hard and enjoyed a stan-

dard Kieve tie, 9-9. Soccer was action

packed, but solid defenses kept the game
scoreless. Others played tennis, then we
all took a nice refreshing dip to cool of!

for the night.

The flag came down as an orange

moon rose on the east. A beautif ul ending
to a happy and fruitful day. Night now.

SANDY BUCK

TUESDAY, JULY 10

Another hot muggy day. Peter Fearey
and Peter Culman raised the flag. From
flag, the entire camp walked, more or
less, down to breakfast. After a delicious

breakfast of corn muffins and eggs, plus

the introducfion of our guest John King,

Development Director for Kieve,

everyone went to their various duties.

South Bunker Hill and South Harris are

off to Katahdin and the White Mountains
respectively.

With those two cabins leaving that left

only three cabins — thirty seven campers
— to participate in activities. In archery,

Trip Herbruck got his White Arrow. At
ropes, Robert Agier, Gordon Cromwell,
Harry Heher, Emil Kratovil, Walter
Levitsky and John Parker all walked away
with their White Piton, while David
Alexander got his White and Black and
Ben Kahrl his Silver Piton.

The afternoon wasn't as productive,

with only two qualifications. Darren
Sandvik got his 35mm Wide .Angle Lens
in photography and Mark Sienkiewicz got

his White Raccjuet in tennis.
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After a fantastic dinner of pizza and
french fries, mayhem took the field for

tlie evening activity. It started out as blind

soccer, a game in which each blindfolded

player has a sighted partner, but this

quicklv turned into a normal soccer game
due to many complications. A swim after

the game and then flag.
' TIM SHENTON

WEDNESDAY, JULY 11

Today Skylab falls, hopefully not on us.

Tonight's evening activity would have
been a Skylab watch, but the day is

overcast and we would probably miss it.

Only three cabins are in camp for morn-
ing activities. West Bunker Hill, South
Glenayr and North Bunker Hill. Tom
Rossmasler's broken leg is giving him an
excellent opportunity to improve his

talents in pottery and riflery.

Zippy Cooper is finally getting his cast

off today. He is not telling anyone until

tonight — he wants it to be a surprise.

The first thing he is doing is something
he has waited a long time to do, swim.

The morning and afternoon activities

are producing a wide variety of qualifica-

tions, however, the most progress is being

made on the riflery range. Scott Wood-
ruff and Jack Stout have received their

Marksman, while Lee Lehrman, Peter

Ciilman and Johnson Garrett have

earned their Pro Marksman. Following

up riflery is the ropes course. David

Alexander receives his Orange Piton,

Gordon Cromwell receives his Black Pi-

ton, and making the most progress today

is John Parker, who receives his Orange
and Black Pitons.

The photographers are busy again

today and in the process a couple of

qualifications are earned. Cass Baker and
Luke Mandle are both earning their

35mm Wide Angle qualifications. In ac-

tion on the tennis courts, Dave Wike
receives his Blue Racquet, and on the

archery range Geoff Stengel earns his

Blue Arrow. In ceramics, Freddy Thomas
and Peter Culman earn their Apprentice.

Finally, in printing, Ricky Talbot and
Francis Agier receive their Printer's De-

vil.

The evening activity sees five cabins in

camp for relay races: East and West

Bunkerhill, South and North Glenayr,
and North Bunker Hill. North Glenayr
jumps out to a quick lead under the

leadership of Judge Artie Walsh. They
win the first two races and by maintaining
good team work hold on for an impres-
sive win, winning three of the five races

and finishing third in another.

I close with a news item from the

Indian Ocean: Skylab has fallen, no
injuries reported; however, a school of
dolphins say their lunch hoin^ was inter-

rupted. That is all today.

MARC VIRET

THURSDAY, JULY 12

Clouds that threaten rain hang just

above the flag pole, but things are bright

enough that the weather hangs in the

balance. When the five cabins shuffle out

of Pasquaney for duties the weatlier

seeins even more encouraging. West
Bunker Hillians return to their cabin to

pack for Windy Island, and the big news
is that Sludge Rossmasler is going to join

his cabin despite cast and crutches. Dur-
ing morning activities Francis Agier gets

his Blue Racquet for tennis proficiency

and David Conant becomes the first

Kieve Potter this summer; his ceramic
boxes and vase show his experience and
imagination with clay. They demonstrate

to other boys the quality which can be

attained with patience. Also in the potterv

room, Luke Mandle gets his Journeyman.
After rest the weather is brighter still

and campers set out for their chosen

activities. For one new to Kieve it's

remarkable to see so many boys

thoroughly immersed in such nourishing

activity: boys with cameras seek interest-

ing shapes to capture on film in their box
cameras and then materialize again on
light-sensitive paper; other boys give

imagination shape widi wood and clay in

the Arts Center, so bent over their work
in concentration they do not notice me
enter and leave; still others wander with

nets and binoculars in search of a closer

look at the living things they spend their

summer with. Jim Holquin is awarded his

Chipmunk, and at archery Hohnsie Gar-

rett and Charlie Parsons receive Black

Arrows. Cass Baker gets is 50mm Stan-
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dard in photography and David Alexan-

der his Printer's Devil.

At swim the activity of the day is to be

catapulted into the water by two coun-

selors. Despite numerous flesh-slapping

landings, everyone comes up smiling and
asking for more.

An ominous cloud over Westcott Point

leads to talk of indoor activities after

dinner, but the weather holds and the

camp is divided for two softball games.

Wheels and Carts do cartwheels at flag to

celebrate their teams' victories. Then flag,

prayer, song, cheer and the boys fleet like

bugs over the rocks to their cabins for

several stories and some heavy sleeping.

CURT LAUBER

FRIDAY, JULY 13

Although this was Friday the thirteenth

we all survived the day unscathed. The
temperature reached an unusual high of

93 degrees, so the lake was the center of a

great deal of activity.

During the morning, David Wike,

Geoff Stengel and Ram Goodrich all

received their Printer's Devil, and Jimmy
"Mad Dog" Holquin received applause at

lunch for his perseverance on the tension

rope walk at the ropes course.

Thanks to the organizational talents of

Frank Rutan, the afternoon was turned
over to Olympics. Each camper rep-

resented one of the following countries:

Kiribati (formerly the Gilbert Islands),

Botswana, South Yemen, Trinidad,

Nicaragua, Iran, Kampuchea, and the

Yukon Territory. By evening flag, we
were into the softball and soccer finals.

During the tennis playoffs, Eliot Carter

did so well that he was awarded his White
Racquet. David Foulke also received word
of his having won a Chevrolet Malibou in

a contest he had entered at home. "Job"
Robinson saw to it that Tommy
Rossmasler missed nothing and carted

him around camp in a wheelbarrow.
The camp bubbled with energy and

activity all day as the Windy Island trip

returned, as did the White Mountains
and Katahdin trips. (It was a late evening
flag and I gather that most of the

campers managed a dip before turning in

at their respective cabins.)

JOHN R. PEDRICK

SATURDAY, JULY 14

This day was quite hot and muggy, so

much of it was spent by the water. After

flag and breakfast we finished the Olym-
pics. First, Botswana played and lost to

South Yemen in soccer. Then South

Yemen lost to Nicaragua in the finals.

Botswana beat Kiribati in the softball

finals. Standings at the end of the Olym-
pics:

1st - Botswana
2nd - Nicaragua
3rd - South Yemen

Directly after the Olympics we headed
down to the waterfront for a general

swim. Because it was so hot, we had a very

long swim, then had canoe races in place

of the second morning activity period. A
few canoes flipped, but were easily

righted and the races continued. The
teams of North Glenayr and West Biniker

Hill were victorious.

The evening activity consisted of a

movie, The Twelve Chairs, a Mel Brcx^ks

film which the kids enjoyed. Flag was

held in the Bishop Room.
Qualifications

Riflery: Gardie Jackson and Peter Sage
- Marksman

Photography: John Campbell and Ted
Holquin - 50mm Standard.

Printing: Charlie Parsons - Printer's

Devil.

GARY McCARFHY
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SUNDAY, JULY 15

Our final regular Sunday of the first

session was ushered in by a cool east wind,

a welcome change from the recent hot

weather. At breakfast we had some old

Kieve friends as guests, the Malovaneys
and (jeorge Kahrl, and our visitors

seemed pretty delighted and partly hor-

rified by the pancake-flipping experi-

ence, particularly when Marc Janes got a

plateful of syrup down his back, courtesy

of Geoff Stengel.

Another excellent inspection this

morning, with North and South Glenayr
sharing the extra ice cream.

Pam Babin's chapel service was simple,

direct and effective. She reminded us of

our good fortune to belong to a commun-
ity made up of people who care about one
another, and contrasted our feeling of

"belonging" now with our fear of the

unknown three weeks ago. Zippy Cooper,

Paula, Jenny and Jamey Hebb read

interesting, supporting pieces, and the

choir was led by sweet-voiced Geoff
Stengel and loud-voiced Gardie Jackson.

Peter's delicious barbecued chicken lunch

was enjoyed by all;* including the senior

campers, who arrived just in time.

DICK KENNEDY
and JAMEY HEBB

MONDAY, JULY 16

Camp awoke to a wet, foggy morning
which threatened rain. North Glenayr

departed for a Vinalhaven trip after an
early breakfast. The rest of camp had a

regular breakfast during which North
Glenayr returned because of a mixup
with the red truck which was carrying

their equipment. After breakfast dudes
were done in a light drizzle. The rain

became heavier just in time for morning
activities. We had indoor activides and
games such as bombardment and nature

stories. In printing, Bobby Burgess got

his Printer's Devil and DeWolf Kratovil

got his journeyman. In shop John Buck
got his Apprentice 1st Class. Matt

Sandvik produced his Pro Marksman in

riflery. In ceramics, Paul Whiting, John
Woodward, Gardie Jackson and Ricky

Malovaney received their apprentices.

Instead of morning general swim, there

was rehearsal for the weekend play.

Lunch was eaten outside as the rain had
stopped and skies began to clear.

During rest period. North Glenayr and
South Glenayr left on their trips. The day
became sunny and warm, ideal for get-

ting qualifications. There was a lacrosse

game between Chester's Molesters and
Bliss's Bombers which ended in the

tradidonal Kieve tie. In woodworking
David Foulke received his Apprentice 1st

Class. On the archery range Matt Sandvik
got his Black Arrow. At riflery Freddy
Thomas and Trip Herbruck were
awarded their Pro Marksman and Tony
Moller got his Sharpshooter. At the

waterfront Eliot Carter sailed his way to

his Crew qualification. In nature Bobby
Burgess received his Chipmunk. Down in

printing Adam Foulke and Ian Lang got

their Printer's Devil. In the darkroom
Ted Holquin and John Bundy were
awarded their 50mm Standard. Last but

not least John Reneisen, Eliot Carter and
Eric Sanborn got their Tenderfoot qual-

ification in campcraft. A very successful

afternoon.

There was much excitement among the

campers upon the arrival of a baby
raccoon which had been rescued from the

vet by Nancy Kennedy. A good, long and
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much-needed general swim followed this

busy afternoon.

After a dinner of pork chops a classic

film: "The Three Stooges Meet Hercules"

was shown and several comparisons were
made between the Stooges and the cam-
pers. We had a late flag in the Bishop
Room and then off to bed after a fantastic

day.

COLE VASTINE

TUESDAY, JULY 17

Rain was not what the O.D. had hoped
would greet his awakening, so along with

Peter Nelson, I decided to let the camp
sleep an extra '/2 hour. But Peds had
different plans — to keep everyone
inside, but just as we began Indian Circle

the sun appeared and we reorganized.

Morning activities brought forth these

qualifications: Riflery — Stout,
Marksman 1st Class; Shop — Bundy,
Assistant Carpenter; Nature — Ben
Kahrl, Kingbird; Archery — Wolf
Kratovil, White Arrow, Johnsie Garrett,

Blue Arrow, Lee Lehrman, Red Arrow.

Rest period was devoted to the practice

of skits that are to be performed on the
weekend. Afternoon activities also pro-
duced a rasher of qualifications, but I

have a story to tell. Every O.D. has a
problem writing down qualifications as

they are announced, so the O.D.s usually

ask the person who made the announce-
ment to supply him with the same in

writing. Are you with me? The qualifica-

dons then are almost always put on scraps
of napkin or a torn corner of some
obscure packaging. So naturally they look
like trash. The afternoon qualifications

are not to be found; I apologize to those

boys who would normally be mentioned.
But when one cleans up his desk the little

scraps of paper are the first to go. Now,
back to the day. We finish off with a

rousing song rehearsal as showtime lin-

gers ominously in the near future. Some
of the older boys stay up to midnight to

watch the National League win the All-

Star game. The outcome is becoming
almost as regular as the sunrise —
speaking of which, have fun tomorrow,
Sandy.

FRANK RUTAN

WEDNESDAY, JULY 18

It is going to rain any minute now, I

know it. It always rains when &uck is O.D.
Despite the threatening skies, we had a lot

to do, and a lot of qualifications to earn.

The ropes course was by far the most
active of today's activities. Chuck Her-

bruck — Black and Orange Pitons, Tom
Motley, Matt Sandvik, Rob Tucker, Fred

Thomas and Tony Fearey all got White
and Black Pitons. Toms Royal and John
Renneisen got both Orange and Silver

Pitons, and Scott Woodruff received his

Silver Piton. Mad Dog Holquin earned
his Printer's Devil and Macho Mitch got

his Sharpshooter in riflery.

The afternoon was reserved for Wheels
and Job to be competitive and war against

each other in Aquattack. Many flipped

canoes, tried runs at the flag and two

hours later the dust and lake swells

subsided. Who had defeated whom in this

organized water war? We were to learn at

dinner that Berg's team of Orangemen
had narrowly taken the game from Job's

band of black warriors. Five points sepa-

rated the two fiercely competitive teams.

Also at dinner Sandy introduced his

fiance, Sissy Emmons. She came to see

how an O.D. should run the day.

Under a slight drizzle, Jock night was
put into gear. At Homewood Field a

record high-scoring lax game was played
— result - 29-29. A soccer game was
played, captained by the Baron and the

Court, von der Schulenburg's Badboys
defeated von Oppenheim's Vampires,
3-2, in a well-played match.

Once the rain really started, the bell

rang and a song rehearsal was held in
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Innisfree. Everyone was beginning to get

excited about the upcoming weekend.
Oft we went to bed, tired and happy.

SANDY BUCK

THURSDAY, JULY 19

Shordy after sunrise, the morning calm
on the lake is disturbed by swimmers and
their escort canoes. On this morning
Francis Agier and brother Robert, along
with Bruce Hall, Geoff Stengel and Trip
Herbruck swam their Island swims.
Cleave Durey, who had swum his island

last year, accompanied the others out,

and also swam back to shore.

The clear sunny skies were a pleasant

change from the rain the day before. The
theme of the day was qualificadons; the

boys were all encouraged to spend the

morning activity period moving around
to various activities in which they were
close to qualifications. As a result, many
boys achieved qualifications in as many as

three activities. In total, throughout the

morning, forty-two qualifications were
achieved.

The afternoon proved to be just as

productive. The waterfront was active

with sailors getting their Crews and
others receiving their Intermediate and
Swimmer qualificadons. On the other

side of the hill, at the ropes course, many
boys received numerous qualificadons.

The afternoon total exceeded the morn-
ing's: forty-seven in all.

In the evening everyone collected in

Innisfree for a badly needed dress re-

hearsal for the session-ending play. After

the rehearsal everyone attended flag and
returned to their cabins fo? . . . the

Haunted House.
As darkness fell and ghouls and vam-

pires began to inhabit the night air, each
cabin was led to the cellar of the Red
Farmhouse. Screaming headless bodies

and ghoulish tortures awaited the cam-
pers inside, and most were glad to get

back to the safety of their cabins. Thanks
to the senior campers for their efforts

and imaginadon. Pleasant dreams to you

campers!?

Qualifications for the day

Ri fiery — David Conant, Sam Potter,

John Lehrman, Doug Schmidt, Gordon

Cromwell - Pro Marksman; David Wike -

Marksman 1st Class; Trip Herbruck,
Robbie Tucker, Geoff Stengel, Peter

Culman - Marksman.
Campcraft — John Bundy, Tommo,

Motley, Chris von Oppenheim, Robbie
Tucker, Toms Royal, Nicky von der
Schulenburg, Johnson Garrett, Peter

Sage, Frank Goldsmith, Lee Lehrman -

Tenderfoot.

Ropes — Mac Cromwell, Chris

Richardson, Peter Fearey, Charlie Par-

sons, Walter Levitsky - White and Black

Pitons; Max Ludington, Charlie Atwood,
Mac Cromwell, Chris Richardson -

Orange Pitons; Eric Sanborn, Ben Kahrl,

John Parker - Silver Pitons; David Ale-

xander - Gold Pi ton.

Nature — Tarquin Preziosi, Tom
Rossmasler, Geoff Stengel, Nick Papin -

Chipmunks; David Foulke - Purple

Finch.

Swimming — Edward Coolidge, Char-
lie Atwood, James Williams - Inter-

mediate; Tony Fearey, Cleave Durey,

Walter Levitsky, Matt Sandvik - Swim-
mer.

Photography — Eliot Carter, Ches
Newbold, John Buck - 35mm; Tommo
Motley, Eliot Carter, Paul Whidng -

50mm Standard.

Archery — Bobby Burgess, DeWolf
Kratovil - Black Arrow; John Lehrman -

Red Arrow.
Shop — Scott Woodruff, Robbie

Tucker, Ches, Newbold, Chuck Horan,
Sam Potter, Matt Sandvik, Jack Stout,

Cass Baker, Chris Goodman, Elior Car-

ter, Gardie Jackson, Ram Goodrich, Chris

Pierpan, Tom Thompson - Apprentice

1st Class.

Printing — Nick Papin, Jack Stout,

Chuck Horan, Doug Schmidt, Sam Pot-

ter, Nicky von der Schulenburg, John
Buck - Printer's Devils.

Sailing— David Conant, Adam Foulke,

Gas Baker, Bill Turner.
Pottery — Gardie Jackson - Jour-

neyman; John Buck - Apprentice 1st

Class.

JOHN SEAMANS

FRIDAY, JULY 20

A heavy fog hung over camp this
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morning, although we had been prom-
ised good weather. Sandy's 23rd birthday

party of last night apparently provided

fortification for the final normal day of

camp.
Before duties were ended, the sky had

cleared and the day became warm and
sunny. The boys had the entire morning
to finish off qualifications. Swim, lunch,

and rest period followed and then the

afternoon saw many more qualifications,

all of which are listed below. Following

afternoon swim, there was a dress rehear-

sal of the play which is falling into place.

Pulitzer's Lillies seem to be blooming!

The evening was perfect for our ham-
burger cook-out on Westcott Point. The
sun set as we ate the burgers and spit

watermelon seeds at each other. At flag I

read from the 1931 handbook of Kieve

and it's interesting to note that Kieve has

maintained the same philosophical values

since its founding fifty-four years ago! I

also read to the boys the section which

states that a boy was made to brush his

teeth twice a day!

We processed to Kistler Point for the

bonfire and a talk by Dick regarding how
much the campers bring into our com-
munity and our hopes for them as we all

grow together during each session.

In silence and by candlelight we walked

back up the hill in the dark and sang the

Kieve song — I have never heard it done

with a closer proximity to harmony.

Below are listed the numerous qualifi-

cations of the day.

One special note in the qualifications:

In the finals of the tennis tournament

between Mark Mitchell and Chris

Richards, there was a tie. Mark had to

stop play because of a severe cramp in his

leg and Chris refused to claim victory!

You are some kind of guy Chris! Con-
tratulations to both of you.

Qualifications

Tennis — David Alexander - Black

Racquet; John Campbell - Blue Racquet;

Justin Murphy - Red Racquet; Serre

Murphy, Mac Cromwell, Gordon Crom-
well, Nicki von der Schulenburg, Mark
Mitchell, Chris Richardson - 1st Session

Gold Racquets.

Ropes — Trip Herbruck - Silver Piton;

Charlie Parsons, Matt Sandvik, Frank
Goldsmith - Orange Piton; Tony Fearey -

Gold Piton.

Riflery — Emil Kratovil, Bruce Hall -

Pro Marksman; Chris Goodman, Toms
Royal - Marksman; Luke Mandle, Scott

Woodruff - Marksman 1st Class.

Photography — Ricky Talbot, Nicki

von der Schulenburg - 35mm Wide
Angle; Chris von Oppenheim - 50mm
Standard; John Campbell - 135mm Tele-

photo; Jon Bundy - 100-200 Zoom.
Nature — Trip Herbruck - Purple

Finch; Ches Newbold, Eliot Carter -

Chipmunk
Campcraft — Serre Murphy, John

Lehrman, Nick Papin, Jamie Williams,

Mark Dingle, Doug Schmidt - Tenderfoot
Woodsman.
Archery — DeWolf Kratovil, Charlie

Parsons - Blue Arrow; Tarquin Preziosi -

Black and Blue Arrows; Cass Baker,

Freddie Thomas, Mark Dingle - White
Arrow.

Sailing — Charlie Atwood - Crew and
Skipper; Doug Schmidt, Cardie Jackson,

Mac MacAvoy - Crew
Swimming — Chris Goodman, Mark

Dingle, Bobby Burgess - Intermediate

Swimmer
Shop — Ian Lang, Doug Schmidt, Bill

Turner, Trip Herbruck, Darren Sandvik,

Johnson Garrett, Ben Stewart - Appren-
tice First Class; Freddy Thomas - Ass't.

Carpenter.
Printing — Darren Sandvik, Mark

Dingle, Bruce Hall, Ches Newbold, Toms
Royal, Tommo Motley - Printer's Devil;

Jack Stout, Cleave Durey, Gardic Jackson
- Compositor.

JOHN PEDRICK
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SATURDAY, JULY 21 TUESDAY, JULY 24

An early walk past Kistler Point finds

brave swimmers making final attempts at

island swim and Job urges them on kindly

while the sun burns off the dawn mist.

Others "tub"; the lane markers await the

afternoon's watersport events; Brad and
Jamie are playing a set of pre-breakfast

tennis beside Tony Fearey and his dad;

Pete is preparing eggs and bacon. After

breakfast all sorts of arrangements begin

and even now tonight's players feel some
nervous excitement! Frank and Job check

out the motorboat; Sandy and crew move
the piano; tables are moved outside; John
Seamans hangs freshly painted signs;

cleanup is concluded — all is ready.

Parents begin to arrive, at last! Swim-
ming and canoe races are conducted
under sultry skies, which leads everyone
in for swimming and boating afterwards.

Johnson Garrett and Toms Royal win the

Old Bunker Hill Swim; hin Lang, John
Lehrman, Ben Stewart and Billy Turner
place first in the canoe "fours," as do Matt
Sandvik, Freddy Thomas, Robbie Tucker
and "Scotts" in the second heat.

After free activities, picnic lunch and
packing we gather for the awards cere-

mony where each and every camper is

recognized for his fine achievements
during the first session. We all realize

how much we have grown and are sad

that four weeks have passed so swiftly.

Pete orders extra chicken to replace a

batch delivered spoiled, and the barbecue

goes on following a reception at Harriet

House where H.R.K., Sandy, Gary and
Marc have checked out the keg and set up
the bar with Peds and Curt.

Nancy's hit, "Consider the Lilies" be-

gins with enthusiasm. Cheerfully pre-

sented and received, the play brings us all

together for the last time until next year.

Slides and the Kieve song end the even-

ing as cabin parties begin. Chris "Disco

Kid" Richardson, John Renneisen, Mac
Cromwell, Tony Fearey and the cast

remove makeup, Tom Tanch folds up his

drum set. The carillon rings again. We all

refiect on our friendships and special

times together. Some even dream of

tomorrow's pancakes aloft once more!
MARC JANES

The council all seemed refreshed after

the day and a half off duty and, except

for those of us who were fog bound off

the coast, all returned in time for lunch.

The trip from Vinalhaven returned, all

tanned (some in strange places) and
rea^y for the start of second session.

Eighteen boys arrived during the af-

ternoon by car and the others arrived

shordy after six-thirty on the two buses:

one from Philadelphia with Curt Lauber

and the other from Boston with Marc

Janes on board. What great fun to see so

many new faces and old friends!

Dinner followed after which we all met
in Innisfree to introduce Thistle who is

our pet raccoon (and camp director) and
to outline camp procedures. After this

the boys all headed back to their bunk-

houses for the first of many bunkhouse
meetings.

Second Session 1979 is under way!

JOHN R. PEDRICK

WEDNESDAY, JULY 25

Today just happens to be our first full

day of camp during the second session.

Oh perfect! Old campers spend the

morning down on the landsports field

kicking the German football around,
working on skills for the World Cup
games in 1982.

"A grand day for an Island swim," said

a South Glenayrian. Yes it is! Most of the

morning for our new campers was spent
at the waterfront attempting an Island

swim. 1 somehow think it was an all time
record for tries and completions. To
forty-two of you: Congratulations!

The sun comes out for rest period just

long enough for a quick tan, and we're

off into afternoon activities. On the

beautiful shores of Lake Damariscotta
Bobby Warth sailed his way to his crew.

In an interview he stated: "It was knot as

difficult as I thought." The ropes course
saw Roger Ball, John Crowley, Sean
Cullen, Christian Gal, and Chris Kelley
receive their White Pi tons, and Edward
Coolidge received his Orange.
Metro Golden Mayer provided our

evening activity: "Moonspinners." An in-
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teresting look at Crete and some great

boat chase scenes.

It was certainly a productive first full

day for all of us at Kieve. The second

session is off to a great start.

JOBINSON

THURSDAY, JULY 26

No change in the weather as the chimes

ring out over the hill ... a light mist

prevails over the start of the morning.
South Harris leaves for the White Moun-
tains. Morning duties roll smoothly as we
approach the day's activities.

Tom Bevan wins his White, Black, and
Blue Arrows. Geoff Stengel his Appren-
tice 1st Class. Ricky Malovaney completes
his 35mm Wide Angle in photography,

and Zippy Cooper earns Journeyman and
Matt Sanborn his Apprentice in pottery.

Races from raft to raft in general swim. A
quiet, well-deserved rest period. South
Glenayr is off to Windy Island.

We have free choice of activities in the

afternoon and an abundance of qualifica-

tions. Patrick Glenn and Geoff Stengel

got their Apprentice in ceramics, Edward
Coolidge and Tim Robbins their Appren-
tice 1st Class in woodworking, Gregg
Briggs and Scott Fulmer earned their

Compositors, John Jessup and Scott Kis-

ton won their White Arrows, Magnus
Bradshaw earns his White and Black

racquets, and Ricky Malovaney and Zippy
Cooper, with guidance from Bill Vogel
are victorious in the Kieve Regatta.

Capture the Counselor is the evening
activity. Where are all the counselors?

How much are they worth? Come on,

give us a hint! Night campers.

WHEELS

FRIDAY, JULY 27

This is the day of the "called shot."

After two days of cloudy and humid
weather, I promised the camp sunny skies

at dinner last night. This morning I

awoke to a hazy morning. However, I

remain confident in my prediction and
the day is scheduled for SUN. East

Bunker Hill and North Bunker Hill

spend the morning putting finishing

touches on their trip and finally shove

off. Everyone else goes to activities,

occasionally checking the skies for a hint

of sunshine.

At 10:42 A.M. the O.D.'s promise is a

reality, the sun shineth. At morning
activities Darrell Crowley got his Com-
positor, Geoff Stengel received a Purple

Finch, and Ralph Williams pounded his

way to a White Racquet. The lake proved
to be an easy conquest for Derrik Cribb,

who completes both his Crew and Skip-

per qualifications. With the sun still

shining, afternoon activities proceed in

an unhurried way. In printing, Walter
Levitsky inks his way to his Printer's

Devil, and Chris Giles mashes out his

Journeyman. In the shop, D. Albert, M.
Sanborn and Kai Westheimer hammer
and saw their way to earning an Appren-
tice 1st Class.

Swim is long and leisurely and the sun
continues to shine as promised. Capture
the Flag ends the day and there is no
winner even though the one's did capture

a flag. Automobile use is not permissible.

The Kieve song ends our day, one that

will always be known as the dav of the

"called shot."

FRANK RUTAN

SATURDAY, JULY 28
It seems that all sleep late toda'v.

Woods, lake, and even cabins are quiet,

although the carillon has sounded. Yet,

the eight o'clcxk bell brings evervone up
to flag. Morning duties and activities are
under way as usual, including our babv
raccoon. Thistle, poking around
everywhere. John Seamans is building a
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huge cage for her. New archers l^arn to

use their bows with Frank Rutan. Geoff
Stengel earns a Red Arrow. Philip Zanga,

from Germany, swims to the island and
learns more English hourly. Alex and
Brad stand in for Artie at the ropes

course, with White Pitons going to Derek
Cribb, Scott Fulmer, Denny Goodrich,

Ricky Keolle, Greg Nastasi, Jamie Speiss

and Ralph Williams; Black Pitons for

Ricky Malovaney and Ralph Williams;

and the first Silver Piton of the second
session for Tris Warren.
Morning swim is underway with the

usual tennis ball tossing. Cabins are sent

from one raft to another before swim-

ming in. The long trippers' are busy all

day completing last minute preparations.

(Was there really a trip to Round Top?)
During afternoon activities Tom Sibley

and Don Taylor earn their Apprentice

Potter and Ricky Koelle his Journeyman.
David Wilkins and Pat Glenn qualify for

their Printer's Devil. Laundry goes out

again — (thank you Sue and Cathy).

Afternoon sailors feature rainbow col-

ored sails. A canoe fleet rediscovers

Windy Island. Watermelon for dessert at

supper after Pete's* spaghetti. This even-

ing cabins compete in "round robin

contests": cracker whistle, canoe relays,

"one shot" riflery, frisbee golf, and a

barrier obstacle at the ropes course. The
senior campers, despite a soaking at the

waterfront, chalk up bonus points galore

while laughing and hooting drift through
the woods and campers scurry during the

three minute transfer times.

The days are getting shorter, alas, as

darkness has already set in when we lower

flag. Good night evervone.

MARC JANES

SUNDAY, JULY 29

Another foggy dawn, but the sun and

north wind soon chased away the clouds.

At breakfast this morning all were

aghast as pancakes whizzed through the

air; remarkable was William Townsend's
catch in a plate filled with syrup, followed

by a cleansing of his arm and shirt by his

tongue.

All cabins were ship-shape for inspec-

tion, but the finest was South Glenayr

which accordingly received a bonus ice

cream for supper.
All were saddened at chapel to hear of

Colby Keeler's untimely death; we par-

ticularly felt sorry for her cousin Don
Taylor and friends, Charlie and David
Wilkins. The choir was excellent, led by

sweet-voiced Peter Ripley and loud-

voiced Mark Makler.

Peter produced his usual delicious

barbecued chicken for lunch. It was
enjoyed by all, including our guests, Willy

Fox's mother and sister, Nellie.

After lunch the camp settled down to

rest period. Due to the fine weather many
campers set out their belongings to dry

on the rocks in front of the Glenayrs and
Bunker Hills.

Suddenly it became time to ring the

bell. As the gong sounded it broke the

silence of rest period. Campers stam-

peded up the hill in a great swarm. All of

this eager energy would be utilized in the

coming hours as shown by the afternoon's

numerous qualifications.

Paul O'Grady and Frank Goodyear
dazzled Curt Lauber and Jeff Wheeler
with their ability in tennis; both boys

received their White, Black and Blue

Racquets in one afternoon. Denny Good-
rich and Charlie Shehadi were both

awarded qualifications as Intermediate

swimmers by Marc Viret on their first

day.

In Artie's absence John Schneider took

charge of the ropes course with fantastic

results. John awarded eleven qualifica-

tions. Five of these qualifications were

White Pitons which were earned by David

Albert, Kai Westheimer, Troy Bunker,

David Mayer and Steve Wall. The balance

of the qualifications were Black Pitons

which were roped by Jerry Mack, Bren-

dan Reilly, Ricky Koelle, Bobby Sheehan,

Drew Millhon and Karim Ek.

Karim was the busiest camper for the

day as he balanced his way to a Black

Piton and arched his way to a White

Arrow. Ralph Williams also attained his

White Arrow.
At pottery, Rob Young attained his

Apprentice, Ford Wilgis received his

Journeyman and Zippy Cooper spun his

way to a Craftsman qualification.

At printing Pat Glenn received his

Compositor.
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Finally, Paul Nichols received the first

Chipmunk qualification for this session

from Jenny Kahr.

After a hot and busy afternoon the

camp filed down to the lake for a

welcome dip. Frank Rutan, chef extraor-

dinaire, prepared hot dogs for supper.

The evening activity consisted of a

treasure hunt which ran the cabins rag-

ged all over the camp. Clues were given in

limerick form and placed in such obscure

places as Westcott Point and under the

pump house by the infirmary. All the

cabins put in a valiant effort to find the

treasure, but South Bunker Hill was the

first to work their way through the cryptic

rhymes and Knarled pines successfully.

Ricky Malovaney and Bobby Warth led

South Bunker Hill to victory while the

rest of the cabin scampered along with

them.
After flag, the camp eagerly went down

to the waterfront for a quick dip. Finally

the camp settled dc^wn to sleep after a

lovely sunset.

DICK KENNEDY
and BILL VOGEL

MONDAY, JULY 30

In amongst the clouds, fog and drizzle,

we finally had a beautiful sunny day — a

litde muggy, but sunny all the same. It

was an active day all over camp in terms

of qualifications. Jamey Hebb took over

for me as nature counselor, so that David
Wilkins was able to get his Chipmunk.
Alexis Pappas, Rich Waite, David San
Roman, Jamie Williams and David Wil-

kins received their White Pitons and Willy

Townsend received his Black Piton on the

ropes course. In ceramics Rob«rt Agier,

Steve Wall and Jerry Mack worked their

way to Apprentice Potter, while Troy
Bunker qualified for both his Apprentice
and Journeyman Potter. In tennis Ross

Dohrman smashed his way through the

first three qualifications: White, Black

and Blue Racquets. Don Taylor received

his Intermediate Swimmer, and Eric San-

born got his Printer's Devil down in the

printing shack. At archery Frank
Goodyear and Steve Wall received their

White Arrows, Ricky Koelle his Black,

and Henry Lapham qualified for both
White and Black Arrows. Finally, at the

riflery range, Magnus Bradshaw shot for

his Promarksman, and Peter Ripley for

his Marksman 1st Class.

During the afternoon John Pedrick

took over for me while Frank Rutan, Dick

Kennedy and I took South Glenayr and
South Bunker Hill in the "Snow Goose"
for a trip to Otter Island. We all landed

on the island and walked from the south

end to the north, with a stop in the

middle for a swim at a lovely sheltered

beach. The island tour over, everyone got

back in the "Snow Goose," and headed
back through seagulls, salt air and lobster

pots to the vans, to finally arrive in camp
just in time to change for dinner.

After dinner we played my traditional

O.D. game of King's Base. A post-flag dip

ended the day and we all rolled into bed
happy and tired.

JENNY KAHRL

TUESDAY, JULY 31

This day, somewhat cooler than the

past few and with promise of mid-
morning sun, is one of those when energy
is abundant and lots of inner-cabin noise

precedes the bell. The boys chase up the

paths and there are many volunteers to

raise the flag. At breakfast, Francis Agier
offers grace in French. Special K flows

into bowls and the noise builds slowly as

the sun climbs.

During the morning Scott Fulmer and
Derek Cribb are awarded Chipmunks in

nature; Amos Scully gets a White Arrow;
Chris O'Grady becomes an Apprentice
potter, and Paul Nichols achieves Ap-
prentice 1st Class in shop. The boys are

amused to find their egg salad in hot dog
rolls.

During rest hour the breeze picks up
and it becomes a lovely Maine day. Sailing

and swimming are popular dtiring after-

noon activities. Five boys qualify as Red
Cross Swimmers: Jamie Williams, John
Crowley, John Parker, Mark Maklcr and
Charlie Shehadi. On the lake, Henrv Lee
gets his Crew. In archerv, Jose San
Roman gets his White Arrow and Christ-

ian Cial hits three buUseves. In the shop,
Willv O'Learv achieves .Apprentice 1st

Class, Walter Levitsk\ becomes a }our-

nevman potter. FinalK, at ropes. Chris
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OXiiady gets White and Black Pitons,

Rad Roberts and Roger Ball, Orange
Pitons, and Eric Sanborn a Gold Piton.

Today afternoon swim will be remem-
bered for diving. After semis and finals

Rad Roberts and Chris O'Grady are

awarded the Co- Directors Cup for Pain

Diving (Peter Nelson remarks that this is

kinky competition) and Ross Dohrman is

the winner in the Gracefulness category.

Jose San Roman, in Spanish, asks

blessing on this meal of lasagna, garlic

bread and salad.

The evening activity is townball. As the

game and the day draw to a close, John
Seamans steps to the plate with the tying

run on first. Having kept his team in the

game with two key hits, John is looking

for an outside pitch to hit onto the porch

of Harriet House. He gets the pitch he is

looking for. The outcome is not as

important as the drama, entertainment

and exercise, however, and only those

who are in attendance will know the

outcome.
CURT LAUBER

WEDNESDAY, ACGUST 1

The cloudy early morning sky pre-

dicted a rainy day. After breakfast and
duties the three cabins in camp headed to

morning activities, while West Bunker
Hill headed off to the Moose River. The
rain held off and several qualifications

were earned. At archery Sean Cullen shot

his White Arrow and Jose San Roman his

Black Arrow. At the riflery range Sean

Cullen also got his Pro Marksman and a

pinwheel bullseye. In ceramics Robert

Agier received his Journeyman, and in

photography Lindsay Seward got his

35mm Wide Angle Qualification. After

general swim Jamie Speiss was picked up
by his mother to go home to play in a

soccer tournament.
After rest period the rain still had not

come and the boys began afternoon

activities. However, rain finally shortened

the period and chased campers and
counselors indoors. Despite this numer-
ous qualifications were earned. David

Mayer and Ross Dohrmann got their

Printer's Devils and at the ropes course

Paul Nichols and Jerry Mack got White

and Black Pitons. In the shop Chris

McArdle and David Wilkins received

their Apprentice 1st Class. David Mayer
also shot his White Arrow. In the dark
room Mr. Chris Kelley got his 35mm
Wide Angle and Ralph Vogel got his

Apprentice in ceramics.

Eight brave campers went for a quick

general swim between rain showers.

North Glenayr returned a day early from
Vinalhaven, due to bad weather.

A hot and muggy evening saw a very

wild time in the Kieve Casino during
which the senior camper bouncers were
kept very busy. Some of the chicks made
an appearance and entertained the

gamblers. East Bunker Hill returned
from the Moose River during all of this.

After fiag everyone went to bed. The
end to a rainv but good day.

COLE VASTINE

THURSDAY, AUGUST 2

The sky was overcast as we were

awakened by the bells this morning. The
O.D. thought that an inspection was in

order since things seemed to be getting

cluttered in the cabins. South Glenayr was

working with only half the cabin healthy

— the other boys were on sick leave in the

infirmary. Things looked pretty good in

the cabins, but Marc Janes did find a few

campers trying to grow potatoes in their

bunks.

Activities were scarily active today. In

archery, Inchman, Casper Movius and
Mark Viret got their White Arrows, and
David Mayer got his Blue Arrow. Frank

Goodyear and Ross Dohrmann both shot
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for their Pro Marksman qualifications in

riflery. In the shop, David Albert earned

his Apprentice. In nature John Nichols

and Edward Coolidge qualified for their

Chipmunks. Colin McNulty received his

intermediate status in swimming. At the

photo lab Chris Pennington and Ralph

Vogel earned their 35mm Wide Angle

and Chris Kelley got his 50mm Standard.

At the ropes course Brad McLure, David

McKee, Jose San Roman, Lindsay Se-

ward, Ralph Vogel, Joe Nastasi and Zippy
Cooper climbed for their White Pitons.

Black Pitons were earned by John Crow-
ley and Brad McLure, and Chris O'Grady
received his Orange Piton.

The success story of the day has to be

about Rob Sibert. He returned from the

Moose River playing tennis better than

when he left and promptly earned his

Black, Blue and Red Racquets in tennis.

What kind of trip is Moose?
After a hearty barbecue beef dinner,

we decided to run it all off in lacrosse,

s.occer, and tennis. Everyone thoroughly

fitted out and enjoyed themselves. After

the games ended in the usual tie, we all

dipped in delightful Lake Damariscotta.

Tuckered out, we all clambered for our
cabins and crashed heavily.

SANDY BUCK

FRIDAY, AUGUST 3

After some hard thunderstorms there

are some drowsy looks on people's faces,

but the day promises to be a hot and
sunny orfe. There is a short prayer at flag

for our departing 'Trench foreign bud-

dies," Francis, Robert and Eric. At break-

fast there is a litde awards ceremony for

these three, with a nice farewell talk from
Dick. After the duties (ugh!) are finished

the usual morning activities begin. Rob
Chapin, John Jessup and Chris Pen-

nington all get their Pro Marksman in

riflery. In archery, John Crowley and

Jenny Kahrl receive their White Arrow.

The temperature reaches the mid 80's

just in time for general swim. Here we
hold another episode of pain diving, the

winner being the camper who, in the

judgement of the council inflicts the most

pain on his person. This morning we

have a real barnburner, with Roger Ball

outhurting himself narrrowly over Lin-

dasy Seward, Greg Briggs and Zippy
Cooper. In the gracefulness category, Mr.
Chris Kelly is the handsdown winner.

Also during general swim, Court Stratton

breaks out his kayak and gives a little

exhibition.

After rest period the day has turned
out to be a real "scorcha," with the

temperature reaching the 90 mark. That
doesn't faze the campers, and many
qualifications are earned. In printing

Brian Wall, Chris O'Grady, Ralph Vogel,

and Brad McLure get their Printer's

Devil; also, David McKee becomes the

first Master Printer of the session. In

nature. Tommy "Inchman" Gordon and
Willy Howard get their Chipmunk and
David Foulke gets his Kingbird. And
finally, as the heat increases, Rob Sibert

gets his White Arrow in archery. Once
again swimming is a welcome relief. This

time senior campers Chris Richardson,

Mark Makler, John Renneisen and Char-
lie Shehadi show us how pain diving

should be done. There are many artificial

sunburns after the waves clear.

An excellent cold cut dinner is offered
this evening as we have turkey and ham
slices, salad and potato salad. This puts

everyone in a good mood for Capture the

Flag as an evening activity. The game
proves to be an intense batde, but the

one's prove victorious in the first and
third game, while the second ends in a tie.

As camp nears the halfway point of the

second session, things are in full swing for

the final stretch and, unfortunately, the

end of a great summer.
NED LEE

SATURDAY, AUGUST 4

This morning we awoke to "Hail Ye
Festival Day" and clear blue skies for

another beautiful day on the hill. Flag,

breakfast, duties and farewell to Mark
Janes and North Bunker Hill on their

trek to Baxter State Park with hopes of a

successf ul ascent of Mt. Katahdin. As the

sun climbed and morning activities got

underway, the air was humid and we
were in for another sticky, hot day.

Despite the heat, there were quite a few
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qualifications earned. At ropes, Inch Man
was awarded his White and Black Pitons

and Brendan Reilly his Orange Piton. In

nature, Jamie Williams and William

Townsend got their chipmunks, and
David Wilkins his Purple Finch. Down on
the range Tom Bevan and Bobby
Sheehan completed their Pro Marksman,
and John Jessup his Marksman. Up in the

Arts Center, David Albert achieved his

Printer's Devil. In the wood shop Ap-
prentice 1st Class was awarded to Bren-

dan Reilly, David San Roman, Rich Waite

and William Townsend, and in the after-

noon Scott Kitson and Willy Howard got

theirs also. Down on the archery range
Rob Chapin shot his White Arrow, John
Jessup and Scott Kitson their Black, and
Rob Sibert achieved his Blue Arrow. In

the afternoon Karim Ek shot his Black

and Jamie Down his Blue, as well as

Kieve's newly discovered William Tell,

Chris Pennington, who shot his White,

Black and Blue Arrows. The sun was hot

and the wind on the lake was moderate,

which allowed Ralph Williams and Tris

Warren to get their Crew qualifications;

Creg Beier and Bobby Warth also qual-

ified in sailing: both for their Skipper

rating.

The morning and afternoon swims

were both long and cooling, and a

welcome escape from the heat and
humidity. Our evening was highlighted

by a special guest speaker, Mrs. Ek; who
presented a slide show on Middle Eastern

architecture and children. It was very

interesting and the boys enjoyed seeing

kids their own age from different coun-

tries.

Our enlightening and educational

evening came to a close with prayers and
the song; then down the hill and bed to

the accompaniment of the chiming of the

Doxology.

JOHN SEAMANS

SUNDAY, AUGUST 5

Another hot, humid, but sunny day.

The morning war. uneventful. We had the

usual pancakes flying around in the

dining room which was followed by the

duties of dressing up the camp for

Sunday inspection.

Choir rehearsal was pardcularly well

attended and voices were robust. Nancy
Kennedy did a fabulousjob of playing the

pump organ although one of the pedals

had broken.

Sandy Buck did the service, the theme
of which was based on the Kieve motto.

Mr. Pedrick, visiting from Florida, read
the story of David and Golaith to tie in

with Sandy's sermon on "Courage, Perse-

verance, Loyalty."

The chicken barbecue followed and
during announcements North Harris was
congiatulated for having won inspection

and Willy Fox was awarded a cake for

having the sweetest voice in the choir and
Jim Connolly won for having had the

loudest.

Pan the grounds with the camera.
Focus on some superb pottery at the

hands of Darrell Crowley. Long shot of
waterfront. Pan the front and then zoom
in on whitecaps. Cut to Greg Beier and
Ricky Koelle stranded and unable to

rescue. Action shot of Buck and
Schneider in motor boat rescue. Montage
of rescue and peaceful camp swim scenes,

sound crescendoes then quick cut to

hotdog dinner. After dinner special ef-

fect to indicate passage of time. Then cut

into wild soccer game in progress. Zoom in

on McNulty's foot in middle of excellent

defensive play. Quick cut to waterfront

for final swim. Then zoom out with

lingering shot of Kieve sign accompanied
by Mancini playing "Hard Day's Night."

JOHN PEDRICK
& WILL "FELLINI" SCHWALBE

MONDAY, AUGUST 6

Today was without doubt one of the

most awesome spent at camp and I'm

only sorry we weren't in camp! The
weather fit my plans as officer of the day
to a tee — absolutely gorgeous. The
temperature was about 80, no humidity
and a nice breeze.

Awake, blink, slumberous greetings to

just-awoken bunkmates, bathroom, beds

made, bell rings, up the hill, flag, prayer,

"Lord, thank you for the gift of the day

and may we grow within it, ourselves, and
Your love." Table boys, grumbles, feet

slapping upon the pavement, down to
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Pasquaney, feed, clear the tables,

duties. . . .

The duties were unduly harsh, but not

without the pot of gold at the end of the

rainbow: at Indian Circle I announced
thai we would spend the day at the beach.

Smiles, laughter, the thumping of feet

down the hill to the bath houses to get

bathing suits and towels. Kites, cameras,

suntan lotion, into the vehicles, off to

Reid State Park. An hour's drive, unload,

shirts off and onto the beach.

Reid State Park and Half-Mile Beach

where we sunbathed were most scenic.

We took a whole section of the beach for

our own. The kites went up immediately

and stayed up all day long doing batde.

The kids buddied up and froliced in the

water and sand. The surf was quite large

and body surfing was attempted by all.

Others dug huge holes in the sand, each

trying to out-do the other.

Many of us frequented a tidal stream

which was much warmer than the brisk

ocean waters (59°).

Kites rolled in, towels were shaken,

stray cups were corralled, back into the

trucks, arrival at camp. HRK comes back

from the Moose River and Wheels back
from Belgrade Lakes. Dinner, softball for

evening activity, flag, bed. A wild

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 8

The chimes were cleverly set for 8:00 to

give a much-needed extra wink. We
awoke to breezy, crisp Kieve morning. A
prayer for the stranded Roots (and badly

injured rescuers), a bowl full of Pete's

warm oats, and off we were to another

fabulous day in the summer of '79.

The compacted size,of the camp plus

the extremely cooperative weather

proved to be a perfect combination for

the promotion of us all up one more rung
of the qualification ladder: Down at" the

print shop, David Mayer became both a

Compositor and Journeyman in one day,

while Paul Nichols and Frank Goodyear
received their Printer's Devil, and Peter

Ripley both Devil and Compositor. Down
at the courts, Chris O'Grady swatted his

way to both White and Black racquet

and Jeff Cashman got his Black Racquet.

Bobby Sheehan got his White Arrow. At

the ropes course, Lindsay Seward and
Bobby Sheehan nailed their Orange Piton

and Amos Scully his White. Peter Ripley

achieved Chipmunk status at nature;

Ford Wilgis got his 35mm Wide Angle at

Photography; Ross Dohrman became a

Marksman at riflery and David Mayer

became a Pro Marksman. Congratula-

tions to all!

The evening was highlighted by a

terrific chop suey dinner, a trip down the

East Neck Road by Carts (who was trying

to piece together the previous day's

activities), and a short but sweet game of

Capture the Flag. With a full moon to

guide us through the quickly creeping

darkness, off we slid to our warm bur-

rows after a rousing rendition of the

Kieve song.
* HRK

THURSDAY, AUGUST 9

A clear crisp morning awakes Kieve.

This is the day of the visit by an inspector

from the American Camping Association.

Morning duties are thorough and fol-

lowed by a short inspection. Everything

looks great.

Morning activities are full of qualifica-

tions, making a very productive sight for

our distinguished visitor. They were as

follows: Jeff Cashman achieved his White
Arrow, Willy Fox his Printer's Devil and
David Mayer his Apprentice in printing.

At ropes Christian Gal, Jose San Roman
and Ralphie Vogel got their Black Pitons,

Sean CuUen his Orange Piton and Ed
Coolidge his Silver Piton. Finally this

morning, Ross Dohrman and Tim Lackey
got their Chipmunks.

Miss Alexander, "the inspector," de-

parted after lunch and everyone relaxed.

The afternoon activities again produced
numerous qualifications. Willy O'Leary
won his Assistant Carpenter; Amos Scully

got his Marksman 1st Class and Chris

Kelly and Willy Fox got their Pro
Marksman. In printing Jerrv Mack re-

ceived his Journeyman, while William

Townsend, Troy Bunker and Rich Waite
all received their Printer's Devil. Ralphie
Vogel achieved his White and Lindsav

Seward got his White and Black Racquets.
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Lastly, on the ropes course, Ross

Dohrman, Jeff Cashman, and Paul

O'Grady won their White and Black

Pitons, Frank Goodyear got his White,

Steve Wall his Black, and Brendan Reilly

and Bobby Sheehan their Silver Pitons. I

almost forgot: Charlie Wilkins received

his 35mm Wide Angle and Jeff Stengel

got both his 35mm Wide Angle and his

50mm Standard.
As the evening approached and the air

cooled we split into five teams and had a

junior Olympics: frisbee toss, tennis serve,

soccer kick, archery, and the grand finale,

a marathon. A smooth day. Thank you
campers.

WHEELS

FRIDAY, AUGUST 10

"Oh Perfect," thought the O.D. as he

awoke to a cold cloudy day. 'Well, look on
the bright side — no rain, yet. After

Geoff Stengel and Drew Millhon raised

the flag everyone walked (no chance) to

breakfast.

By the time activities started, still no

rain; As soon as everyone began, so did

the rain. Quick change from landsports

to bombardment, archery to games, sail-

ing to woodworking, and so on. The
morning qualifications were: Jeff

Cashman and Chris Kelly go their Ap-
prentice 1st Class in shop; Jose San
Roman got his 50mm Standard in photo-

graphy and Geoff Stengel got his com-
positor in printing. Also, Patrick Glenn
received his White Arrow in archery.

The rain fell through the afternoon,

and wood was brought in to keep the fi^es

going in the cabin stoves while the

campers had their activities. The qualifi-

cations for this afternoon were as follows:

In shop, Tancred Bradshaw and Chris

O'Grady got their Apprentice 1st Class,

and Jerry Mack, Joe Nastasi, Jamie Wil-

liams, and David Foulke all received their

Assistant Carpenters in shop. Rad
Roberts received both his 35mm Wide
Angle and his 50mm Standard in photo-

graphy. In printing, David "Doo Doo"
Wilkins and Jeff Cashman received their

Devils and Sean Cullen got his Com-
positor.

The day came to a close with a movie.

"The Three Stooges Meet Hercules,"

sound familiar? I guess so.

TIM SHENTON

SATURDAY, AUGUST 11

A cold misty day. The first of several

days of 50 weather. Oatmeal with brown
sugar for breakfast. After duties, the full

range of activities is offered. West
Bunker Hill has to delay their departure

due to fog off the coast of Maine. At the

printing shed, Bobby Warth, Tris War-
ren, Henry Lapham and Ralph Williams

achieve Printer's Devil. Chris O'Grady
gets his Blue Arrow in archery and
Lindsay Seward becomes a Pro
Marksman.
Lunch is . . . surprise . . . tuna fish

sandwiches. The sun shines during rest

hour. During activities Paul Nichols be-

comes a Journeyman printer; Ross

Dohrman gets his 35mm Wide Angle in

Photography; Ralph Vogel and Brad
McLure attain Crew status in sailing, and,

in shop, Alexis Pappas gets his Appren-
tice 1st Class.

Afternoon swim is optional and most
campers choose land activities as the sun

leaves the waterfront.

Evening activities bring the Session's

second townball game. Spirits are high as

the flag comes down and noise from the

cabins doesn't subside until nearly an

hour after the carillon peals its sugges-

tions for sleep.

CURT LAUBER

SUNDAY, AUGUST 12

Our last regular Sunday dawned cold

and wet — a condition that was to persist

throughout the day. Breakfast was en-

livened by the usual pancake-flipping

witnessed by Jerry Mack's awe-struck

family. The Long Voyagers had returned

and we were all delighted by tales of their

exploits.

At inspection all were in warm, wet

weather gear and, considering the ele-

ments, the cabins looked fine. South
Harris was the best.

Chapel in the Bishop room was particu-

larly nice and we welcomed several trus-

tee visitors as well as David and Chris

Mayer's grandfather. Jenny's service
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celebrated Nature and .Pat Glenn and
Roger Ball walked off with the choir

prizes.

A picnic lunch of hotdogs in Pasquaney

took the ^ place of the unual chicken

Barbecue, which was postponed for din-

ner so that our trustees could get a taste

of "Peter's Delight!"

After rest period, the wet group of

campers met in the Bishop Room for

Indian Circle. Assigned activities was the

lay-out for the afternoon. At 3:30 Artie

rings the bell for the second activity

period, but Roots had planned to ring it

at 4:00 so that activities would run longer

since there obviously was no general

swim. As a result "of this mixup. Will

Schwalbe and his gun-men were stuck

down at the chilly riflery range for two

hours! Will the real O.D. please stand up?

The rain did not keep the campers from
qualifications: In the wood shop,

Tancred Bradshaw and Chris O'Grady
nailed down Apprentice 1st Class. Jerry
Mack, Joe Nastasi, Jamie Williams, and
David Foulke sawed and hammered their

way to Assistant Carpenters. A thank you
goes to Jamie Williams and Willy O'Leary
for cleaning up the shop. In the print

shop, Charlie Newton achieved his Mas-
ter Printer. Down at the riflery range,

Jose San Roman shot his way to his Pro

Marksman and David McKee zeroed in

on his Marksman. In the dark room, Tom
Bevan developed 35mm Wide Angle and
50mm Standard qualifications.

The barbecued chicken was great con-

sidering there was no way Pete was going

to light a barbecue in the rain, so he had
to cook them in the ovens.

Yes the evening activity is horse racing.

As soon as Innisfree (Kieve Downs) was
ready, the kids entered, got their money,
saw their favorite bookie, and placed

their bets for Race #1. Half way through
the third race and . . . "What Roots? The
trustees have been waiting in the Bishop
Room and Sarah Robbins has a slide

show?"
Once again we have a mix up due to too

many O.D.s "O.K. Kids we'll announce
the results of race #4 at dinner tomorrow
— go over to the Bishop Room, quickly!"

Finally the slide show is started and
Aunt Sarah had a real treat — ballooning

in France! Look at all those vinyards! And

the cheese! And the champagne! And
three balloons at once! Fantastic!

Thanks to the senior campers, John
Seamans, and Jamie Hebb for their help

with the races. And special thanks to

Sarah for her fabulous slide show.

Flag in the Bishop Room and then bed.

ARTIE WALSH
&: RCK

MONDAY, AUGUST 13

Our last Monday at Kieve dawned cool

and rainy, which had been par for the last

few days. Prayers for sun, breakfast and
duties. It was no ordinary Monday in the

least, for we were honored by the pre-

sence of Kieve's dedicated Board of

Trustees.

In honor or them I have tried to rhyme
the day's achievements and events:

From bombardment and board games to

knots and nails,

The buildings were buzzing with no
activity to sail.

In printing Rad Roberts his Compositor
did make,

Ross Dohrmann in shop an Apprentice

with no mistake.

In ceramics the action was hot, with the

kiln in full force.

Journeyman: Brian Wall, Drew Millhon,

and Brad McLure.
And in that same place one of the West

Bunker clan.

Achieved his Apprentice, by name, Jeff

Cashman

During the morning on the hill, the rain

fell — it did blow,

But our prayers were to be answered; the

sun was to show.

The afternoon arrived, enlightened by

the sun
And Henry's trip to the White Mountains

retiu ned from their fun.

The past few days had been damp, and
feet may have been wet.

So on went dry shoes and for the last

week we were set.

Our trustees were on the move, looking

over and around,
and their beliefs in Kieve, like ours, were

quite sound.
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To Innisfree before supper to practice

the play,

To guarantee the success of our sfiow on
Satiuday.

Our days inside were over at last,

And the evening was spent on the fields

rinining fast.

At flag we thanked God for the sun and
the rain.

We need one with the other — the

reason's quite plain.

Our day was near over, the sun set in its

splendour,

The time is for sleep, and the day, to

remember.

A poet I air» not as you see from my style.

But do as I did, and read with a smile.

JOHN SEAMANS

TUESDAY, AUGUST 14

For the fifth day in a row the clouds

covered the sky, and we knew that our

morning prayers for sun would be in

vain. We were proved wrong, however, as

the sun broke through for a beautiful

afternoon and the first general swim for a

while.

As the session is drawing to a close, the

qualifications are rolling in: In shop, Paul

Nichols, Amos Scully, Tim Lackey, Frank
Goodyear, Jerry Mack, Eric Sanborn and
Chris Hagar got their Assistant Carpen-

ters. Chris Hagar also got his Apprentice

1st Class, along with Karim Ek, Tony
Banbury, Court Stratton, Willy Fox,

Henry Lee, Robert Young and Greg
Briggs. Zippy Cooper got his Carpenter.

In ropes, Peter Ripley, David Wallis and
Henry Lee got their White Pitons. In

sailing Walter Levitsky, Denny Goodrich,

Ralph Vogel and Henry Lapham got

their Crews. In riflery, Roger Ball, Chip

Waite, Court Stratton, Don Taylor and
Lindsay Seward got their Pro marksman,
while Tom Bevan, Rob Chapin and Frank

Goodyear got their Marksman. In print-

ing, Karim Ek, Tancred Bradshaw, and
Henry Lee got their Printer's Devil. In

nature, Steve Wall and Jim Connolly got

their Chipmunks and Jerry Mack got his

Purple Finch. Chris O'Grady got his

Journeyman in pottery; David San

Roman got his Blue Arrow in archery.

The high points of the day were Ricky
Malovaney winning the 9 &: 10 singles

tournament, and Court Stratton got the

first pinwheel bullseye in riflery. A good
day's work for elveryone.

The rain returned by dinner time and
play pracdce kept everyone out of it. The
day ended with a mass attempt to steal

Mark Robinson's right shoe.

SHEP BROWN

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 15

We awoke to an 8:30 breakfast, clear

skies and 55°. The clear ski'bs were
welcomed and the 55° was overlooked
because of the absence of the rain which
had been around for the previous week.

Everything ticked along easily in the

morning, especially since the Bank was
covered by two old pros, Sandy and Carts.

Throughout the day qualifications were
coming in like hotcakes, the most note-

able being received by Nancy Pedrick and
Chris Fudge in riflery. In the ^fternoon
the qualifications kept coming m strong

and at the end of the day there were
thirty nine — quite a feat.

After dinner came play practice, high-

lighted by Shep Brown, the volume knob.

After the play practice, flag . . . and then

the fun began! The Senior campers, who
had been working hard all day, put the

finishing touches on the haunted house.

The campers were led by female witches

(the best kind) past the graveyard where
two old men were, and then escorted to

the farmhouse where they were led

through the cellar. "The Executioner . . .

The Caged Taco . . . guts . . . Axe Man
. . . The Mad Doctor and Artie the patient

. . . Alvin the Corpse . . . Chuckle the

White Man. Mark lurked at every corner
and, of course, John, your guide. After a

good tour, back to bed — but maybe not

to sleep. Thanks again senior campers. A
Scary end to a scary day.

Qualifications

Nature — Tom Bevan, Rob Chapin,

Jamie Dowd, Brian Wall, Chris Pen-

nington - Chipmunk.
Campcraf t — Chris Kelly, Ed Coolidge,

Roger Ball, John Parker, David Foulke,

Rad Roberts, Brad McClure - Tenderfoot
Woodsman.
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Ropes — Don Taylor Brian Wall, Tom
Bevan - White Piton; Derek Cribb, Tom
Bevan, Peter Ripley - Black Piton; Steve

Wall, Ricky Koelle - Orange Piton.

Sailing — Karim Ek, Willy Fox, Ross

Dohrmann, Eric Sanborn, John Jessup -

Crew; Tris Warren - Skipper; Derek
Cribb - Commodore.

Printing— Greg Briggs, Willy Howard,
Chris Kelly - Printers Devil; Brian Wall,

Tim Lackey - Compositor.

Shop — Denny Goodrich, Chris Kelly,

Chris McCardle - Assistant Carpenter.

Photography — Jim Connolly, John
Nichols, Roger Ball - 35mm Wide Angle

Riflery — Nancy Pedrick - Pro

Markswoman; Chris Fudge - Pro

Marksman

JOHN (SCHROEDER) SCHNEIDER

THURSDAY, AUGUST 16

Only four more days of camp. Today
the weather is sunny and cool and the

campers are eager for those last few

qualifications. Willy Fox and William

Townsend raise Old Glory with full

honor guard. Twenty three table boys

brought Pedro's special eggs and bacon to

our hungiy bodies, keeping us stuffed

until lunch.

This being "qualification Thursday,"

Robbie Young and Bobby Sheehan got

their Chipmunks in nature. Tommy Sib-

ley spent his morning working with Jenny
and got his Purple Finch. On the lake.

King Zephyr brought Brad McClure his

skipper for managing his knots and the

boat. Also on the waterfront, we find that

Scott Fulmer received his Red Cross

Swimmer.
Bjorn Wheels found that Matt Sanborn

deserved his Black Racquet, and Brendan
Reilly received his White Racquet. The
riflery range had a great deal of activity:

Greg Briggs and Scott Kitson received

their Pro Marksman.
The sunny afternoon brought a slew of

qualifications in ropes: Court Stratton,

Willy O'Leary, Brendan Reilly received

White, Orange, and Gold Pitons respec-

tively. Ralph Vogel and Karim Ek re-

ceived their Orange Pitons, and Ricky

Koelle, Ralph Williams, Chris O'Grady
and Lindsay Seward all received their

Silver Pitons. Ropes also found Scott

Kitson, Henry Lee and David Wallis

receiving their Black Pitons.

In our campcraft program there were
five Tenderfoot Woodsman qualifica-

tions: Colin McNulty, Walter Levitsky,

Robert Young, Greg Beier and Paul

Nichols.

Riflery brought Rob "Moose" Chapin
his Marksman 1st Class. Tancred Brad-
shaw, Willy Howard and Brian Wall all

received their Pro Marksman. Court
Stratton received his Marksman and
Chris Pennington his Marksman 1st

Class. In photography, David Mayer re-

ceived his 35mm Wide Angle and Jim
Connolly acquired his 50mm Standard.

Dinner was over all too fast and we
found ourselves in play practice — off

Broadway as of today.

A productive day for all.

JOB

FRIDAY, AUGUST 17

The end of camp is upon us! Our last

"Normal" day in camp, as much as any
day can be considered to be normal,

dawned as a perfect Maine day.

The flag was raised by Charlie Newton
and David Wallis, and Drew Millhon read

The Kieve Prayer at breakfast. The
prayer was written in 1929 and this is a

day when we become particularly aware
of the tradition of which we are all a part.

There was one long activity period this

morning during which the boys could

choose their activity in the interest of

finishing up qualifications.

Goodness, the temperature of the lake

has dropped! We have had such chilly

nights that the lake is taking on its fall

nip. As a result, the swim this morning
was optional.

Throughout the day various cabins

were putting the final touches, such as

they are, on the skits for the Watersports
plav. The dress rehearsal followed the

afternoon activity period and preceeded
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the liamburger cook-out at Westcott

Point.

At Flag 1 did a reading from the 1931

Kieve Manual and we then processed in

silence to Kistler Point where Dick gave
an interesting talk on the historical foun-

dation of this institution.

The night was perfect for the candle-

light walk back up the hill from Kistler

Point. The lake had not a ripple, the air

had a chill in it, and there was no wind to

blow out the candles. The reflections of

the candles on the water could be seen
from the top of the hill to Kistler Point.

The Kieve song was sung with gusto

and the evening ended just before the

carillon sounded at 9:00 o'clock.

Listed below are the numerous qualifi-

cations which were received during the

day

:

Riflery — James Gordon, Joe Nastasi,

Mark Makler, Walter Levitsky, David San
Roman, Jamie Williams - Pro Marksman;
Jose San Roman - Marksman.

Sailing — Chris Kelley, Chris O'Grady,
Peter Ripley, Tom Bevan, Jamie Speiss,

Matt Sanborn, Edward Coolidge, Chris

Pennington, Gregg Briggs, Jeff
Cashman, Frank Goodyear, Troy Bunk-
er, Rad Roberts, ^Jim Connolly, Chris

Ha gar - Crew; Greg Beier, Henry Lee,

Darrell Crowley - Skipper.

Swimming — Brian Wall - Inter-

mediate; Denny Gqodrich, Brian Wall,

Tom Bevan - Swimmer; Christian Gal,

Jose San Roman - Advanced Beginner.

Woodworking — Ralph Vogel, Derek
Cribb, Steve Wall, Jose San Roman,
Bobby Warth, Rich Waite - Apprentice

1st Class; David Wilkins, Rad Roberts,

John Parker, Scott Kitson, Henry Lee,

David Albert, David San Roman - Assis-

tant Carpenter; Joe Nastasi - Carpenter.
Archery — Tris Warren - Red Arrow;

Pat Glenn - Blue Arrow; Willy Fox -

White Arrow; John Jessup - Gold Arrow.

Ropes — Alexis Pappas, Scott Fulmer,

Greg Nastasi, Brian Wall, David McKee -

Black Piton; Bobby Warth, Ross

Dohrmann, Chris McArdle, William

Townsend - Orange Piton; Roger Ball,

Sean Cullen - Silver Piton; Bobby
Sheehan, Rad Roberts - Gold Piton.

Printing — Ford Wilgis, Don Taylor,

Kai Westheimer, Roger Ball - Printer's

Devil; David Foulke, Christian Gal, Willy

Howard - Compositor; Sean Cullen -

Journeyman; Chris Giles - Master Print-

er.

Photography — Brad McClure, Frank
Goodyear, Robert Young - 35mm; Ford
Wilgis - 50mm; Lindsay Seward, Tom
Bevan, Geoff Stengel, Chris Kelley -

135mm.
JOB R.P.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 18

Walking past Kistler Point in the morn-
ing chill, I see "sea smoke" rising from the

lake as the kingfisher scolds, as wingbeats

of distant loons slap the stillness of dawn
awake. Last night's council fire's coals no
longer glow, but the memory of the firelit

faces and the whole tribe circled in

company last night is recalled as I walk
past torches which lighted our way home.
The waterfront is neady raked as Ned
Lee left it last night, while the war canoes

rest in their racks awaiting the final event

between East and West Bunker Hill at

today's watersports.

After breakfast (thanks Pete, Delores

and the Chicks) all join in the last day's

duties as we prepare for guests. Shep and
John Trafton attend to "band." All dread

rain. Frank Rutan bets that it will rain.

Pete Nelson prepares the chicken bar-

becue. We prepare indoor and oiudoor

activities, just in case.

11:22 a.m. Guests have been arriving

for the past hour while all still speak of

rain. Impressive displays are exhibited in

the ceramics studio, shop and photo-

graphy studio. Families sail and'canoe.

The wind freshens and clouds act

confused. Pete and Frank cook chicken

over charcoal. Campers move trunks up
the hill to cars for travel home. All enjoy

lunch under the trees beside Pasquaney.

Watersports begin on time, showing
parents the best swimming and paddling

of the summer. Ricky Malovaney wins the

obstacle race, with blueberry pie on his

fingers! As the canoe pile-in was in

progress Henry Kennedy had his war

canoe braves doing jumping jacks on the

beach. John Pedrick started the war
canoes while Mark ("Job") Robinson

waited to judge the finish. After wild

thrashings the steady tactics of West
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Bunker Hill crossed the line first, ending
a fun afternoon.

Still no rain. The awards ceremony
provides a meaningful remembrance of

the summer's accomplishments.

After cocktail hour families gather for

outdoor chicken barbecue, followed by a

hilarious rendition of "Consider the

Lilies" in Innisfree. Uncle Dick closed the

evening program, after a wonderful slide

show of summer memories, with the

customary prayers and the final singing

of the Kieve song. Some tearful but

happy good-byes take place. Cabin par-

ties follow. (What's a funnelator?!) (Old
Woodsman is not for squirting, boys . . .)

The night chill sets in. Cabins grow
quiet. Tonight there will be nobody
sleeping at Westcott Point as Charlie
Wilkins did last night to earn his Kieve

Naturalist, the summer's final qualifica-

tion. Tonight friendships and cabin life

bring the summer to a close in together-

ness. As I round Kistler Point, I dream of
next summer. See you all then!

MARC JANES
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special Mentions - 1979
AGIER, F. — Tennis, Inspection, Tripping, Riflery

AGIER, R. — Inspection, Tripping, Riflery

ALBERT — Tennis, Woodworking, Ceramics, Inspection

ALEXANDER — Woodworking, Printing, Ropes, Dramatics

ATWOOD — Swimming, Riflery, Dramatics

BAKER — Woodworking, Riflery, Tripping, Printing

BALL — Tripping, Ropes, Riflery, Photography
BEGIEN — Ceramics, Tennis, Landsports

BEIER — Swimming, SaiHng, Ceramics
BEVAN — Printing, Riflery, Archery, Ropes, Photography
BRADSHAW, C. M. — Tennis, Riflery, Landsports
BRADSHAW, J. T. — Tripping, Swimming, Riflery

BRIGGS — Riflery, Tripping, Ropes, Woodworking
BUNKER — Inspection, Tripping, Ceramics, Printing, Photography
BURGESS — Sailing, Tripping, Ceramics

BUNDY — Woodworking, Tripping, Photography
BUCK — Swimming, Woodworking, Riflery, Ropes, Ceramics, Dramatics

CAMPBELL — Woodworking, Ceramics, Photography
CARTER — SaiHng, Printing, Riflery, Tripping, Inspection, Ropes
CASHMAN — Terfnis, Tripping, Inspection, Woodworking, Ceramics, Ropes
CHAPIN — Riflery, Tripping
CONNOLLY — Photography, Tripping, Landsports

CONANT — Swimming, SaiHng, Ceramics, Landsports

COOLIDGE — Swimming, Printing, Ropes, Tripping, Ceramics, Campcraft,

Dramatics

COOPER — $aiHng, Tripping, Tennis, Woodworking, Ropes, Ceramics,

Landsports
CRIBB — SaiHng, Tripping, Ropes, Inspection

CROMWELL, G. — Swimming, Woodworking
CROMWELL, P. — SaiHng, Ropes, Ceramics, Tripping, Dramatics

CROWLEY, D. — Riflery, Ceramics, SaiHng, Printing

CROWLEY, J.
— Swimming, Tennis, Tripping, Ceramics

CULMAN — Swimming, Tripping, Inspection, Ropes, Ceramics

CULLEN — Tripping, Ropes, Printing, Riflery, SaiHng

DEGUELDRE — Tennis, Tripping
DINGLE — SaiHng, Swimming, Landsports

DOHRMANN — Inspection, Tripping, Tennis, SaiHng, Ceramics, Riflery,

Landsports, Photography «

DOWD — Tennis, Ceramics, Nature, Landsports, Tripping, Archery
DUREY — Swimming, SaiHng, Ropes, Dramatics

EK — Inspection, Swimming, Woodworking, Nature, Archery, SaiHng, Ropes
FEAREY, T. — Swimming, Ropes, Tripping, Dramatics

FEAREY, P. — Printing, Tripping, Inspection, Dramatics

FOULKE, A. — SaiHng, Ceramics, Swimming
FOULKE, D. — SaiHng, Woodworking, Tripping, Printing, Inspection,

Tennis, Ceramics, Nature, Campcraft, Swimming, Photogiaphy

FOX — Inspection, Swimming, Woodworking, Sailing, Riflery

FULMER — Swimming, Nature, Inspection, Printing

GAILLY DE TAURINES — Tennis
GAL — Swimming, Tripping, Ceramics

GARRETT — Woodworking, Tripping, Inspection, Archery
GILES — Tripping, Inspection, Ceramics, Landsports, Photography

GLENN — Ceramics, Tripping
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GOLDSMITH — Sailing, Woodworking, Tripping, Inspection, Ropes,

Dramatics

GOODRICH, D. — Swimming, Woodworking, Inspection

GOODRICH, R. — Tennis, Tripping, Inspection, Ceramics, Landsports,

Dramatics
GOODMAN — Swimming, Printing, Ceramics
GOODYEAR — Inspection, Tripping, Tennis, Woodworking, Ceramics,

Printing, Riflery, Campcraft
GORDON, J.

— Tennis, Sailing, Nature
GORDON, T. — Tennis, Ropes, Swimming, Nature, Landsports

HALL — Swimming, Printing, Riflery, Ceramics, Landsports

HEHER — Swimming, Printing, Tripping, Ceramics
HERBRUCK — Swimming, Ropes, Landsports, Inspection, Riflery

HOLQUIN, T. — Sailing, Tripping, Riflery, Photography
HOLQUIN, J.

— Sailing, Riflery, Tripping, Nature
HORAN — Sailing, Inspection, Landsports, Ropes
HOWARD — Woodworking, Sailing, Riflery

IRETON — Tennis -

JACKSON — Printing, Riflery, Ceramics

JESSUP — Sailing, Riflery, Tripping, Landsports, Archery
KAHRL, B. — Swimming, Tripping, Ropes, Ceramics, Nature, Landsports,

Dramatics
KELLEY — Tripping, Woodworking, Printing, Riflery, Campcraft, Ropes,

Photography
KITSON — Woodworking, Ropes, Ceramics, Riflery

KOELLE — Ropes, Ceramics, Tripping, Photography
KRATOVIL, D. — Printing, Tripping, Ropes, Archery

KRATOVIL, E. — Swimming, Tennis, Printing

LACKEY — Inspection, Woodworking, Printing

LANG — Tripping, Ceramics, Woodworking
LAPHAM — Tennis, Sailing, Ceramics, Riflery, Landsports

LEE — Tripping, Sailing, Ceramics
LEHRMAN, J.

— Riflery, Tripping, Ceramics

LEHRMAN, L. — Woodworking, Riflery, Ceramics
LEVITSKY — Tripping, Sailing, Ceramics, Nature, Ropes, Swimming
LUDINGTON — Swimming, Riflery, Ropes, Archery, Tripping
MACAVOY — Swimming, Woodworking, Archery
MACK — Inspection, Tripping, Woodworking, Ceramics, Nature
MAKLER — Swimming
MALOVANEY — Sailing, Riflery, Ceramics, Tennis, Swimming
MANDLE — Sailing, Woodworking, Printing, Riflery, Ceramics, Dramatics

MAYER, D. — Inspection, Ceramics, Riflery, Archery, Photography
MCARDLE, C. — Swimming, Woodworking, Printing, Ropes
MCCLURE — Tripping, Sailing, Ceramics
MCKEE — Inspection, Printing, Tripping
MCNULTY — Swimming, Tripping, Landsports, Campcraft
MILLHON — Swimming, Ropes, Ceramics, Archery, Landsports

MOTLEY — Riflery, Ropes, Printing

MURPHY, J.
— Swimming, Ceramics, Tennis, Landsports

MURPHY, S. — Tripping, Landsports, Tennis, Inspection

NASTASI, G. — Woodworking, Tripping, Sailing

NASTASI, J.
— Inspection, Woodworking, Ceramics, Sailing

NEWBOLD — Woodworking, Riflery, Inspection

NEWTON — Tripping, Printing

NICHOLS, J.
— Riflery, Nature, Inspection

NICHOLS, P. — Inspection, Woodworking, (-eramics, Nature
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O'GRADY, C. — Tennis, Ropes, Ceramics, Printing

O'GRADY, P. — Inspection, Tripping, Tennis, Ceramics, Landsports
O'LEARY — Inspection, Tripping, Swimming, Woodworking
PA PIN — Tripping, Ri fiery

PAPPAS — Swimming, Woodworking, Nature
PARKER — Swimming, Ropes, Ceramics, Nature, Printing

PARSONS — Woodworking, Tripping, Ceramics, Dramatics, Archery
PENNINGTON — Riflery, Tripping, Archery, Landsports

PIERPAN — Swimming, Ceramics, Landsports, Woodworking
POTTER — Riflery, Tripping, Ceramics
PREZIOSI — Swimming, Riflery

REILLY — Tennis, Inspection, Tripping, Swimming, Woodworking, Ropes
RENNEISEN — Ropes
RICHARDSON — Tennis, Ropes, Tripping, Dramatics

RIPLEY — Tripping, Inspection, Ropes, Ceramics, Printing, Riflery

ROBBINS — Tennis, Inspection, Swimming, Woodworking, Ceramics,

Riflery, Photography
ROBERTS — Inspection, Ropes, Ceramics, Campcraft
ROSSMASSLER — Riflery, Tripping, Inspection, Ceramics, Landsports,

Nature
ROYAL — Riflery, Inspection, Printing

SAGE — Woodworking, Campcraft, Tripping, Riflery, Ropes, Dramatics,

Archery
SANBORN, E. — Swimming, Ropes, Tennis, SaiHng, Nature, Printing,

Landsports
SANBORN, M. — Saihng, Riflery, Ropes, Tennis, Ceramics

SANDVI K, D. — Inspection, Ceramics, Tripping
SANDVIR, M. — Swimming, Inspection, Ropes
SAN ROM AN,"D. — Inspection, Woodworking, Nature, Archery, Landsports,

Photography
SAN ROMAN, J.

— Inspection, Ceramics, Riflery, Archery, Landsports,

Swimming, Photography
SCHMIDT — Swimming, Tennis, Tripping, Riflery, Dramatics

SCULLY — Inspection, Ceramics, Riflery

SEWARD — Tennis, Ropes, Ceramics, Riflery, Photography
SHEEHAN — Inspection, Ropes, Ceramics, Riflery, Archery

SHEHADI — Swimming, Ropes
SIBERT — Tennis, Archery, Landsports, Tripping

SIBLEY — Ceramics, Nature, Landsports
SIENKIEWICZ — Tennis
SPEISS — SaiHng, Ropes, Nature, Riflery, Landsports

STENGEL — Tennis, Tripping, Inspection, Ceramics, Nature, Landsports,

Printing, Riflery

STEWART — Riflery, Ceramics, Inspection, Ropes, Photography

STOUT — Swimming, Riflery

STRATTON — Tennis, Inspection, Swimming, Woodworking, Printing,

Riflery

TALBOT, C. — Ropes, Landsports

TALBOT, R. — Tripping, Riflery

TANCH — Swimming
TAYLOR — Swimming, Inspection, Riflery

THOMAS — Woodworking, Ceramics, Riflery

THOMPSON — Swimming, Riflery, Ropes, Ceramics

TOWNSEND — Swimming, Woodworking, Ropes
TUCKER — Riflery, Tripping, Inspection, Ceramics

TURNER — Sailing, Printing, Inspection, Ceramics
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VOGEL — Tennis, Sailing, Ceramics, Landsports, Photography
VON DER SCHULENBERG — Woodworking, Tripping, Riflery, Ropes,

Dramatics

VON OPPENHEIM — Woodworking, Tripping, Ropes, Landsports

WAITE, C. — Tripping, Inspection, Woodworking, Riflery, Saihng

WAITE, R. — Inspection, Swimming, Woodworking
WALL, B. — Ceramics, Riflery, Ropes, Photography
WALL, S. — Inspection, Tripping, Ropes, Riflery

WARTH — Saihng, Ceramics, Tripping, Landsports, Ropes, Swimming
WALLIS — Tennis, Tripping, Inspection, Ceramics

WARREN — Saihng, Ropes, Landsports
WESTHEIMER — Tennis, Woodworking, Ceramics

WHITING — Swimming, Saihng, Riflery, Ceramics

WIKE, D. — Tripping, Saihng, Landsports, Riflery

WIKE, T. — Tripping, Inspection, Riflery, Dramatics

WILGIS — Tripping, Woodworking, Ceramics, Saihng
WILKINS, C. — Tennis, Tripping, Inspection, Woodworking, Nature,

Photography, Landsports

WILKINS, D. — Tennis, Inspection, Tripping, Woodworking, Nature,

Printing, Photography
WILLIAMS, J.

— Woodworking, Printing, Inspection, Ceramics, Tripping,

Swimming, Archery
WILLIAMS, R. — Tennis, Saihng, Tripping, Inspection, Printing, Landsports
WOODRUFF — Printing, Riflery, Tripping, Inspection, Ropes
WOODWARD — Printing, Riflery, Ceramics
YOUNG — Woodworking, Ceramics, Printing, Ropes, Photography
ZANGA — Tripping, Dramatics
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DIRECTORS

RICHARD CROFT KENNEDY, Director; Camper, 1939-45; A.B., Columbia
University, 1956; Harvard University; M.A. Stanford University, 1973;

Assistant Headmaster, Pingree School; South Hamihon, Massachusetts

01982
JOHN ROGER PEDRICK, Co-Director; A.B. Bates College, 1966; M.S.,

University of Pennsylvania, 1970; Assistant Headmaster, Head of Lower
School, Shore Country Day School; 379 Linebrook Road, Ipswich,

Massachusetts 01938
MARC JANES, JR., Assistant Director, Campcraft; B.A. Yale University,

1966; M.Ed., Antioch College, 1980; Teacher of mathematics, Spanish, and
Latin, Eaglebrook School; Deerfield, Massachusetts

CURTIS ALLAN LAUBER, Assistant Director, Tennis, Landsports; A.B.,

Duke University, 1967; M.A. Villanova University, 1976; Teacher of

English, The Episcopal Academy; 110 School House Lane, Ardmore,
Pennsylvania 19003

ALEXANDER K. BUCK, JR., Assistant Director, Senior Campers; Camper,
1966-70; Counselor, 1971-77, 1979; B.A. Colby College, 1978; Teacher of

fifth grade. Shore Country Day School; 109 Haskell St., Beverly Farms,
Massachusetts 01915

COUNSELORS

PAMELA ANN BABIN, Ceramics, Infirmary; Counselor, 1977-79; Barnard

y College, 1981; Flindock Ridge Rd., Katonah, New York 10536
::0DS€A^ROSE BENS0N (MRS. GARY); Ceramics; Counselor, 1979; B.A. University of

Pennsylvania; General Delivery, Damariscotta, Maine 04543
SARAH LINCOLN BLISS, Printing; Counselor, 1978-79; Pine Manor College,

1984; 14 Fairfield Rd., Greenwich, Connecticut 06830
SHEPARD BROWN, JR., Sailing; Counselor, 1979; George Washington

University, 1983; 69 Bridge St., Manchester, Mass. 01944
BRADLEY CONANT GAMBLE, Photography; Camper, 1973-74; Counselor,

1979; Holderness School, 1980; 26 Monmouth St., Brookline,

Massachusetts 02146
SIMON GEE, Photography; Counselor, 1979; University of California at Santa

Cruz, 1983; 5121 Templeton St., Los Angeles, California 90032
MARK BRUCE GUTHRIE, Ropes, Photography; Camper 1974-77; Counselor,

1979; The Episcopal Academy, 1980; Guthrie Road, Wayne, Pennsvlvania

19087
JAMES STEPHEN HEBB, IV, Campcraft, Tennis; Camper, 1973-77; Counselor,

1979; Oilman School, 1982; 205 Ridgewood Rd., Baltimore, Maryland

21210
JENNIFER MERRY KAHRL, Nature; Counselor, 1978-79; Harvard University,

1981; 209 S. Columbia Ave., Columbus, Ohio 43209
HENRY ROBBINS KENNEDY, Tripping, Campcraft; Camper, 1967-72;

Counselor, 1973-77, 1979; Colby College 1980; Camp Kieve, Nobleboro,

Maine 04555
EDWARD FELL LEE, Sailing; Camper, 1972-76; Counselor, 1979; Kenyon

College 1983; 816 Gatemore Rd., Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010
GARY WILLIAM MCCARTHY, Headbunkhouse Counselor, Archery, Landsports;

Colby College 1979; 27 Salem Rd., Westport, Connecticut 06880

BENJAMIN REATH NEILSON, Tripping, Counselor, 1979; Camper, 1973-77;

354 Sugartown Road, Devon, Pennsylvania 19333

MARK KILBOURNE JEFFREY ROBINSON, Headbunkhouse Counselor,

1978-79; Kenyon College 1981; Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio 43022
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ALEXANDER M. RUSSELL, Archery, Landsports; Camper 1972-76; Harriton

High School; 928 Summitt Road, Narberth, Pennsylvania 19072

FRANK E. RUTAN, IV, Headbunkhou.se Counselor 1978-79; Tripping; Camper

1968-76; B.A. University of Virginia; 270 Chamounix Road, St. Davids,

Pennsylvania 19087

JOHN FRITZ SCHNEIDER, Senior Campers; Counselor 1979; Camper 1974-76;

The Episcopal Academy; 918 Merion Square Road, Gladwyne,
Pennsylvania 19035

WILLIAM PRICE SCHWALBE, Riflery; Counselor 1979; Camper 1974-75; St.

Paul's School; 520 E. 86th Street, New York, New York 10028

JOHN BENSON SEAMANS, Woodworking; Headbimkhouse Counselor, 1978-79;

Counselor, 1973-76; Camper 1970-72; Thomas College 1981; 5 Harborview,

Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945
TIMOTHY OWEN SHENTON, Landsports, Woodworking, Tripping; Counselor

1978-79; Camper 1974-77; Brooks School 1980; Todd' Pond Road, Lincoln,

Massachusetts 01773
COULSTON P. VASTINE, Riflery; Counselor 1978-79; Camper 1974-76;

Kenyon College 1983; 1157 Lafayette Road, Wayne, Pennslyvania 19087
MARC VIRET, Headbunkhouse Counselor, Swimming; B.S. Virginia

Polytechnical Institute; R.D. #1, Box 195, Nobleboro, Maine 04555
WILLIAM DICKERMAN VOGEL, Sailing; Counselor, 1979; St. Paul's School;

675 Hale Street, Beverly Farms, Massachusetts 01915
ARTHUR HERMAN WALSH, Ropes, Counselor, 1979; Pingree School 1980;

801 Cabot Street, Beverly, Massachusetts 01915
JEFFREY WESTON WHEELER, Headbunkhouse Counselor, Tennis 1978-79;

B.A. Colby College, 1978; Teacher of history. The Salisbury School; 61

Old Niskayona Road, Loudonville, New York 12211

STAFF

DEBORAH HAYDEN ATWOOD, Kitchen; Pingree School, South Hamilton,
Massachusetts 01982

EMILY JAUDAR BATCHELDER, Kitchen; Colby College, 1983; 5 Chestnut
Street, Salem, Mass. 01970

PAULA CUNNINGHAM, Infirmary, 1978-79; Simmons College, 1979; RED
#1, Newcastle, Maine 04553

VIRGINIA CUNNINGHAM, Secretary; RED #1, Newcastle, Maine 04553
CATHERINE ELISE DANA, Kitchen; Pingree School, South Hamilton,

Massachusetts 01982
TURI B.-H. JANES, Library; Eaglebrook School, Deerfield, Massachusetts

SUSAN JENNINGS, Kitchen; Pingree School, South Hamilton, Massachusetts
01982

NANCY KENNEDY, Choir, Dramatics; Pingree School, South Hamilton,
Massachusetts 01982

ANN HODGDON LAUBER, Mail, 110 School House Lane, Ardmore,
Pennsylvania 19003

PETER NELSON, Chef; Southern Maine Vocational-Technical Institute; P.O.

Box #612, Kennebunkport, Maine 04046
NANCY J. PEDRICK, Camp store; 379 Linebrook Road, Ipswich,

Massachusetts 01938
AMY SLOANE, Kitchen; Pingree School, South Hamilton, Massachusetts

01982
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TRUSTEES

ALEXANDER K. BUCK, Chairman; 4535 Province Line Road, Princeton,

New Jersey 08540
GORDON BENSLEY, Audio Visual Center; Phillips Academy; Andover,

Massachusetts 01810
DOROTHY ADDAMS BROWN, Vice President Boston Safe Deposit &

Trust; 1 Boston Place, Boston, Massachusetts 02106
ALEXANDER K. BUCK, JR., Apple Street, Essex, Massachusetts 01928
THOMAS HAAS, 311 Maple Avenue, Keene, New Hampshire 03431
HENRY S. PATTERSON, U, One Elizabethtown Plaza, Elizabeth, New Jersey

07207
SARAH ERASER ROBBINS, Easter Point, Gloucester, Massachusetts 01930
ELISABETH RUSSELL, 928 Summit Road, Narberth, Pennsylvania 19072

DONALD C. SEAMANS, 5 Harbor View, Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945
HARPER SIBLEY, III, Ocean Reef Club, North Key Largo, Florida 33037
BRADFORD P. STEVENS, Stevens Garage, Keene, New Hampshire 03431
CHARLES C. TOWNSEND, JR., Moores Mill Road, Hopewell, New Jersey

08525
WILLIAM M. WALKER, II, N. D. Meyer Sc Co.; Suite 1600 - Two Girard

Plaza, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102
MICHAEL WESTCOTT, Attorney; Vine Street, Damariscotta, Maine 04543
SUSAN S. WINTHROP, Topsfield Road, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938

CAMPERS

FRANCIS AGIER — Kieve, 1979; College Pady Buzeural a Paris; 28 rue

Boissy d'Anglas, Paris, France
ROBERT AGIER — Kieve, 1979; College Libre Alfred de Musset a Paris; 28

rue Boissy d'Anglas, Paris, France

DAVID ALBERT — Kieve, 1979; Princeton Day School; 7 Cleveland Lane,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540
DAVID ALEXANDER — Kieve, 1979; Calvert School; 205 Ridgewood,

Baltimore, Maryland 21210
CHARLES ATWOOD — Shore Country Day School; 16 Walnut Road,

Wenham, Massachusetts 01984
CASS BAKER — Kieve, 1979; Lincoln School; 20 Dogwood Drive, Summit,

New Jersey 07901
ROGER BALL — Kieve, 1979; Gladwyne Elementary School; 1421 Beaumont

Drive, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035
ANTHONY BANBURY — Kieve 1979; Kingswood Oxford School; 285

Westmont, West Hartfx)rd, Connecticut 06117
WILLIAM BEGIEN — Kieve 1978-79; Brookwood School; Proctor Street,

Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
GREGORY BEIER — Kieve 1978-79; Holy Child School; 403 Olde House,

Media, Pennsylvania 19063
MICHAEL BENT — Kieve, 1974, 1978-79; Lincoln Academy; West Neck

Road, Nobleboro, Maine 04555

J. THOMAS BEVAN — Kieve, 1979; Shipley School; 1117 Maplecrest Circle,

Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035
DANIEL BLISS — The Hill School; Old Church Road, P.O. Box 623,

Greenwich, Connecticut 06830
C. MAGNUS BRADSHAW — Kieve, 1979; 169 Park Avenue, Greenwich,

Connecticut 06830

J. TANCRED BRADSHAW — Kieve, 1979; Eagle Hill School; 169 Park

Avenue, Greenwich, Connecticut 06830
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GREGORY BRIGGS — Kieve, 1979; Nobleboro Central School; Nobleboro,

Maine 04555
TROY BUNKER — Kieve, 1978-79; Nobleboro Central School; RFD #1,

Newcastle, Maine 04553
ROBERT BURGESS — Kieve, 1979; Renbrook School; 44 Dorset Lane,

Farmington, Connecticut 06032
JONATHON BUNDY — Kieve 1978-79; Shore Country Day School; 39

Walker Road, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944

JOHN BUCK — Kieve, 1979; Shore Country Day School; 155 Hart Street,

Beverly Farms, Massachusetts 01915
JOHN CAMPBELL — Kieve, 1979; St. Bernard's School; 1105 Park Avenue,

New York, New York 10028
ELIOT CARTER — Kieve, 1979; Shore Country Day School; 386 Nahant

Road, Nahant, Massachusetts 01908

JEFF CASHMAN — Kieve, 1979; Boys' Latin School; 1717 A Circle Road,
Baltimore, Maryland 21204

ROBERT CHAPIN — Kieve, 1979; Pembroke Meadows Elementary School;

801 St. Mark Court, Virgmia Beach, Virginia 23455
JAMES CONNOLLY — Kieve, 1979; Radnor Middle School; 825 Briarwood

Road, Newtown Square, Pennsylvania 19073
DAVID CONANT — Kieve, 1978-79; Brown School; 70 Old Farm Road,

Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts 02138
EDWARD COOLIDGE — Kieve, 1979; The Advent School; 85 Mount

Vernon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108
JOSEPH COOPER — Kieve, 1978-79; Tokeneke School; 33 Searles Road,

Darien, Connecticut 06820
DEREK CRIBB — Kieve, 1979; Shore Country Day School; 117 Hart Street,

Beverly Farms, Massachusetts 01915
GORDON CROMWELL — Kieve, 1978-79; Calvert School; 1710 Circle Road,

Baltimore, Maryland 21204
PATRICK CROMWELL — Kieve, 1977, 1978, 1979; Oilman School; 1710

Circle Road, Baltimore, Maryland 21204
DARRELL CROWLEY — Kieve, 1978-79; Academy Elementary School; 15

Island Avenue, Madison, Connecticut 06443
JOHN CROWLEY — Kieve, 1978-79; Brown Middle School; 15 Island

Avenue, Madison, Connecticut 06443
PETER CULMAN — Kieve, 1979; Calvert School; 2 Merryman Court,

Baltimore, Maryland 21202
SEAN CULLEN — Kieve, 1979; Princeton Day School; 980 Stuart Road,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540
ERIC DUGUELDRE — Kieve, 1979; College Franklin a Paris; 7 Place

Malesherbes, Paris, France 75017
MARK DINGLE — Kieve, 1979; John Witherspoon School; 2 Newlin Road,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540
ROSS DOHRMANN — Kieve, 1979; Shore Country Day School; Miles River

Road, South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
JAMES DOWD — Kieve, 1978-79; Epiphany School; 9725 SW 123rd

Terrace, Miami, Florida 33176
FORBES CLEAVELAND DUREY — Kieve, 1979; Shore Countrv Day

School; Candlewood Road, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938
JOHN EBERLE — Kieve, 1979; Riyadh International Communitv School;

Box 3354, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
KARIM EK — Kieve, 1979; Washington School; 12 Reservoir Street,

Winchester, Massachusetts 01890
TOM FEAREY — Kieve 1976-79; Eaglebrook School; 170 East 79th, New

York, New York 10021
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PETER FEAREY — Kieve, 1978-79; Buckley School; 170 East 79th, New
York, New York 10021

ADAM FOULKE — Kieve, 1979; Greenwich Country Day School; 279 Old
Church Road, Greenwich, Connecticut 06830

DAVID FOULKE — Kieve, 1978-79; Germantown Friends School; 25

Summit Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118
WILLY FOX — Kieve, 1979; Pemetic Elementary School; Clark Point Road,

S.W. Harbor, Maine 04679
SCOTT FULMER — Kieve, 1978-79; Princeton Country Day School; 99 Poe

Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
CHARLES GAILLY DE TAURINES — Kieve, 1979; Cours des Sablons; 109

rue de Longchamp, 92200 Neuilly-sur-Seine, France

CHRISTIAN GAL — Kieve, 1978-79; Shore Country Day School; 861 Hale

Street, Beverly Farms, Massachusetts 01915
JOHNSON GARRETT — Kieve, 1979; Buckley School; 941 Park Avenue,

New York, New York 10028
CHRISTOPHER GILES — Kieve, 1976-79; The Episcopal Academy; 1153

Norsam Road, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035
PATRICK GLENN — Kieve, 1979; Trotter School; 14 Park Lane, Jamaica

Plain, Massachusetts 02130
FRANK GOLDSMITH — Kieve, 1977-79; Mooreland Hill School; 199 Garry

Drive, New Britain, Connecticut 06052
RAMSEY GOODRICH — Kieve, 1977-79; Brookwood School; 18 Sea Street,

Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
DENNETT GOODRICH — Kieve, 1977-79; Brookwood School; 18 Sea

Street, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
FRANK GOODYEAR — Kieve, 1979; Chestnut Hill Academy; 7308 Elbow

Lane, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102

CHRISTOPHER GOODMAN — Kieve, 1978-79; Lawrenceville Intermediate

School; 4390 Province Line Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

JAMES GORDON — Kieve, 1977-79; Jordan Middle School; 128 Primrose

Way, Palo Alto, California 94303
THOMAS GORDON — Kieve, 1979; Braeburn Elementary School; 7 Oxford

Drive, West Hartford, Connecticut 06107
CHRIS HAGAR — Kieve, 1977-79; Nobleboro Central School; West Neck

Road, Nobleboro, Maine 04555
BRUCE HALL — Kieve, 1979; Caryl School; 18 Old Meadow Road, Dover,

Massachusetts 02030
HARRY HEHER — Kieve, 1978-79; Laurence Intermediate School; 4396

Province Line Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
TRIP HERBRUCK — Kieve, 1979; Maumee Valley Country Day School; 125

Locust Street, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
TED HOL^UIN — Kieve, 1978-79; Coregio Bolivar; Calle 8, i#l-31,, Cali,

Colombia O
JAIME HOL^UIN — Kieve, 1979; Coregio Bolivar; Calle 8, #1-31, Cali,

ColombiaCy
CHUCK HORAN — Kieve, 1979; Chestnut Hill Academy; 8008 Crefeld

Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118
WILLIAM T. HOWARD, JR. — Kieve, 1979; Benchmark School; 237

Barcladen Circle, Rosemont, Pennsylvania 19010

ALAN IRETON — Kieve, 1978-79; Central Jr. High; 17 Porters Cove,

Hingham, Massachusetts 02043
GARDIE JACKSON — Kieve, 1979; Dedham Country Day School; 978 High

Street, Dedham, Massachusetts 02026

JOHN JESSUP — Kieve, 1979; Tuscaloosa Academy; 61 High Forest,

Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35401
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BEN KAHRL — Kieve, 1977-79; Columbus Academy; 209 S. Columbia
Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43209

TOM KAHRL — Kieve, 1973-74, 1976-77, 1979; St. Marks School; 1 1 1 S.

Linden Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15208
CHRIS KELLEY — Kieve, 1979; Jeffreys Grove School; 8821 Woody Hill

Road, Raleigh, North Carolina 27612
SCOTT KITSON — Kieve, 1979; Saltus Grammar School; Kirkdale Farm,

Warwick, Bermuda 7-20

RICHARD KOELLE — Kieve, 1978-79; Wallingford Elementary School; 210
Engle Drive, Wallingford, Pennsylvania 19086

DEWOLF KRATOVIL — Kieve, 1979; St. Bernards School; 129 E. 69th

Street, New York, New York 10021

EMiL KRATOVIL — Kieve, 1978-79; Allen Stevenson School; 129 E. 69th

Street, New York, New York 10021

TIM LACKEY — Kieve, 1979; North Yarmouth Memorial School; 106

Foreside Road, Cumberland Foreside, Maine 04110
IAN LANG — Kieve, 1979; Tokeneke School; 150 Goodwives River Road,

Darien, Connecticut 06820
HENRY LAPHAM, JR. — Kieve, 1978-79; Shore Country Day School; Sea

Street, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
HENRY LEE — Kieve, 1979; Temple School; 320 W. Mermaid Road,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118

JOHN LEHRMAN — Kieve, 1979; Buckley School; 778 Park Avenue, New
York, New York 10021

LEE LEHRMAN — Kieve, 1979; Collegiate School; 778 Park Avenue, New
York, New York 10021

WALTER LEVITSKY — Kieve, 1979; The Brookwood School; 64 Perkins

Row, Topsfield, Massachusetts 01983
MAX LUDINGTON — Kieve, 1978-79; The Episcopal Academy; 2035

Twinbrook, Berwyn, Pennsylvania 19312
MATT MACAVOY — Kieve, 1977-79; The Foote School; 652 Nut Plains

Road, Guilford, Connecticut 06437
JERRY MACK — Kieve, 1977-79; Nobleboro Central School; RED #1«

Newcasde, Maine 04553
MARK MAKLER — Kieve, 1979; Woodrow Wilson High School; 11200 SW

Riverwood, Portland, Oregon 97219
RICHARD MALOVANEY — Kieve, 1978-79; Academy Elementary School;

15 Island Avenue, Madison, Connecticut 06443
LUKE MANDLE — Kieve, 1978-79; Maumee Valley Country Dav School;

326 W. Front Street, Perryburg, Ohio 43551
CHRIS MAYER — Kieve, 1975-79; Red Oak Junior High School; 1501 Ridge

Road, Highland Park, Illinois 60035
DAVID MAYER — Kieve, 1979; Red Oak Junior High School; 1501 Ridge

Road, Highland Park, Illinois 60035
CHRISTOPHER MCARDLE — Kieve, 1979; Maumee Valley Countrv Dav

School; 27149 West River Road, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
BRAD MCCLURE — Kieve, 1977-79; Noah Wallace School; 25 Hatters Lane,

Farmington, Connecticut 06032
DAVID MCKEE — Kieve, 1978-79; The Country School; 23 Lover's Lane,

Guilford, Conn. 06437
COLIN MCNULTY — Kieve, 1976-79; Greens Farms Acadcmv: 47

Brookbend Road, Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
MARK MENENDEZ — Kieve, 1977-79; St. Paufs School; 923 Rolandvue

Road, Bakimore, Maryland 21204
DREW MILLHON — Kieve, 1978-79; Maumee Vallev Countrv Dav School;

420 W. Front Street, Perrvburg, Ohio 43551
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MARK MITCHELL — Kieve, 1978-79; Pingiee School; 122 Bailey, Andover,
Massachusetts 01810

MANTON MOLLER — Kieve, 1974-75, 1977-78, 1979; The Woodlynde
School; 129 Upper Gulph Road, Radnor, Pennsylvania 19087

THOMAS MOTLEY — Kieve, 1979; Shore Country Day School; Saunders
Ladge, Nahant, Massachusetts 01908

HAL MOVIUS — Kieve, 1979; Shady Hill School; 42 Fresh Pond Lane,

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
BILLY MUNROE — Kieve, 1978-79; The Pike School; 8 Durham Drive,

Lynnfield, Massachusetts 01940
JUSTIN MURPHY — Kieve, 1978-79; Rippowan-Cisqua School; Buxton

Road, Bedford Hills, New York 10507
SERRE MURPHY — Kieve, 1978-79; Rippowan-Cisqua School; Buxton Road,

Bedford Hills, New York 10507
GREG NASTASI — Kieve, 1979; The Episcopal Academy; 427 Church Road,

Devon, Pennsylvania 19333

JOSEPH NASTASI — Kieve, 1979; The Episcopal Academy; 427 Church
Road, Devon, Pennsylvania 19333

CHARLES NELSON — Kieve, 1979; St. Mark's School; Madigan Lane,

Harvard, Massachusetts 01451
CHES NEWBOLD — Kieve, 1979; Germantown Academy; 105 Gwynedo

Manor Drive, North Wales, Pennsylvania 19454 ?
•

CHARLES NEWTON — Kieve, 1979; Chestnut Hill Academy; 1411 Buder
Pike, Ambler, Pennsylvania 1-9002

JOHN NICHOLS — Kieve, 1976, 1977, 1979; Nobleboro Central School;

West Neck Road, Nobleboro, Maine 04555
PAUL NICHOLS — Kieve, 1976, 1977, 1979; Nobleboro Central School;

West Neck Road, Nobleboro, Maine 04555
CHRISTOPHER O'GRADY — Kieve, 1979; The Haverford School; 1160

Norsam Road, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035
PAUL O'GRADY — Kieve, 1979; The Haverford School; 1160 Norsam Road,

Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035
WILLIAM OTEARY — Kieve, 1979; Princeton Day School; 4565 Province

Line Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
NICHOLAS PAPIN — Kieve, 1978-79; The Brookwood School; Middleton

Road, Boxford, Massachusetts 01921
ALEXANDER PAPPAS — Kieve, 1979; Shore Country Day School; 3

Waldingford Road, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938

JOHN PARKER — Kieve, 1978-79; Shore Country Day School; Summer
Street, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944

CHARLIE PARSONS — Kieve, 1978-79; The Buckley School; 830 Park

Avenue, New York, New York 10021
CHRISTOPHER PENNINGTON — Kieve, 1979; The Shipley School; 129

Old Gulph Road, Wynnewood, Pennsylvania 19096
CHRIS PETERS — Kieve, 1974-79; Princeton High School; 72 Knoll Drive,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540
CHRIS PIERPAN — Kieve, 1979; Shore Country Day School; 5 Hidden

Road, Beverly, Massachusetts 01915
SAM POTTER — Kieve, 1979; The Park School; 85 E. India Row, Boston,

Massachusetts 021 10

TARQUIN PREZIOSI — Kieve, 1979; The Foote School; 151 Canner Street,

New Haven, Connecticut 06511
BRENDAN REILLY — Kieve, 1979; The Brookwood School; 841 Main

Street, West Newbury, Massachusetts 01985

JOHN RENNEISEN — Kieve, 1974-79; Lower Merion High School; 306

Bryn Mawr Avenue, Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania 19004
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CHRIS RICHARDSON — Kieve, 1975-79; Kingswood-Oxford School; 44

Colton Street, Farmington, Connecticut 06032
PETER RIPLEY — Kieve, 1977^79; Chestnut Hill Academy; 300 West

Gravers Lane, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118
TIMOTHY ROBBINS — Kieve 1979; Gov. Center School; 4 Catalpa Road,

Providence, Rhode Island 02906
RADCLYFFE ROBERTS — Kieve, 1978-79; Princeton Day School; 39 Deer

Path, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
TOM ROSSMASSLER — Kieve, 1979; Princeton Country Day School; 47

Westcott Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
TOMS ROYAL — Kieve, 1979; Princeton Country Day School; Mansgrove

Street, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
PETER SAGE — Kieve, 1978-79; The Peabody School; Concord,

Massachusetts 01742
ERIC SANBORN — Kieve, 1977-79; The Pike School; 43 Porter Road,

Andover, Massachusetts 01810
MATTHEW SANBORN — Kieve, 1979; The Pike School; 43 Porter Road,

Andover, Massachusetts 01810
DARREN SANDVIK — Kieve, 1979; Bryn Mawr Elementary School; 708 Old

Gulph Road, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010
MATTHEW SANDVIK — Kieve, 1979; Bryn Mawr Elementary School; 708

Old Gulph Road, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010
DAVID SAN ROMAN — Kieve, 1979; C.E.U. - San Pablo; Sextante 8,

Araxaca Madrid, Spain 207-03-12

JOSE SAN ROMAN — Kieve, 1979; C.E.U. - San Pablo; Sextante 8, Araxaca

Madrid, Spain 207-03-12

DOUG SCHMIDT — Kieve, 1979; Calvert School; 1813 Ruxton Road,
Ruxton, Maryland 21204

AMOS SCULLY — Kieve, 1978-79; North Yarmouth Memorial School; 85

Foreside Road, Cumberland Foreside, Maine 041 10

LINDSAY SEWARD — Kieve, 1979; Shore Country Day School; Preston

Place, Beverly Farms, Massachusetts 01915
ROBERT SHEEHAN — Kieve, 1979; Princeton Day School; 660 Pretty

Brook Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
CHARLES SHEHADI — Kieve, 1977, 1979; Princeton Country Day School;

220 State Street, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
ROBERT SIBERT — Kieve, 1979; Cold Spring Harbor Junior High School;

3 Kaylor Court, Cold Spring Harbor, New York 11724
THOMAS SIBLEY — Kieve, 1978-79; 50 Labor in Vain, Ipswich,

Massachusetts 01938
MARK SIENKIEWICZ — Kieve, 1978-79; Princeton Country Day School; 55

Winfield Road, Princeton, New Jerr.ey 08540
JAMES SPEISS — Kieve, 1977-79; Shore Country Day School; Davis Road,

Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945
GEOFFREY STENGEL — Kieve, 1979; The Haverford School; 460

Glynwynne Road, Haverford, Pennsylvania 19041
BEN STEWART — Kieve, 1979; Montessori Scho.>l of Brooklyn; 264

Berkeley Place, Brooklyn, New York 10015
JOHN STOUT — Kieve, 197G; Renbrook School; 69 Duncaster Street,

Bloomfield, Connecticut 06103
COURTNEY STRATTON — Kieve, 1979; The Brookwood School; 47

Leonard Street, Annisquam, Massachusetts 01930
CHARLES TALBOT -- Kieve, 1978-79; Redding Elementarv School; 48

Drummer Lane, RD #2, West Redding, Connecticut 06896
RICK TALBOT — Kieve, 1976-79; John Read Middle School; 48 Drummer

Lane, RD #2, West Redding, Connecticut 06896
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TOM TANCH — Kieve, 1978-79; Beverly High School; 271 Essex Street,

Beverly, Massachusetts 01915
DONALD TAYLOR — Kieve 1979; Tory J. Sabatini School; 83 Prospect

Street, Madison, New Jersey 07940
FREDDY THOMAS — Kieve, 1979; St. Davids School; 520 E. 86th Street,

New York, New York 10028
TOM THOMPSON — Kieve, 1979; Princeton Day School; Providence Line

Road, RD#2, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
WILLIAM TOWNSEND — Kieve, 1979; The Brookwood School; Proctor

Street, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
ROBBIE TUCKER — Kieve, 1979; The New School; 438 Wolcott Avenue,

Middletown, Rhode Island 02840
WILLIAM TURNER — Kieve, 1979; Richard School; 106 Meadow Lane,

Grosse Point Farms, Michigan 48236
RALPH VOGEL — Kieve, 1979; Shore Country Day School; 675 Hale Street,

Beverly Farms, Massachusetts 01915
NIKI VON DER SCHULENBURG — Kieve, 1979; Princeton Dav School;

144 Library Place, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
CHRISTOPHER VON OPPENHEIM — Kieve, 1978-79; Friedrich-Wilhelm

Gymnasium; Wieselweg 6, Cologne 50, W. Germanv
CHIP WAITE — Kieve, 1979; Hilltop Preparatory School; 51 Steeplechase

Road, Devon, Pennsylvania 19333
RICH WAITE — Kieve, 1979; Strafford Elementary School; 51 Steeplechase

Road, Devon, Pennsylvania 19333
BRIAN WALL — Kieve, 1979; Southern Middle School; Rt. 1, Box 682,

Graham, North Carolina 27253
STEVEN WALL — Kieve, 1979; Southern Middle School; Rt. 1, Box 682,

Graham, No^th Carolina 27253
ROBERT WARTH — Kieve, 1979; Meadowbrook School; 657 Bethlehem

Pike, Flourtown, Pennsylvania 19031

DAVID WALLIS — Kieve, 1977-79; Chestnut Hill Academy; 140 W^est

Chestnut Hill Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118
TRISTAN WARREN — Kieve, 1977-79; North Shore Middle School; 431

Hale Street, Prides Crossing, Massachusetts 01965
KAI WESTHEIMER — Kieve, 1979; Princeton Day School; 15 Heslet

Avenue, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
PAUL WHITING — Kieve, 1978-79; Maumee Valley Country Day School;

340 W. Front Street, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
DAVID WIKE — Kieve, 1978-79; The Episcopal Academy; Twinbrook Road,

Berwym, Pennsylvania 19312
TIMOTHY WIKE — Kieve, 1978-79; The Episcopal Academy; Twinbrook

Road, Berwyn, Pennsylvania 19312
FORD WILGIS — Kieve, 1975, 1977-79; St. Paul's School; 1209 Malvern

Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 21204
CHARLES WILKINS — Kieve, 1977, 1979; Rippowam-Cisqua School; 73

Mill Road, Stamford, Connecticut 06903
DAVID WILKINS — Kieve, 1979; Rippowam-Cisqua School; 73 Mill Road,

Stamford, Connecticut 06903
JAMES WILLIAMS — Kieve, 1979; Camden-Rockport Elementary School;

P.O. Box 771, Camden, Maine 04843
RALPH WILLIAMS — Kieve, 1979; Shore Country Day School; 52 Valley

Road, Beverly Farms, Massachusetts 01915
SCOTT WOODRUFF — Kieve, 1979; The Sanborn School; 6 Dorset Circle,

Andover, Massachusetts 01810
JOHN WOODWARD — Kieve, 1978-79; Shore Country Day School; Lookout

Court, Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945
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ROBERT YOUNG — Kieve, 1979; Shore Country Day School; 108 Front
Street, Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945

PHILIP ZANGA — Kieve, 1979; Munich International School; Pienzenauer
Str. 30, Munich, Germany
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